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lNTlPDUCT!Ol{ 
Harley Granville .. .Barker and G • .B. Harrison, editors ot 6 oomwe.. , 
..!.5m .U. Shikespe~a,re Studies, 1 state that the student of Shakespeare must 
appreciate the "histocy and extent ot the phenomenon of Shaksapeare".Tb&t 
there IS a phenomenon no one will deny, but just how great it actually is 
can be determined only by close and intelligent study. This does not 
mean that we must adopt an attitude ot servile adoration toward everything 
which is even remotely connected wi~h Shakespeare, but rather that we 
should make a tranJc. h6neat attempt to understand an4 evaluate the workll 
ot the dramatist, at the same time realizing that, after all, the man 
whose works we are studying was hUlDail and subject to the aa.me frailties 
and shortcomings which beset everyone, anc! that he wsa juat as prone to I 
err aB the leaot ot uo, lt io our parpoae, in this dioausaion, to avoid li 
d appearance ot sentimentalism and to present the results of our study 11 
and research in a manner which ia tree trom affectation, without, howeverJ 
leaving an impression ot coldness or inditterenoe toward the object ot JJ 
our stud;. 
Beginning with a brief hlatorloal sketch ot the development ot mu 
sic in Bnglant from about the middle ot the fifteenth centur.1 to the end I 
ot Shak8speare• a literary activity, and endeavoring to explain the terms 
"polyphony" and "homophony", aa well as the importance ot each type ot 
writing in the musical compoaitione ot the period, we set the stage, so to 
speak, tor our diacussion ot the plaoe ot muaio in the lite of the time. 
1 New Yorks Macmillan Company, 1934 · 
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This diaauasion ia not intended, primarily, tor those who are teobnioally I 
trained musioianat auoh readers are referred to the numerous treatiaea 
whioh have been written on the music ot Shakespeare and on the muaioal in-
atruments and composers of the time. Rather, this ia an attempt to pre-
sent to the general reader an idea ot the correlation between musio and 
literature in the Shaksapearean age and in the period whioh preceded it. ! 
We purpose, in the·preaent writing, to show the influence ot the native 
English music upon the wurkB of the poet and to give specific references 
from his dramas and poems, as well as referenoea from the worka of hia 
contemporaries and predeceasora. 
Much has already been written on the music ot Shakespeare. That 
,! 
I' 
I 
I. 
1: 
I 
he~knew something about musio an• felt ita influence and power in the lite' 
of the ttme ia evident to even the moat casual reader. Realizing this, 
we shall not diaousa hie degree of professional knowledge--or laok of it--
! 
,. 
exoept in passing, but shall simply let the facts, as presented, apeak to~l 
!i 
themselves. 
The bibliogra~ on Shakespearean JllU.Iic, compiled by Miss norot:ey 
May Markle for the College ot Liberal •rts Library ot Boston university, 
baa been of great value in tho present undertaking, and thanks are due her• 
j, 
I! I! 
ii 
for her exoellent work. 
.1. The glossary ot muaioal terms will, it is hoped, prove ot interest·, 
as will also the liat showing the works ot Shakespeare whioh have 
i 
inspired 
l the glossary ot muaioal terms is compiled from Plllver• • J!!otionarz .!!, 
Old Engliah musio, from Grove'. Diotionarz ot uuaio .!!!!! J.IUSioiana, and 
from the Oxford Diotionary. The list ot Sllakeapearean workS Whioh have 
been the inspiration for composers is derived from the oard index in the 
2 
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musical compositions; while the inclusion ot several ot the melodies that • . 
. I 
might have appeared in the early production• ot Sbaksspeare•s playa may 
be ot value. 
Brown room ot the Boaton Publio Library. The musioal illuatrations are 
taken trom Bdward w. Naylor' a Shakespeare ~ Mil! io, 
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4 MUSIC IN ENGUND BEFORE AND IliRING THE ~ PERIOD 
I historical akatoh it 
tn the period trom the middle ot the titteenth centur, to the end ~ 
:' 
ot the aixteenth the .modern art ot music had its origin. It developed [I 
I! 
·I 
trom the achool ot Dunatable {d. 1453) and trom an intricate system, tae i 
baaie ot which were the ecclesiastical {not Gregorian) modea, modified ac-: 
I 
cording to an arrangement invented in 1M2 by Gllido ot uezzo. The scale: 
was divided into hexachords, with a diatonic semitone between the thtad II 
I· 
and tourth notea ot each seriea, the other intervals being whole tonea. I 
~I .Z§ Z:ztt kfi~"" ]./:,. a.- A · This system was used to the latter part ct the sev-; 
Ut fo 11t F .. Sol ,_._ I 
" 
0
:-. :=' --o=c snteenth century. There is much that ie pedantic 1
1
' 
G A S ,··e.. D E 
~o.mut" "Roe. rf~ F ... .Sol'-"- I 
Wt) {Re,l (sHJ about this system ot muaic, whioh was derived trom , 
I '" .3_'/ ~ " I 
the medieval interpretations ot Pythagoras, as handed down by Boethius I 
and others. 
Medieval times saw music chiefly in the courts, cathedrals, and 
monaateries. Everyday lite was unsettled, so it can hardly be expect•d 
that much that was artistic could be aupportec!. BUt the Renaissance anc! 
the invention ot printing helped spread musical knowledge and culture; aa 
!i a result, when the Tudors came to the throne, prospects were betterscourt 
1
: 
:: 
:\ 
lite demanded more in the wa:y of aecular ceremony, social conditions were 11 
leas troubled and uncertain, and there was more leisure I and more interest)!: ~ 1: 
• I, 
in the arts. MUsic now could play an impo•tant part in the nation's lite. 
I l I! Although there was some aotivi ty aa earl, as 1465, the real be- )I 
ginning ot the printing and publishing ot music as an industry dates trom II 
1501, when Petrucci established himself in venice. Petrucci, who waa I 
" 
i. 
I 
" I' 
i 
born in 1466 and died in 1589, was the inventor ot musio•printing With 
movable type, and waa the tiret to print tlorid song trom metal type. His 
tirst work was a collection ot ninety•six songs. His editions, published 
~ i j! 
with great neatness, are rare and are highly praised specimena ot early ·) 
!I 
I' press work. i'rom this period muaic·printing on the continent was fairly 1 ' 
frequent and waa more or lela good, both from metal and trom wood blookae 1 
Printing ot secular nuaio in England began With Wynlcyn de Worde in 
l 
1530. 1 Grove, however, atatea that Wynlcyn de Worde printed a tew notes 
in Higc!en' s i'olychronicon_at Westminster in 1495. This printing consist ... 
ed ot but eight notes bull t up trom nquads" and "rules" to illustrate a 
passage in the text. ~ previous edition. by Oaxton, 'n 1~2, had the 
! 
notes tilled in by hand. There waa little muBic printed in England attar:. 
this: R. pynson printed several missals between 1500 and 1520, and WYn1eyn :1 
de Worde printed the York Missal in 1509. The 1530 book ot Wynkyn de 
Worde is an oblong quarto wnrk, tinely printed, ot which only the baas part 
remains to us. The stave lines were printed attar the notes had been 
done. This work is a book ot songs bearing the legend: "In this bote are 
I! 
I' 
:! 
il 
:, 
I' 
I 
ooteynd xx aogea, 1x ot 1111 ptea and xi ot thre pte•"• [, 
By the time ot Henry VIII we see a marked interest in music. Henry 
I' II 
sent to Italy tor John Hothby tor, although Henry had distinguished native ! 
~ i 
II 
composers at his own court, he was not satisfied. The methods ot the Ens-
liah composers ot the time were little advanced over those ot a hundred 
ly correct. This ie the year that Ulrich Hahn printed a missal a~ 
Rome 
1 according to E.J.nent in~speare and MUsic" (in A Companion!! 
Shakespeare Studie!, o~p. cit., P• 138 
!! 
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years previous, and for this reason foreign musicians were largely e~ 
ployed. But by the time that Shakespeare appeared there ha4 oome an age 
of great composers all over Europe, with musio being widely cultivated and 
appreciated, and With English muaio and composers well to the tore. ln I 
tact, England has produced no suoh talent in any period ot her ~ioal I 
history--it we except the works ot Handel and Puroell in the late seve~ 
teenth and nghteenth centuries--as appeared during the age ot Shakespeare'• 
In 1575 Queen EliBabeth granted a patent right over the printing I 
I 
ot music and the right of importation from toreign sourwea to William Byr~~ 
and Thomas Tallis in recognition ot servioea given at the Chapel R01al. at II 
Tallis's death Byrd became the sole owner ot the right. All the ditterent 
printers to print music am all the imprints made during the period ot 
Byrd on the patent state that the book was printed b1 assignment ot Wil~ 
llam B;vrcl. Tho patent waa tor t118nt;v-ono ;rears. .ADothor, at the expi,.,_l: 
ation ot this, was granted to Thomas Morley in 1598. 
In the madrigal period English music-printing began to tlourieh. 
Thomas East (Eate), one ot the first ~o print musio, began working about I 
1587-sa. He died in 1609. Another ot the same era was Peter Short,who 1 
worked at the "Star" on Bread Street Hill from 158• to 1603. He waa suo- I 
I 
ceeded by Humtrey Lownea. These men printed man; ool1eoUona ot madrigal a 
I' 
and aimilar worka from mo11able t;vpe. 1 I 
ln view ot what has been stated it may readily be seen that there 
was a tairl;v sizable aolleatian at printed mosia available tor Sbakoopearell 
6 
I
·J 1 the use ot the word "key" in mu.sio dates trom about 1000 .a..n.,not 1600~1 
1 as usuall1 claimed. ~bout 1300 came the tour-part ohorus,en improve- j 
I ment over the two- and three-part harmon1 whioh had preceded U • Frorp 
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When he began writing. In addition, there was a vast amount ot "oral" 
muaic-.. -tolk muaic which had been sung by the people tor generations and 
which tilled an important role in the lite ot the time. 
II polyphony and homophony 
\\ .. 
,, 
The art ot polyphony ia generally considered to have emerged trom 
the purely theoretical atage under the intluenoe ot John Dunat&ble. Dun• I 
ctable's musio approached a style intelligible to modern ears. But, even 
so, the development ot the contrapuntal idea ot independence ot parts had 
not yet made olear that consecutive tourtha and titths, the "backbone" ot 
descant, were at variance with the contrapuntal mellhod. ImlANT, begin-
ning in the twelfth century, was the first attempt at polyphony With con-
trary motion in the ditterent parts. lt was the opposite ot "organum", 
in which parallel motion was the rule. (Loosely, descant might be termed 
the combining ot two or moee musical phraaea or melodiea). 
Counterpoint, trom the Latin npunctua contra punctus", is the art 
groundwork Ot a Comp j ot polyphonic composition. In earliest timea, the l 
aition was called "plain-song" or the "canto termo" (Latin "cantua tirnua~ 
,, 
while the accompanying parta were called the "counterpoint"• The main :
1
: 
melody was in the plain-song, or cantua tirmua, and was generally loat. 
s!noe the cantua t!rmus waa otten in the lower parts and the counterpoint 
obacured the melody. "Polyphony" resulted, With all parts titting in and 
I 
each part ot EQUAL IMPORTANCE. 
7 
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Counterpoint baa Yery strict rules which must be rigi~ly observe~. con-
eeoutiYe fourths and tittha, mentioned earlier, are strictly forbidden. 
!f.B. !he Cantua E'irmus may be in any voice (i.e. part). 
The works ot Johann Sebnatian Bach (1685-1750) and George Frederick Han-
del {1685-1759) repreaent polyphony at the height ot its splendor. 
By the beginning ot the sixteenth centur.r the laws ot counterpoint 
were aubatantially fixed and skill in composition increased. The oentu17 j 
asw a complete freedom !rom the archaic world, and the best sixteenth oeJ 
tury ~lo shows the easentials in a state ot perfect balance. cadences l 
ot the music ot this period show a great resemblance to the harmonia ideaal 
ot the present. The harmony ot the centuey ~ seem strange to ua, unaoJ 
ouatomed as we are to the style, and tor this reaaon we may say that thia 
music is a survival ot the archaic scales, suited only tor melodic purpoa• 
ea. But this is not so1 the resultant harmony comes from a state of 
things in which only two species ot chord are available as points ot re-
pose. 
Polyphony has been termed "horisontal music", in contraat to ~ 
ophonio or "Yertical music" (i.e. analyzed trom a harmonic standpoint)• 
'I 
in modern music homophony is a style in which one melody or part. auppor~~i 
ed to a greater or less extent by chords or oho~ combinations (i.e. an I. 
accompanied melody, in other words) predominates. This is the opposite I 
I 
!! ot polyphony, in which all the parts ot the composition are ot equal 1m- I 
I portanoe. J 
8 
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The old ayatem ot polyphony gradually gave way to homophony about !I 
I 
the end ot the sixteenth century. Homophony tirst sprang up in Florence,' 
I 
~ I 
shortly before the end ot the century. The new music was an attempt to I 
I 
tind aomething more suitable tor dramatic expreesion than the polyphonic I 
I 
style. Homophony, crude at tirst, made itselt telt in the whole musical I 
system: the old method ot cQmposition, with ita Cantua Firmus, waa aban. 
doned and the modern acale replaced the older one. We are told that hom-
ophony arose trom an attempt at tmitation ot the Greek drama. From this l 
! 
came (early in the seventeenth century) the tirst music-dramas ot Peri 
(1661-1633), Caccini (c. 1~1616), and Monteverde (1567-1643)• 
The new Italian school soon revolutionised secular music, poly-
phony only surviving tor a time in purely liturgical music. The change 
datea trom about 1597. But no allusion is tound to the "new music" in 
the plays produced by Shakeapeare trom 1597 to 1611, the date ot The Tem.~ 
I 
I 
- Ji 
:! p.!st. It is surprising that the new style ot writing had little or no at~\ 
! teat in England in view ot the tact that Italy had great influence upon \! 
ii 
,; ,, 
II 
Engliah literature. Then, too, .the masque reached its highest develoP- i i 
I mant in England, in the first quarter ot the seventeenth century, and 
I 
masques were closely allied to the opera. The explanation may lie 1n the 1 
I 
tact that the English masque, unlike the music-dramas ot Peri and other I 
I! 
Italian composers, was made up ot material which was ready at han4, while ! I 
I! 
the Italian school deliberately attempted to produce a new art torm. /i 
·I II 
II 
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a before Shakespeare 
We have already referred to :Dunatable aa the probable influence 
which caused polyphonic mnsio to riae above the purely theor•tical stage 
and to point to something finer and more artistic. A glance at the 111; .. 
tle that ia known of the ms.n•s life and work seema advisable and neceaaaey 
a' this point. 
JOHN DONST.l!Lll, or nmataple, was born in DUns table {Bedtordahire) 
I 
England, about 1370 and died December 24, 1453. 
.BUt 11 tt le is known of 11 
him; moat of hia works ware soon lost •ight of and were not found until 
fairly recently when, in 1884, stx volumes of manuscripts, known as the 
"Trent Codices", were discovered in the library of the cathedral of Trent 
by P. x. Haberl. Until this important discovery nmstable waa almost a 
legendary character. He has been called the "inventor" of counterpoint 
and has sometime• even been identified wUh st. nunstablet But enough 
hia and his successors' music has been found to show that his influence 
was greater abroad than 1t was in England. Possibly this was due to po-
litical reaaons, since music is dependent upon its surroundings and aince 
the school of n.mstable arose in England• s civil war period, when the 
court was too poor and disorganized to help the new school. The Wars of 
the Roses drove English musicians abraa4, and the Netherlands, Italy, and 
Burgundy saw the fruit of J)Unatable• a work, so that blf 14a7 he had acqui 
a Butopean reputation • 
.\ll examination of the workS ot Dw11table reveals the faot that 
England had a highly developed art in the fifteenth centuey, slightly an-
j tedating the oldest known :rrench school; and it likewise shows that nm.. 
-==-=-=ll=:-c::.:_===:c-:c·_cc::.::.::..:~ · ·----------- -------------------- --- -------------- --- ----------
- 'I 
stable had transferred the early style of the Florentine secular chanson, 
with instrumental accompaniment, to sacred compositions. The works re-
cently found (that is, in 188~) indicate that English counterpoint waa 
tllllJ capable ot showing the Netherlands composers the way by which they 
were to reach the "Golden Age" ot m1sic. ot nuns table• s work Riemann 
says, "Because of a surprising simplicity and grandeur ot the melodio line 
Dunstable actually stands forth as an epoch-making personality". 1 
JOHN HEYWOOD, or Johan Heewood, was born in 1~97 and lived until 
J about 15'18. He was for a time a musician in the employ ot the court, be-
ginning as one ot Henry VIII's "singing men"• J, ttpl~er on the virginals" lli 
11 he is known also as the writer ot the first ''WilloW" song. Later he was 
mater ot an organization ot singing boys, probably connected with st. 
Paul's, and his taroes may have been written tor these boys. 
TYE, WHYTE, and TALLIS are the older men ot the period we are ex-1 
amining, while BULL, BYRD, and PHILIPS represent the younger group. j 
CHRISTOPHER TIE (a. 1515-1672) was an organist and composer, later 
rector at several towns. He p!lblished ~ ,lOtes ..Q! ~ APostles, trans-
'1ated .!.!!l2, B:nglyahe Meter(l65i), as well as several anthems and a service, 
the masses and anthems still remaining in manuscript. 
WHYTE is 1mown for his "Lamentations"• 
THO!US T.ALLIS (sotnetimes spelled ~allys or Talys) was born about 
1605 and died in 1585. He, like ~e, was a composer and an organist. In 
1575, when he and William Byrd applied to Elizabeth tor the grant of a 
lease, Tye described himself as "Varia aged"• "Verla agedn, ao~ording 
11 
1 Hugo ltiemann(Xarl Wilhelm Julius) rHandbuch dar Uwlickge--sc-hic~~~-·~_i_P-___ L: ____ _ 
Big, 1907. 11-1-pp 106-109 ft - ----- - - - --
_________ :c=-==------= ~--:::-==-...:c=c--_::- ______ -------- _ - -- ----------------------- ----------- _ _ ________ :_=-==~:========-
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( } 
to the ideas of the time, would probab~ be about seventy. Tallis was 
joint organist ot the Chapel Royal with Byrd and is so described on the 
title-page ot a set ot mDtets they published in 1675, dedicated to the 
Queen. Siateen numbers are by Tallis, eighteen by Byrd. Richard UUl· 
caster was the author ot one ot the two long poems in the long preface in 
praise of the two composers. The only other workS publiahed during the i 
., 
lifetime of Tallia were tive anthems set to English words and included by:[ 
I ,, 
John Day in his certai~ Notea(l660·l566)e 1 The secular and instrument-:' 
al works of Tallis whioh survive are ot 5lllall importance. 
Tallis has been called the "Father of English Cathedral ~ia", 
but this is a comparatively reoent title sinoe Byrd, in his own day, waa 
styled "a Father in :Musicke", and Byrd did more than TalUs to establish 
•: 
' li 
'I 
:; 
what may be called the tradition of English cathedral music. It it not ; 
i 
l 
surpriaing to find that Byrd, long a co-worker with Tallis, waa 011e of the 
witnesses of the latter•s will 8lld was one of his "overseers"• I 
ln the list ot those who were given small awns in reward tor their 
' i 
services when deprived ot oftioes upon the dissolution of Waltham Abbey i~i 
1540, Tallis received a larger amount than anyone elser twenty shillings 
tor wages and twenty shillings "in reward", or ·as a gratuity. 
ii 
JOHN :MEBBmKE ( 1615·1586) adapted the Gregorian chant to the Kn&- : i 
j\ 
lish prayer boo~ published in 1550. 
'I 
RICHiARD p~ (died in 1580) was a naompooer of church JI111Bia,eta~, 
aaoording to Grove.2 He was a Gentleman ot the Chapel Royal under Edwand 
VI but there is no record of his appointment. 
l his ahurah musio was collected and scored with as much completeneas as:; 
possible by the editors of the Carnegie edition of TUdor Church MUSic :; 
12 
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-,I 
I 
[\ 
-·! 
his ottioe in the Chapel to become master ot the choristers ot st. Qeorge•a 
I 
.I 
Chapel, Windsor, as well as lay-clerk and organist. on November 5, 1569,: 
,I 
·'l 
he was reappointed to the Chapel Ro1al, contilluing his work at Windsor unJ! 
II 
I' 
;1 
til his death. Farrant is best known by his cathedral service in Aminor:i 
'I 
and by two beautitul little anthems, "Call to Remembrance" and "Rids not / 
I 
Thou Thy tao a". I 
A8 master ot the Windsor ohoriatera Parrant, 11kB Edwards ot the I 
I lhapel Royal, controlled one ot the important companies ot oholr boy act• 1 
I 
I 
ora. From 1567 to his death Parrant was responsible tor presenting a i 
I play betore the Queen every year. Only two ot his stage songs can now be, 
li 
li identified with a~ aertaintyr ~ Love trom stately ~hrona" and "Alaa, ye ' 
salt sea gods", from a play called Panthea ~ jPradataa. Both songs are 
tor treble solo with string quartet accompaniment (generally tour viols 
were used). 
b 6-ontemporariea ot Shakespeare 
WILLUU BYRD(l538-1621) was a pupil ot Tallis and was aaaooiated 
with him in his early days. Living nearly to the end ot the reign ot 
I 
James I, Byrd produced a large amount ot all kinds ot music, mu.ch ot whiob. 1 
I 
is printed, much still in manusoripto The exclusive privilege ot print- 11 
I 
I 
1ng music and selling music-paper, granted to Byrd and Tallis in 1575 by I 
II Queen Elisabetn, has already been noted. 
Byrdta work, always interesting, is strongly individual and oom-
1 blnea "rugged grandeur and deep pathos"• His Latin church music shows 
I 
'I 
his greatest ab1lit1• Oantionoa sa.orae and Gradualia are (according to ll 
II 
1 w. Barclay Squire, in Shakespeare's JAslana, vol. II, P• 27 II 
·I 
i 
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i' 
I 
1 i 
Peaaham) , ttmeere J.ngelioall and Divine"• Three massea, a recent writer 
saya, "rank together as, beyoncl all conceivable question, the finest set-'' 
tings ot the Uass that exist from an English bane!; they are not .so suave 
and broad as the work ot Palestrina, but they are somehow more human and 
personal"• 
Byrdta secular vocal music is leas individual than his church mu-
sic but is still possessed ot a quaint charm. Hie instrumental pieces 
tor virginal rival those ot Bull in their instinct tor effective passasea 
and remain always solid and sincere, in contrast to Bull•s works. Byrd ! 
I 
is, in tact, one ot the very greatest musicians England has produced, and 1 
his greatness is beginning to be recognized. I "When the complete edition 1 
2 
ot his works ia available," says w. Barolay Squire,tn "lttlsio"• 
I 
true position among European composera will be recognized." Sllrely,then,1 
. . I 
Byrd deae"ea the title of "A Father o-r Musioke," the name by which he was. II 
II described in an official register. "Homo mamorabilia" was written by 
some enthusiast against his name in a manuscript in the royal collection. 11 
THOMAS J.DRLEY (1557-1603?) was a pupil ot Byrd ana received a :sa~ 
elor ot Utlaic degree flrom Oxford in 1568. 
'I I, 
:I He was organist of st. Gilea•s; 
Cripplegate, and of St. Paul's, and was a Gentleman ot the Chapel Ro~al 1JJ 
:: 1592. BetW8en 1596 and 1601 he was living at st. He1enis, Bilhepgateo II 
1
, Although a man of poor health, his lite was a busy one. He wrote the fira.t 
li 1
1 
II 
.. I ,. 
, : 1 Henry Peacham, an English writer born about 1576, had ma:z:ry friends in I 
London, among ~hem Thomas Do\fland, the nmaic ian, and 1nigo Jonea, the arch-. 
Ueot. Peacham was educated at Trinity College,Cambridge,graduating B.A~ 
I 
I 
in 159~5,u.£. in 1598. He was a tutor to boys preparing tor the unive~ 
aity,a traveller,and a Cavalier,though the central point ot his moat ~ 
portant book(C~leat aentleman,l622) is a "more or lees pUritan senti-! 
ment of duty"• He died in poverty cel6~,soon atter the publication ot ii 
~, hia last book( 1M2). Prom Bnoyolopedla BritBDDica,l·Uh ed.,vol.:nii,-!17
11 
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/J 
regular treatise on musio published in England: A Plaine ~ Eaaie 1ntro-l 
duotion ~Praotioall MusiokB (1597) 1, and edited the curious treatise, 
~First BookB .!!!_Consort Lessons, made~ diuera exquisite Aathors.!!!: 
sixe Instruments !Q. .ll.!f!z together, ~· ~ Treble Lute, .!!!!, Pandora, !E!, 
Citterne, !h! B.ase Violl, ~Flute, ~~Treble Violl (1599, revised I 
1611). Morley's workS are unusually melodious for the period, and many 
of his madrigals are still popular. Contemporaries of the man plaoed h~ 
II 
among the best English Dmsioians of the day. He certainly stands out from 
his fellow-onmposers in some respects, for he was a critic-composer, a 
master of twohnique, knew all the styles, and was equally at home in the 
ahuroh maaic ot the Palestrina sohool, in madrigals like those ot Gastol-
di, and in the more florid virginal music, such as Byrd•a. 
Uorley•s name appears in two Rolls of ~sesaments tor subsidies in 
1590 and 1600. 1'ha tirot oontal.Do the nome ot William llhakespeare also; I 
his goods were valued the same as MorleJ'sa tive ~as, the assessment be-o> ~ I 
ing thirteen ahillings tourpence. Shakespeare and :rJorley appealed against 
the assessment, and there is no doubt that *hey had some personal inter-
course together, since Morley composed one-·if not two--songs for what li~ 
tle ot original music tor ~speare's plays still remains. 
Morley's list of composers and theorists, listed on the last page ot 
this treatise, followa:Mr. Paahe,Robert Jones,John nunstable,Leonel 
lower,Robert Orwel,ur. Wilkinson,John GUlnneth,RObert Davis,ur.Risby, 
Dr. l'artax,Dr .Kirby ,:uorgan Grig,Themas A&hwell ,Mr.sturton, Jacket ,cor-
brand,Testwood,Ungle,Beeoh,Bramaon,John Mason,Ludford,l'ord1ng,Corn1sh, 
Pyggot,Taverner,Redtor4,Hodges,Selby,Thorne,Oolande,Averie,nr.TYe,Dr•j 
Cooper,Dr.Newton,MreTallia,ur.White,Mr.Persons,Mr.Byrde, (The spelling 
is Uoele~•s). Prom Naumann's Ristorx ~~sic, P• 681 ' 
15 
ed until his marriage,in 1607. 1611 saw htm in the service o:t Prince 
Henr.1, but in 1613 ha lett the countr~ to become one ot the organists to 
the Archduke ot Brussels. In 1617 he was or8anist of the Cathedral o:t 
Itotre Dame at ,lntwerp. He thus :torma a link between the English school 
ot organists and the nutbh. ot whom SW.elink was by tar the greateat.some 
two hundred compositions are attributed to Bull. 
ORL&liDO GIBIDNS (158~1625), who held the degrees ot Bachelor o:t I 
,, 
MUsic and JltlS• D., both !rom Oxtord, and was the founder o:t the best 
school o:t Anglican church music, rs.nlm almost as high as Byrd. Both were 
noted organists and composers of church music of the highest quality,al- I 
though the style ot Gibbons ia the more modern of the two. Still, thousJ 
Gibbons shows a tendency toward the new music in some ot his anthems, his 
vocal music is solid and massive in spirit and retains all that is best oll 
tho old school. His madrigals and church mllSia are both excellent and hal 
'I 
tempers "austerity with a note o:t human personality, though never soartngjl 
into the heights ot ~stical fervor to which Byrd sometimes attains," sayJ 
Gibbons's instrumental musio is less interesting by tar than his 
l Opp. cit., P• 27 
16 
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,)1 
vocal works. The best ot the instrumental work is tound in Parthenia, a 
small collection ot pieaes tor the virginals, published about 1611, in 
which he was associated with Byrd and B*ll. The title-page readli 
PJ.RTHENU 
or 
The ~den head 
ot the tirst music that 
ever was printed tor the Virginalls 
Composed 
By three tamDus mastersrwm.Byrd,Dr.Jobn BUll,and Orlando Gibbons. 
q . 
l! 
I jl 
I 
THOMAS UTD>B(c• 1575-•?) was organist ot Chester Cathedral trom 
1599 to 1611, and later waa organist ot Christ Church Cathedral, DUblin. 
He received his Bachelor ot Jtusic degree from Iltbline He wrote & ~ .2!, I 
UAdriga1s in praise ot Queen Eli.abeth (1601), First~ ot Madrigals(l604, 
reprinted in 1646), and a Second !!!.i (1618}. 
THOMJ.S WEXLXPB (dates unknown) was a distinguished writer ot mad-
rigals. In 1600 he was organist ot Winchester College; in 1602 he re~ 
oeived his Bachelor ot MUsic degree from Oxford, and in 1608 was organist 
ot Chichester Cathedral. 
SIR THOMAS OAUPION (?--1619), a ph3s1cian, poet, composer,and 
dramatist, was the author ot two Bookes ot jyrea (1610), followed by two 
more ( 1612); J.;ires !2.£ !h!, Masque ,!! Flowers ( 1613); Songs E.! Mourning 
(tor Prince Henry, 1613); and a Ji!:! !&, .Q! Makins 1oure Parts ,..!!! Counter-
point (1618). Educated at Cambridge, Campion studied law but did not 
practise. He was an accomplished musioiant as the list of his works 
shows, he co~sed many sits tor his lyrics. Though he practised medi· 
cine in his later years, he continued to produce lyrics and songs of good 
calibre until his death. 
17 
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1. 1! 
( 
( 
lieh mwlicians ot the period, was a :tarnous lute-player. He first appear-
ed in 1580 in the service ot Sir Henry Cobham, English ambassador in Par-
is. Dowland was persuaded to become a catholic by some English catholic : 
I 
!! II refugees in Paris. ln 1588 he went back to England, where he took the 
,, 
degree o:t Bachelor ot Music at Oxford. Shortlp afterward he was invitedil 
fl 
to Gern:any b' the lllke ot Brunswick, paasing later :trom the Dlke' s court !I 
1 ,; 
to that of the Landgrave o:t Hesse. ln 1598 he was lutenist to Christian i 
!! 
il IV o:t Denmark, returning to England from time to time until l6os, when hal 
:i :tina1~ remained. 1612 found h~ "lutenist to Lord Walden", and in l625iJ 
:I 
he was appointed one of six lutenists in the ldngta service. In 1597 he 1! 
,I 
'I 
published ~ Firat Book J!! songea J!!: j,yres E!., Foure parts, ~ TablaturJi 
lj 
!2!. ~Lute. This book had fiwrti editions before l6la. Dowland's mu.- 111 
sio is found in many foreign collections, both in manuscript and printedo 
11 
ln his own :tour bookS ot "Songes or AYres" is the very rare instrumental 
Laoh.rymae .!!!:. Seven Tearea, figured .!J! seaven passionate Pavans (published 
in 1605). Dow1and•s son, Robert, also became famous as a musician. 
PETER PHILIPS is a link between the DUtch and English organists, j, 
as was John Bulle .An ecclesiastic, Philips first appeared at Antwerp in !l 
l59l,and in 1598 was organist to the Archduke Albert. Philips is the most 
il' Italian in style ot any o:t the English composers of the day; but though 
his latetr
1
wor
1
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1
show s
1
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1 
htiendeno
1
y
1 
htowai drd
1 
t
1
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1
e
1
wt style ol! homophony, he :II 
never en re y oses a s Eng a n v ua Y• 
1
, 
~ ! 
II 
RICHARD llEIUNG (born at the end o:t the sixteenth centucy, die4 in I! 
il 
1630 ?) was eduoated in Italy. He took his Bachelor of MUsic degree,how-l 
fj 
ever, at Ox:tord, in 1610. lt was :nering who published the oldest known fi 
\( 
compositions with "basso contine•. ln 1617 he was organist to the En&'- i' I 
i [ 
18 
·· · 1 following the praot1oe. of writers_on mueio,tbe form lutEnist is_uoedJlEtr~;---=~~---
lish Benedictine nuns at Brussels, and court organist to Queen Henrietta 
Maria in l625e Like Philips, Daring wrote music in both the homophonic 
and polyphonic styles. 
JOHN WILBYR spent the greater part of' his lite at Hengrave Hall in 
the sertice o:t Sir Thomas BYtson and his widow. He published only two 
i! 
volumes o:t madrigals (sixty-:tive in all), but they place him in the :tirst :: 
rank o:t madrigal-writers. 
JOHN BENNET wrote little--only one volume of' madrigals exists. 
But every one is a gem and there is a vein of' pathos running through tllem 
all. 
With such an array o:t musical talent existing in the period in 
which he wrote, it does not seem strange that Shakespeare u*ilised this 
material. Rather, had he not done so, we should have been inclined to 
wonder at his neglect of' so potent a factor in the lite of' his age. 
IV MUSICAL INSTRUMENrS IN USE DURING THE PERIOD 
U&ny of' Shakespeare•s musical allusions need explanation :tor the 
:> 
I 
:I II 
1: 
I 
i !i 
! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
:i 
modern reader or layman because a great number of' the instruments mentio~ 
\I 
ad are now obsolete. :ror example, the ·'FLUTE· ~ntioned by him was n«at 1 
the instrument we lmow to-day, but a BEOOBlBR•" ·, which was blown :trom the :\ 
and like a flageolet or pen~ whistle. The instrument came in several 
s1sest treble, tenor, and bass, and waB used tor part-musio. A sweet, 
melancholy tone oharacterisad the recorder. ~a-day this instrument doea 
not exist. 
:I 
the PIF.B was used f'or military purposes, mora or leas as U is to-! 
.i 
But the to~ was ditf'arentr it was more likB an early simple to~ ii ., 
19 
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I 
of small transverse flute, the bore of which was cylindrical throughout 
and which, in consequence, produced very faulty intonation. !he modern 
fife ia of the conical type, midway 1n pitoh between tbe "concert" flute 
The PIPE was a small flageolet used with the !A.BOR, a sort of 
I 
small drum, for country dancing. 'lhe PLAGEOLm! was a small, high-pitched 
I 
member of the PIPPLB-ILUTI family, and the last survivor of the recorder 
ola•••. "lutee, recorders, titea, and pipes all belonged to the large 
family ot recorders. 
.:n 
(4j (4) 
( 2) 
(1) 
The HAUTBOY was the uni-
versal woodWind instrument with 
a double reed. It marksd a 
stage in the developnent of th8 
I 
instrument which began ita carj 
ear as a Sl:JAL1I (or ahawm) and I 
I 
ended it as an OBOE• The name, 
I is tram the French lWJT BOIS, ! 
I 
"high wood", which describes il 
the material of which the instru-
ment was made and which gave II ji 
1 t its pitch. Though there 
were tenor and other hautboys 
known, tho treble was by far 
I ( 1 J 
\ t$ 
(5) 
the most common • JUst when 
ll .. •(ljFlutes (2jRecorder {3jTnbor (4}Pipes the word ehnlm, or shawm, '!J 
I I I' 
ilu•From :F .s.Boas:Ititroduction .E!.lli Readin__g 2!. ShD.kospeare,p. 61 1 ; 
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dropped aannot be definitely fixed. It appeared in Qorboduo, however, 1,] 
where it was named in "the ord.er and aignitication of the clumb-show before ' 
lf 
the fourth aot". After this date (l56Q-6l) its use became more and more ,
1 
ooncon. The tone ot the hautboy was more shrill and harsh than that of 
the hautboy in modern orcheatras. (We commonly use the more familiar 
ttoboe" in naming the instrument). Iailm the recorder, the hautboy came in ,1 
several sizes, its bass variety being the equivalent of our modern basaoon~; 
!I 
The WJ.IT (wayte, or ~ghte) was another name tor the shalm, or 
shawm, an instrument dating from the )Iiddle .Agea and used by the watchman 
who waited at the gates of eastles and cities. No doubt the name 1s t~ 
en from that ot the watchman himself and it is mentioned very early 1n the 
State Papers. Early in the fifteenth century it was applied to municipal 
watChmen also employed as musicians and, later, both to the instruments 
(shawms or hautboys) and sorntt~es to the pieces of music played on them. 
The HORN was considered a vulgar instrument, suitable only tor 
huntin~ and tor field sports, and was used only tor hunting-music. The 
horn was not admitted to "consort" in the Shakespeare&Jl period, and even 
as late as the time of Handel (1685-1759) this preJudice still existed. 
»ut the horn, in reality, is the finest of the brass instruments. 
'I 
The CO~ is otten dalled tor in stage directionle This instru .. , 
ment, much used 1n TUdor and Stuart England, was a hom-like instrwnent , i 
made ot wood, general~ covered with leather, and was otten elaboratel~ 
ornamented with ivor~ and silver. 1t must not, however, be oontueed W1 th : 
our modern brass instrument known as the cornet. Although curved speoi• 
!I 
1 mens were the more common, cornets were made bent or straight. A complete' 
set, or consort, of cornets contained a treble, a tenor or common co~et, 
;I 
., 
·· c.::::::-. and a grand cornet.· 
i' 
---.. -:: ... ::::: ... ---·-····---· 
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I 
,, 
moat oontemporacy writers, the tone was bright and pleasing when the in- :! ,I 
,I 
·I 
atrument was well played. The plaoe of its origin is somewhat uncertain, ; 
though the early allusions to it in English manuscripts seem to indicate 
! 
I 
!l 
that England, it not the originator of the instrument, was one of the tirst 
countries to use it. The Harleian uanuaoript (1~19.A.) has a list of the 
musical instruments b-longlng to Henry VIII, and among them are listed1 
[' 
: 
I 
I 
I 
"TWOo gitteron pipes ot lvorie Upped with silver and gilte they are oaulled 
d 
Cornettes ... ", and ttzUiJ gitteroune pipes ot woodde in a bagge of leather j! 
they are caulled Cornettea"• References to the instrument become more 
trequent as we approach Elizabeth's reign. Dekker's masque, The King's 
Jntertainment, shows by a stage direction that the cornet was reckoned 
1 
among the hi~class instruments ot the day: "A noise ot cornets, a con-
sort, a set of Viols"• In the seventeenth century drama the cornet was 
frequently used tor sounding at the beginning of the acts, and Beaumont 
and Fletcher, Drayton (1607), Nathaniel Field (1612), Shakespeare, and Ben 
Jonson all speak ot it or order its use in stage directions. Marston, in 
Sophonisba (Prologue to Aot I), says, "Cornets sound a march"• 
The cornet had many uses. lt was indispensable in the orchestra 
of woodwind lnstruments,and it ~ be traced in the badd aa tar baok as 
the fourteenth century where, in octavlan tmperator, a work of that time, 
it is thus rnentioneda "Ther myghth men here menstraloye, Trompys, taborna, 
and cornettys crye"• Because the tone of the cornet was softer than that 
of the trumpet, indoor or private theatres made use of the sweeter toned 
instrument. It was likewise used a great deal at court and in sacred JllU• 1 1 
1 "noise"--mus1c, or a company of musicians 
22 
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1 
sic Where, when boys• voices were not available, it was pressed into aerv-
ice to supply tha parts the boys should have carried. 
Prices paid tor specimens ot the cornet at the time ot ita active 
use varied according to the amount ot work put into the various inst~ 
menta. ~ example bought tor Trinity College (Cambridge) in 1595 cost 
one pound, a large sum tor that time; and Sir Thomas E:Vtson• a Household Ae.J 
I 
counts tor 157a-~ show that tour pounds ~· the sum given tor seven cornets. 
Bngliah oornetioto enJoyed a h1Bn repotation tor esoellenoe and held ~ I 
portant positions in many foreign oourta. 
The TRUMPET was pre-eminently a musical instrument associated 
with royal t~. ln Germany t~•ers were regarded as the aristocrats of 
the musical profession and were privileged socially. Trumpet music at 
weddings, etc, was forbidden e%0ept for peraons ot a certain rank of n~ 
bility. In England, however, the players were not so important, thougn 
the instrument stood apart tra.m the others as being espeoially dignified. 
,Almost always the trumpet was associated with drums. 
The ~UT. the old English name tor the trombone, was associated 
with religious ceremonies generally. Cornets and sackbuts were often 
used in English cathedrals and churahes to support the organs, weak and 
small at the time, or to replace them altogether. saakbuta were not usecl 
tor ohuroh music alone, though always tor solemn, ceremonial music. 
ing the reign ot Henry VIII the saokbut was used in Canter~rJ to aoco~ 
!: 
,, pany sacred music. 
l! 
We find frequent references to this instrument in the 
il 
1: 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. 
VIOIB were tre most important of the stringed instruments played 
The REBEO was almost obsolete in Shakespeare• s day, but men-jl wUh a bow. 
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tion is made of it here because it must be counted among the first of the / 
I: bo119d inst.--nte in Europe. Allusion• to this anoient instrument ('llhloh I 
I· is, no doubt, of Eastern otigin) are frequent. In ~ pguyr .2! ~ 1!.:. 
i li 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
K!:,! (1. 1071) it is referred to as tho "ribible"• Chaucer uses it in 
both torms, as regards spelling: "rebekke" in~ Frere's ~and "ribi· 
ble" in The aoke1 s Tale. Drayton, in Eclogue II ot 1h! Shepherd• s Garland' 
says1 
He turn'd his rebec to a mournfUl note, 
And thereto sung this doletul elegy. 
tn Lydgateta Reson ~ sensualtie (1. 5581-2) there is this reference: 
Lutys, Rubibia, and Geterns, 
More tor aatatys than taverns. 
In its commonest form the viol was used in three sizes 
and pitches: treble, tenor, and bass. The name "chest of 
viols" was given to the complete set and the case in which 
they were kept. The tone ot the viol was soft and SYJD.P8-
I 
thetic, well fitted tor the accompaniment of voices. ahron-
11 
ologically the predecessors and later the contemporaries ~f 
Rebeck the violin family, although historically and struoturalltp. 
they had less to do with the later instruments, viols were 
!, 
;; 
very popular in England tor many years. ln 1526, in the list ot the roy-r 
el musicians of Henry VIII, there were but two viols among a large number I 
ot percussion and brass instruments. Six years later, however, there were 
more--.. "three of the viols" being mentioned. This would incUcate: a det-
inite increase in the number. In 1555 the word VIOLIN is used and it oo-
curs in the reigns of Mary and Elizabeth. 
Viols usually had six strings and were fretted like the guitar. 
There was a contra-bass in England in Shakespeare's fay called the VIOLONE,I 
,,, ____ c_ ,, __ ·---,., ,_ ------------- -c:c=:-=-::_ __ _cc:::_c=~"-'==c~------ • -•==-----~--- . --•- --- - ~~ - · ·- · 
I 
<.: 
A door was sometimes cut in the back of this large instrument and a small 
boy put into it. A man could thus play the baas, sing the "mean" (middle), 
part, while the youngster, hidden inside the instrument, piped a shrill 1: 
treble. '! 
Sir Fastidious Brisk, in Jonson's EVery M!!! ~E.{.!!!!. Humor, is :I 
called upon to play this instrucent. Indeed, it was one of the require- 1 
menta of a gentleman, as we are to learn later, to be able to play upon 
this instrument. 
The VIOLIN was introduced tram ltaly in Henry VIII's day. It en-
1! 
!i 
Joyed the patronage of royalty, although it was considered a coarse and 
aggressive instrument, suited only to oountry folk. Pulver, in his Dio- 1 
-I' 
II 
tionary !J1_ Q.!S. English Music, 1 says that the words "Yiol_in" and nv1olon" in' 
- I 
j, :Bnglish writings of the sixteenth century can only refer to the treble and!; 
I' 
tenor viols. He states that violins were not muoh known before 161J7 /B, I\ 
I 
when Charles I paid twelve p4unds tor a "Cremona Violin to play to the or-
gan". It violins were so expensive they would hardly be uaed by oountry 
tolk. 
Although we use the word FIDDLE as a colloquialism tor ''Violin", 
the word was onoe used to designate a very different in-
strument. Both name and instrument date back to saxon 
times. Illustrations, as found in early manuscripts, 
show the fiddle to be somewhat similar to the rebeck, 
'• ! 
!i 
:: 
though rather broader and shorter and strung with tour in) 
stead of three strings. lt is quite likely that in the 
i 
Saxon period, as to-day, the word was used to mean any 
.Ang.ssx. FITHELE 
bowed instrwment0 Chauoer used the Anglo-saxon form 
~ I 
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1, "fithele" in the Prologue to the Canterbury Tales. ln the fourteenth can~ 
,• 
tuey metrical romance, Octavian lmperator (1. 70), the form "f1delys" is 
used. 
The VIRGINAL was mainly used by the ladies, Queen Elizabeth being 
a skilled performer. Collections of virginal music ot the period formed a 
valuable source of suppl1 for the popular tunes and other pieces of DII1&ic 
alluded to by Shalmspeare and others, althpugh it is doubttul whether the 
virginal was used in either public or the "private" theatres ot the Elisa-
bethan period, since it could scarcely have been effective there. The exl 
pression "a pair ot virginals" probabl1 came from the tact that in the sev-
enteenth century a second, smaller, virginal was adda4. to the larger one 
anc! placed on top ot the case, this second instrument being tuned an octave 
higher than the other and used together with it. Later, the added octave 
strings were placed in the case under the ordinary strings • 
on the walls of the Keckingtield (Yorkshire) uanor-house there ia 
an inscription, dating trom the reign ot Henry VII, which is thought to be 
the tirat reference to the virginal& 
A alae steynge in a Virginall soundithe not arighte, 
tt doth abide no wrestinge it is so loose and light; 
The sound-borde craaede, forsith the instruments, 
Throw misgovernance, to make notes which was not his intent. 
Because ot Elisabeth's fondness tor the instrument, it has been 
said that the virginal received its name from her. But this has not been 
satisfactorily proved, tor the instrument was known by the name of virgin-
al even before the time ot the ·~irgin Queen~~ Henry VIII is known to 
'· ,. 
I have played the virginal and to have employed professional performers. 
Barber shops had lutes or virginals tor customers to play upon 
29 
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I 
i! lute were popular instruments ot the period. Yet there is but one allu- ·1 
sion to the virginal in Shakespeare• s plays, and that an indirect one. I' ltj 
comes in~ Winter•s!!!! when Leontes says that Hermione is "still vir-
ginalling upon his pa~" (Aot I, scene ii, 1. 125 t). 
The LUTE was nearly as popular as the virginal but was superior 
to it in masical ettect. The instrument came originally trom the Orient ,, 
and was introduced into Western Europe during the crusades. The lute 
ii 
I 
•I ,, 
,. 
;, 
i )1 
uaed in England would date trom the Renaissance and the Middle jges. These: 
lutes were called by various 12ames·a "al'ud" (.Arabia )1 "laud" (Spanish), 
"lute" (ltiddle Englishf, etc. Shakespeare has many allusions to this in-
1 
strument. ln tact, Pulver, in his dictionary, says that it references to i 
I 
I 
the lute were to be taken as an indication ot the popular! ty of the instruJ 
,I 1: 
I· 
,, ment in England, "the very air ••• mu.st have trembled with the music of that ii 
i ,! 
instrwnent. It was heard everywhere•••" So popular 4id the instrument be-i 
come in Elizabeth• s time that a bag ot strings tor the lute was a common 1· 
,I 
and very acceptable gift. Various instruction bookS appeared, such aa The1: ~~ I 
i 
I ,. 
Science .2! Luting (1565), and an edition ot Adrian le Roy•s Briet ~ Basz 
instruction ~ ••• conduct~ dispose~ hand unto the Lute (1566), trans-
lated into English by J. Altorde ln addition, the books ot "~res" of the, 
period were so arranged that they could be played on the lute. 
Jonson's uasgue!!.! Hymen gives a stage direction calling tor the :! 
:i 
ntull music ot twelve lutes", and Marston's SophDnisba (Act V)oalls tor the 
same instuument: "A base Lute and a Treble Violl play for the aot"• 
II 
The ORG.\N, a very important keyboard wind instrument which had a i' 
I ~~ !I ' !\ 
great deal ot intluenoe upon the progrees ot musical art, dates back to very 
l\ 
II 
early times. The earliest references to organs in England relate to an 1~ 
-- --· ·--------- l_t ______________ _ 
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ll 
Strument at the end ot the seventh century. I The venerable Bede also lett ; ! 
an aooount of contemporary organs (beginning ot the eighth century), and i 
ii 
There II 
J; 
from his wri tinga we gather that the tone was tull and pleasing. 
II 
appears to be no indication of a keyboard until the end of the eleventh 
~entury, and it was riot until the fifteenth century that the instrument 
I became tully ohroaatio and had reed pipes added. '/ 
The organ was definitely used in the theatret it is mentioned in /1 
~st6n's Sophonisba, combined with other instruments. A.t this period 
'I 
I 
i 
! 
i 
the organ generally signifies an instrument with flute-lilre pipes. There j 
I. 
II 1: 
was also the REGAL, a small instrument with beating reeds, akin to a d~ 11 
inutiwe harmonium but much harsher in too, Judging from surviving speci .. ~~~~ 
mens. To the 1~, "organ" means a church instrument. .But in Shake.. . 
I 
apeare' s day the organ was not used only in church. smaller chamber-or- i 
gans, easily moved about, were often found in private houses. The regal I 
was often associated with melano~oly situations and was so used by Monte.. 1 
I 
verde in his opera orteo (published in Venice, 1609). The "infernal music" 
I l-
ot Spphonisba was probably played upon the regal. The organ, with its I' 
brighter tone, was otten used tor danoe-musio-.. a tact which strengthens thll 
1\ 
assertion that the instrument was not only used in ohuroh. 
• quar,et ot recorders sounded like a small chamber-organ. BUt ! 
II 
sinoe the same etteot oauld be obtained from one instrument (the organ) an~! 
II jl 
with only one player, it seemed to be the duty ot an organ to save labor, ' 
inasmuch as the player ot this instrument oould do the work ot tour or ev-
Il 
en more performers. The organ set up at Ring's College, cambridge, in 16osJI 
bj Thomas Dallam, was the first complete two-manual organ in England. li 
The BAGPIPE has several allusions. It was a very ancient instruJ: 
il 
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l 
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i 
I 
ment, used as early as classical Greek and Roman times. Chaucer, in .t~ , 
~.o.logae to lY. Canterbury Tales (lo565 f) says ot the Miller that 
A baggepipe wel koude he blowe and sowne, 
~d therewithal he broghte us out ot towne. 
The Canterbury pilgrims, then, made their Journey to the accompaniment ot 
the bagpipe. Greek music, extolled by old writers, may have had the baB- ! 
pipe drone oooaaional~. I! i. 
No aooount ot early instruments would be complete without 
II 
!: 
mention:' 
being made ot the OITTERN, a tlat-baokad, pear-shaped instrument which was 
1 
very popular in England during Shakespeare's lifetime an4 later. 1he date 
and place ot origin ot the cittern are hard to decide. The ordinary cit-
tern had tour atrings and a fretted fingerboard and was general~ played 
with a plectrum or quill ot whalebone, though the instrument was also 
played with the fingers, at such times producing a softer, leas metallic 
tone than when a plectrum was ~ad. 
Tho cittern, like the lute and virginal, was common property in 
i 
the barber shops each customer tried his skill while waiting tor his turn !! 
in the barber's chair. The barber, generally, was a •tmusioian of sorts" ~d 
i: 
was proud ot his ability, even though professional musicians looked down ii 
. I! 
I' 
upon him with scorn. EVidently the thought of barbers suggested oitterns,: 
li 
'I 
and we have the folloWing from Ben Jonson's Staple E.! ltews (Aot I, scene 11): 
••• He is ~barber, Tom. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
He got into a masque at Court, by his wit, 
And the good means ot his cittern holding up thus 
For one of the music ••• 
!: 
,, 
t: 
•I ,. 
i 
' II 
I' ;; 
The idea, too, that the barber's oittern was common property explains aa 1 
other passages which might be mystifying. One old play has a character 
il 
I, 
:1 
remark that his wife was "a barber• s oitterne, tor_ every serving man to ___ [~ 
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play upon''• And in 1h!. Silent Woman (Act III, scone v) ot Ben Jonson we 
tind: "I hnve married this oittern that's oormnon to all men"• It is quite 
evident that calling a lady a cittern, in the seventeenth century, was not 
giving her a compliment. 
Sinoe there are so many allusions to the cittern, it follows thAt 
it must have been a very popular instrument. But Grove, in his tdotiona~ 
1
1 .2! l!llBic and Musicians, says, ..... the Gittern and Cithrsn never appear to 
ljl, have had much popularity in England." Very eatly references to the oittern 
j are rare, 'but there is one in a manuscript in the British Museum, dating 
I 
I 
I 
trom the reign ot Henry VIII, whioh contains nine pieces tor the oittern in 
tablature. ~ early ottioial allusion to the instrument was made in 1556, 
When among t~e New Year•s gifts received by Queen Mary was "a taire eyterne"• 
Ia the section headed "Trifles" (1577), in ~ndall•s Flowers ~JEisrammes, 
there is still another reterenoe to this instrumantr 
on Saterday 1 will you send 
some lessons tor your Lute; 
.And tor your Oitterne eke a tew 
take leaves till time ot truite. 
The oittern, then, like the lutre and virginal, was popular everywhere, trom1 
the barber shop to the royal palaoe, and it would seem that the instrument 
was always a souroe ot great pleasure. 
The ORBlmS'rRA., as we know it. was lacking in Elbabethan tilll8a. 
,: 
The qualities ot tone representei by our string, woodwind, braaa, and per-
I jl cussion sections were absent entirely trom Elizabethan music. The Bllsa-
1 bethans, however, did have a dtrong sense of what we term instrumental col-
or and its possibilities tor use in dramatio etteot; but the method used 
I 
I 
was that ot grouping the instruments into families, not using them all to-
,, 
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or "broken musio"• "Broken music" was, of oourse, to be expeoted in do-
-· 
·-
.,>' 
l 
mastic performances, because parts had to be played by whatever instruments: 
were available at the time. It is much the same now, in the small hotel 
ensemble, when oertain operatic selecrirt.ons are requested by .the patrons. 11 
II 'l!he violin must play solos written ror tlute, hlll'll, olar1Det, or 81J1f nmber 
II 
'I 
II 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
i 
tl 
II 
i 
I 
II 
I 
!I 
[ 
of other instruments, while the •cello and piano take all other parts,sen-
erally "filling in" aa well as possible. 
The orchestra, as auoh, soarcely existed until the end of the aix-
teenth o* the beginning of the seventeenth oentury. With the invention of 
opera in Italy (169~1600) new combinations of instruments began to be used~ 
but their influence was n6t felt in England during Shakespearate lifetime. 
England, as noted previously, had known combinations ot musioal instruments 
for a long time. Chaucer wrote of the "Cornamuse and Shalmyes and many 
other maner pipe" (House ~ Far!!, line 1218 f), and of the "floytynge" (Pro-
logue to The Canterbury Tales, 1. 91) and "harpyig" (1. 266) ot the Canter-
bury pilgrims--these instruments must have been known, then, as early as th. 
fourteenth century, at least. He also mentions concerte.d playing: "Bothe 
yn Dowoed and yn Reds"• The sect meaning Of "dowoed" is not known, al-
though Grassineau (1740) said it was commonly called a duloimer. The DUL-l 
CUtER was an ancient stringed instrument, one ot the forerunners of our mod~ 
ern pllfiJo, lfiJd """ almost idonUoal, in ito ear4' tonus, with the P9A.LTIIR1',1 
except that the strings (generally of metal) of the dulcimer were struck byJ, 
hammers, while the plalter1 waa played with the f'ingers or with a plectrumo 
Old musioal dictionaries throw no light upon the subJeot, however. 
!his is by no means an exhaustive list of the instruments in ex-
~ --- -- ---------
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(i(JJJ ~ istenoe Detore and during the time ot Shakespeare, but it is 
1 
:I 
0 
• 0 ••••••••• 
0 
c 
• 6 
~ 
representative ot the most popular and important instruments I 
li 
'I 
., 
• 
& 
0 6 0 
ot the period in Which we are interested. It indicates that 
,, 
• • 0 e 0 
~ I) 
Shakespeare, along with his predee!eesors and contemporaries, d 
• I) 0 
I) 0 
0 0 
had ample opportunit~ tor choice ot a wide and varied array 
0 4 
• 0 I) h.t~ 1: ot musical accompaniment to the l~ric passages ot ~plays 0 0 0 I) 
• 
•• eo o•e•ooO li 
1 
1\ Psaltery 
and other workS. 
., 
The tact that the literature ot our period
1
1 
:: •• s. 11th 
;; century 
abounds with references not only to music itself but also 
'
1 the instruments which make the music does mu.ch 
I to strengthen the assertion that England• s mu-
'1 
! 
:i sical career trom, roughJ.1, Henry VIII's reign 
I 
through that ot Elisabeth, waa one which was 
' second to none and Which, in many ways, has not 
been equalled since that ttme. 
,, 
: 
Triangular psaltery 
Psaltry 2 
British MllSeum 
I 1 
2 
I 
trom lulvers Dictionar~.!!.! ~English Music, opp. cit. 
ibid 
trom Sidl:iey Lanier: Shakespeare ~I!! Forerunners, p.l9 
!: 
to 
,. 
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B PLACE OF MUSIC IN THE LIFE OF THE PERIOD 
I at &ourt 
it has already been stated that the TUdor advent gave spirit and 
II 
I j, 
I q 
!: 
I 
impetus to the musical lite of the English people. 
I 
Siince Henry VIII, Ed- i 
il 
ward VI, Uary, and Elizabeth were all musicians and lovers of music, com- !i 
II 
!lOSers were h6ld 1~ high regard at court, although the average performer \j 
was less favored. The musical list ot the Elisabethan and Jacobean pe~ 
'I li 
1: 
2 iods, according to Elson, balances the litera~ one, when the name ot 
Iii Shakespeare ill omitte4. It wao the era ot England's greatest oontrapun- i· 
/! 
I' 
tal activity; the madrigal was in its highest stage ot development, and 
religious composition was at its best. SUch a state ot attairs would I 
have been tmpossible without the strong interest and support ot the Crown.' 
In tact, the crown was the chief support ot musicians, particularl:~ after 
the Reformation. All of Henry VIII'£ children played the lute and there 
!, was a general encouraging of music in the lire of the court circle. Pag.. 
!i esnts, processions, and tableaux were encouraged during the Elizabethan 
!, 
' i' 
period, and music, dancing, and spectacle were combined With dialogue in 
numerous court exhibitions given by the child actors. 
II 
il 
Each noble-! 
man had a certain number of mu.sicians in his house, whose dut:~ it was to I 
perform and to teach what was considerecl essential, in the VIS:~ ot mu.sic, ini II 
Mllsio lett the masses tor the classes, we are told. 
a gentleman• s education. Most of the distinguished musicians of the dB:~ j 
I! 
l 
2 
Henry VIII was a compeser of church music, but likewise enjoyed him-
self singing in the 3-part canons composed by his nobleman trienda 
Shakespeare ~MUsic: Boston, L.C.Paga co., 1900. Page 56 t 
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I 
(except the members of the Royal Chapel and the organists ot the great 
cathedrals) were in the service of great noblemen or country gentlemen. 
John Farmer dedicated his madrigals to his master, the Earl ot OXford; 
'II 
George Elrbye was in the service ot Sir Robert Jermyn; Thomas Graves was 
lutenist to Si~ Henry Pierrepont; Henry Lichtielt was in the service of 
Lady Cheyney; Henry Youll was the teacher of three sons of Edward Bacon, 
the third son of the Lord Keeper; John Bartlett dedicated his Books .!!! 
4_yres to ''his singular good Lord and Usister Sir Edward Seymore"; John 
Ward was a highly trusted servant to Sir Henry Fanshawe; and Robert John-
son, the original composer ot the songs in !h! Tempest, was apprenticed tol 
Sir George Carey before becoming lutenist to James I. Printed collections 
ot madrigals and songs exist ot all these men except Johnson. 
Polyphony, contrary to a more or less general opinion, was not 
confined to the Chura~ but appeared in courts on the continent and in 
England. Elisabeth, like her predecessors, had her regularly employed 
court musicians and was herself a player on the virginal and lute. Most 
ot the compositions tor these instruments followed the style ot polyphony, 
tor--it must be remembered--lngland was enJoying her greatest achievements 
in this style and homophony had not yet made its appearance. ~y are the 
volumes ot "ayres" which are dedicated to Elizabeth • .1 
lt is not illogical to believe that one way to account tor the 
great number ot musical references occurring in the workB ot the period we~ 
1 Bateoon (o.1575--?) wroto a _§!!l M_lladrif1111S _!!!Praise .!!! Quoon Jllha-1 
--- .,, __ ------ L_ ___ : ~601), Md ~N, Korl~y, T-allis, ~d ~tMrs also wrote :J 
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. i are oousidering is to declare that they are the retleotion ot the high es-
1 teem in Which music was hold b1 ths crown. ~is does net mean or noces-
1
1 sarily imply that there was a servile courting of favor on the part o~ the 
writers of the time, but may be taken, rather, as an indication ot the 
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11 
transmission of that interest and esteem trom the higher to the lower cir-
cles ot society. Nor are we overlooking the tact that the professional 
musician (the performer, as opposed to the composer) was not regarded With 
a very high degree of respect. 
II in the serv los ot the Church 
Originally, England was in the tront rank ot musical progress,but 
was, at Eli:abeth's accession, below Italy and the Netherlands. The Co~ 
oil ot Trent had curbed the extravagances ot theorists who had reduced I 
l 
church music to a umost uneditying condition"• Great names ot this per~ 
iod are Orlando di Lasso and Palestrina, both on the continent, and their 
work has never been surpassed as music to accompany the religious ritual. 
No doubt an attempt was made to retain some kind ot dignitied 
church music in England, tor in 1564 ArChbishop Parker wrote to »urghley 
that the French ambassador seemed to be glad that the English did not ex-
elude music trom their "quires", and telt that the music did not detract 
from the spirit ot wnrship and prayer. Also, the year betore, in Sand-
wioh, he tound the service ot the English to be sung musically and with 
quiet devotion, the singing men being made up ot the mayor, the Jurats, 
and the head men ot the town. 
1 w. Barllay Squire, in Shakespeare's Ensland, opp. oit., P• 17 
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ln 1559 Queen Elizabeth• s Injunction recognize& the taot that in 1: 
some collegiate and parish ohurohes there had been "livings" tor some men ;: 
li 
'I 
and children to sing in ohuroh. The Queen did not wish to harm musiosshe 
ordered that "no alteration be made in the payments ot singers, but that ! 
I 
,[ 
1 t be permitted at the beginning or end ot oOJDnon prayer, morning or even-:1 
il 
ing, to sing a hymn or some suoh like song, in the best melody or musia,as!J 
long as the words be diatin~iahable"• 1 I 
!IUSio ot an ornate oharaoter was very rare in the English ohurohe .I 
II 
Cathedrals probably retained anthems, but even here there were otten re- li 
striations as to any kind ot ornate music. In Sandwich, as noted, and in!l 
other parishes, it was necessary to rely upon the musical services ot "may~ 
2 ij 
or and jurats and head men of the town". No elabotate eoolesiastioal II 
'I 
music would--or could--result from suoh a state ot atf'airs. It 
[i 
4\.t the time of' the Reformation the Roman ritual had been abandoned 
I 
and with its abolition the important branch of ohuroh music became ot no 
practical use. The ohuroh music or the period was interior to the seou-
lar music, though nearly all the English composers prominent at the end ot 
Elizabeth's reign and in the early seventeenth century wrote a certain 
number ot anthems and .Anglican services, some of' them very tine. BUt not 
until Orlando Gibbons was there anything nearly as good as the series ot 
madrigals which made the period so important in the history of' English 
music. Uany of' the ohiet musicians ot the day clung to the older relig-
ion and wrote tor the Roman ritual, even after it had been officially pro-
scribed. 
: 1 Foster Watson in English Grammar Schools !2. ~. P• 206 
· 2 see preceding page 
-"'----~~--
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The English Refor-mation, at first showing much Lutheran tendency 
during Elizabeth's reign, drew nearer the calvinistic school. Wlth this 
change came the taste tor psalm-singing, often alluded to by Shakespeare 
and other dramatists of the day. This custom was introduced by the Hl1-
ga.enois trom the Netherlands or largely spread by lf'lemish weavers who fled 
from the persecutions of Alvan. li'alstatf' s speech in 1 Henry .!!,, 1 in 
which he says: "I would I were a weaver; I could sing psalma or anything", 
alludes to a definite fact in the history of English psaimDdy. Psa~ 
singing was evidently very popular trom 1500 to 1600, some ninety editioas 
ot metrical psalms with music appearing then.2 Elizabethan bishops were 
expected to be able to sing well; it could scarcely be •therwise with suhh 
a fever of interest in psa~singing. 
The mote~ was a term applied at different 'tmes to compositions 
ot va~ing character. Eventually, it was used exclusively to mean a work 
tor sacred use, generally set to Latin text {from the Psalms or other parts 
of the Scriptures, and sometimes paraphrases on these) and treated in a 
3 
capella style. 
was mo"te common. 
The solo motet was known, but the form in part-writing 
In this use the motet dates from the second half of the 
fifteenth century and was used to expand the Mass service, later being re-
4 
placed by the anthem in its "fUll" form. 
nunstable, Tye, Tallis, Farrant, Byrd, uorley, Gibbons, and other~ 
all wrote tor the service of the Church ahd their co~sitions are repre- I 
sentative of the best in the works of the writers ot sacred music during 
1 II,iv,l46 t 
2 Shakespeare's England, opp. cit., pp.l6-20 I 3 i.e. without accompe.niment 
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the pre-Shakespearean and Shakespearean periods. 
Whether the f'ormal canons of the Church or the simpler psalms ot 
the less rigid ritual, England had her own school of' sacred musio, d1£4er-
ing in many ways f'rom the schools of' the Continent, though often aoknow-
ledging indebtedness to tham. 
III a~ong the People 
During the f'if'teenth century, as has been shown, there was muQh 
ecclesiastical music produced in England, and though there was some seou-
,, 
'· 
lar music available it was very scanty in comparison. One reason tor this' 
lay in the tact that church music was \vritten down and preserved tor regu-
lar use, whereas secular music--composed f'or the entertainment of' people 
with f'ew books and little need or knowledge ot reading and writin~-was 
largely a matter of' "rote-learning"(~by ear")• There was no necessity to~, 
j\ 
preserving secular music in writing, since new songe and dances were always' 
available. 
But secular music made astonishing progress, nevertheless. At 
the beginning of' Elizabeth's reign England was behin4 the Netherlands and I 
!: 
Italy; but by the end of' the sixteenth century she had puoduced a school !1 
! 
of composers the equals--and in some ways the superiors--of any on the 00~1 
I! 
II ,. 
,, tinent. This is not surprising when one realizes that there was a great 
i: 
i 
deal of musical talent and ability in England which wanted only a favorable 1 
!! 
opport~nity to beoome prominent. 
1,1 
There is muoh evidence that the English in the fourteenth and ff!t-.' 
teenth centuries were a musical people. During the trying times ot the 
Wars ot the Roses and the Reformation music, though in a rude stage 
i! 
lj 
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velopment, continued to be cultiVated by the people, even though it had no 
opportunity ot developing into a highly organized art. National music at 
this period was probably made up of simple instrumental works, played by 
artists of not too great S~ill, and of ballad·tunes and songs. These are, 
the foundations of the English music ot the late sixteenth and early sev-
I 
t onteenth centuries. 
, way which shows that they must have been familiar to the audiences ot the 
Shakespeare and others note many ballad-tunes in a 
ii 
1: 
I 
I 
I 
.I 
i 
I 
day. Many suoh tunes have survived as the themes ot those elaborate sets 
of variations to be found in such manuscript oolleotions of virginal music I 
as the FitzWilliam Virginal Book (preserved at Cambridge) and cosyn's Virj 
g1nal Book (in the oolleotion of H. M. the Xing), or Lady Revell's Book 
(in the library ot the Marquis of Abergavenny) o 
The taste tor music among the people was evidently widespread-· 
else how a~count tor the existence of so many itinerant musicians? True, 
though such evidence as we have is indirect, the lower classes seem to 
have been as enthusiastic about music as the higher classes were. Sin~ 
ing in parts, especially "oatohes''• was a common amusement among black• 
smiths, colliers, tinkers, cobblers, clothiers, watchmen, country parsons, 
and soldiers. 1 A!llong the composers we have mentioned John Dowland as 1lj 
longing to the olass of "Wanderers", but there were many others, and it was' 
they, together with the more hUmble class of workers, who kept alive the 
musical folk-lore in the days before secular music was written down. 
Apart trom the court musicians and those employed by other offi--
-- 1 
eial bodies, there were many performers of a lower olaas who pioked up a 
I 
II 
I' II 
l E. W.Naylor: Shakespeare ~ MUsio, P• 15 
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I !i livint as best they could, They wandered through the streets seeking oc-; 
I 
casional engagements tor weddingt and other testivites, I playing tor enter-
f 11 tainments in taverns and in houses ot ill tame--anywhere and everywhere 
1, 
that they could find work. Is this the class (and it seems to be) that 
the County Paris brings to his intended wedding with Juliet? 
1 
i 
The J.rmada year (1588) is generally fixed as the '-lrth.date ot the: 
great school of English madrigalists. Stil~,in 1587, Gosson complains 1 
that "London is so tull of unprofitable pipers and fiddlers, that a man 
can no sooner enter a tavern, than two or three cast ot them hang at his 
heels, to give him a danae before he depart''• Gosson evidently had in 
mind the class ot vagabond musicians, referred to in the preceding para-
graph, rather than the maclrigalists. Following the .Armacla there was more 
luxury and a more settled political atmosphere; the national spirit was 
I 
l 
!j 
i 
!1 becoming more and more evident and the English wre becoming conscious ot 
j' 
themselves as a nation. Native musical talent therefore found greater OP-
, portunity tor development and there was a quiok absorption of the experi-
i' 
ence gained by the Netherlanders and Italians. Heads of important tami- i 
lies acted as patrons to famous musicians, with the result that an English li II 
I 
school appeared whioh we tind was "combining the freshness and vigor ot the1 
I 
i 
national melody with the technical ability ot a highly developed soienaen. 1 
I 
:Prom 1588 to about 1630 there was muoh vooal music printed. A.otiv:'i' 
!; Uy, liiUIIioall1 apoaking, was groat. llorloyi a 1ftlll Jmown pass- in the II 
beginning of Plaine and Easie Introduction to Praotioall !lllsiake (first is-!! 
sued in 1597) tells about Philomathea at a "bankBt" given by Master Sopho- II II 
!I 
II 
li 
1: 
bulua. A. discussion about music arose, in which ~hilomathes was invited li 
!I 
il_ 
II 
-- ':--=-:~= 
ii 
il 
!1 1 Schoole of Abuse 
.. ____ __ ___ '
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to take part. When he retused, protesting ignorance, ttthe whole oompanie 
condemned mea of discurtesie ••• But supper being ended, and mua1cke bookaa, 
41 
,- . according to the oustome being brought to the table, the mistress of the 
~ 
( 
house presented mea with a part, earnestJ.1 requesting mea to sing. BUt 
when, after mania excuses, l protested untainedly that I could not, everie 
one began to wonder. Yea, some whispered to others, demaunding how I was 
brought up"• From this quotation it would seem that it was the duty of 
!1 every gentleman to know how to sing. In tact, Henry ~eaoham, 1 in his Oom-, 
pleat Gentleman, says that the perteot gentleman should be able to sing hiJ 
pant "sure, at the first sight, withal" and to play the same upon his viol 
The "compleat gentleman• need not~ however, prove a ~tar ot music or ne-
gleot his more nweightie employments"• 
Thomas Wilson, in his £t.2! Rhetoric ( 1555) says ot any noble 
/ person: "I may oommend him tor his learning ••• tor playing at weapons, ••• 
~d Castiglione tells 
I
I for vaulting, and for playing upon instrument•'• 2 
us in his~~~ Courtier (translated in 1561 by Sir ThomaS Hoby) that 
il music is an indispensable accomplishment tor a gentleman. ln medieval 
days 1i was considered disgraoetul ~t effeminate tor any except those 
trained tor the priesthood to know music. But in caatigiione•s book a 
gentleman taking this view was sharply reprimanded. 
The favorite type ot vowal musio in the sixteenth century was the 
madrigal, a word otten loosely used to desori~e all sorts ot vooal part•mD 
sic. Strictly, th~drigal is an Italian torm cultiv~ted throughout the 
oentury (sixteenth) but mainly during the first halt. The leaders from 
1450 to 1550 were the Netherlanders, and Italy was overrun with Netherland I 
~;aching ot Modern SUbjects in England,poster Watsonj! 
. jl__ ____ __ 
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musicians employed in Italian courts. The Italian madrigal, then, is a 
Joint product of the Netherlands music and ttalian poetry. England had a 
close connection with the Netherlands: the latter had learned musical 
style trom England in the fifteenth century, a style seemingly arising 
trom the contact between England and Italy in the fourteenth century. T~l 
Italian madrigal was cultivated at small courts and professional singers I 
and instrumentalists were engaged. In England, however, the madrigal was 
performed more in amateur circles, especially in the homes of heads ot 
great families. 
The etymology of the word madrigal is hard to deter>-m.i.llei.It is 
from the Italian "mandre", a sheepfold, because set to words of a pastoral 
.. natu.re, a o some people think; but this is not a tenable explanation of the 
l 
word. Lanier thinks it is trom the Spanish "madre", from the idea ot 
the madrigal•s first being a ~othe~song" or nursery~song. Whatever 
derivation may be the true one, the fact remains that the madrigal ~s the 
most popular form ot serious secular music in Shakespeare•s day. 
The structure of the madrigal is peculiar: it is not an exact c 
onv but iS a partial canon of a different sortt the second voice einga the 
same melody tor the tirst two bar,., in a different key, then goes to a new 
phrase o-t its own, making a kind of echo of the flrs t voice • The thircl 
voice behaves similarly, so that the phrases cunningly reappear throughout 
::C 
the madrigal, like bird~voices in a 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ wood. 2 The fragment reproduced il• 
ten concerning this interesting 
l· Shakespeare ~ill:.! Forerunners, 
, 
42 
Part II, P• 42 style of composition. This fragmen]t. 
2 ibid, P• 45 
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is by Thomas Weelkes and is dated 1597. 
. I 1 The old English canon SUmar ..!! lcumen .!!• dating !rom 1240, is i 
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an example ot an exact canon (i.e. strict imitation in the ditterent parts 
or voices). 
I I 
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The English were always singers rather than instrumentalists. 
''Songt' usually meant vocal part-music rather thail songs tor single voice 
I 
,! 
I 
I with instrumental aooomponiment. Though most or the secular music or the i 
I 
Jl sixteenth century survives in the tor.m ot part-musio, there is evidence 
I :::t~:::.:::::.we~::::l:~.:::::::":.:-b:::::: ::::t::: ::~::~1::. 
-
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1 generally conceded to be the approximate date of composition ot this 
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cal types, while the danoe~tunes (and they were many) represented the in-
11 strumental side of the music ot the periocl. Everybody, it seems, sang 
I ballads, One ot Bishop Hall's satires eontains this~line concerning thamJ 
I they were •sung to the wheel and sung into the pailll-i.e. sung by those j ~~ spinning and by those milking. Jlartin !lllrslxtus, an old pieoe dated l592l 
has2 "Every red-nollecl reymeater is an author ••• Soaroe a oat can look out o 
II 
I 
I 
a gutter, but out starts a halt~penny chronicler and presently a proper 
new ballet ot a strange sight is indited"• 
The "ayres" ot John Dowland, Caznpion, and Rossiter are short songt?, 
sometimes tor a single voice, sometnnes simply har.monized tor two, three, 
or four voices, and are nearly always accompanied by the lute. In this 
they are totally distinct from the intrioao1aa of the polyphonic madrigals 
ot Wilbye, Gibbons, and Weelkea, and have no resemblance to the Italian 
songs of Caocini, et al. A native product are these "ayres": the nation-. 
al song-tunes, refined, polished, and developed, and the forerunners of a 
distinctly English musical form known as the "glee" or npart-song". 
1t is easy and naturll, in view of that has been stated, to agree 
with G. B, Harrison when he says: 1 "UUtil the overspreading of PUritanism 
the English were famous for their love ot music and song"• 
IV in Education 
Though England was always a musio~loving nation she could not 
give much musical education to her people. There was but little music 
written down (aside from some ot the compositions for sacred use) and mu-
1 England J:!! Shakespeare' B !!@la headnote to "Il-UtlSiC in the School cur-
riculum", P• 62 
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sical knowledge was irregular, except among professional minstrels and 
court musicians. 
The curriculum of medieval times was made up largely of the trivi• 
um and quadrivium, music being included, ot course, in the latter. The 
l ~ early medieval expression 
Gram. loquitor, Dda. vera docet, 
Rbet. verba colorat, 
MilS• canit, A:r• numerat, Geo. ponderat, 
Js., colit astra 
summed up what was meant by education in the Middle Ages. 
Elizabethan education was largely built upon the medieval currie-
ulum although the entrance ot the vernacular into the educational system 
was bound to make a vast difterenoe in the results obtained. 
AVon. 
4a early as 1295 there was a "rector scolarum" at Stratford- on-
in 1462 the school was endowed as a "Free Grammar School" by the 
chaplain ot the Guild of the Holy Cross. In 1552 (under Edward VI) the 
people ot Stratford bought back from the crown their GUild, almshouses, anl 
school. Thus, by the charter of JUne, 1553, the echool was called "The 
Kingt s new School of stratford upon Avon". Part of this building is said I 
to be still standing. From 1568 to 1595 the school was held in the adJoi~ 
ing chapel. In Twelfth Ni6ht 2 where Malvolio is compared to a Hpedant 
that keeps schoo~ i' the church", Shakespeare was possibly suggesting or 
i 
recalling the chapel where school was held when he was a boy • This is on• 
ly a possibility, since he may have been thinking of the school in sout~ 
wark, near his theatre, or ot st. Michael's School, Cornhill. 
l copied from ph. n. dissertation: Education.!!!, Engl.and from !!Q.Q.-1700,b 
R.L.Roberts, Boston University, 1911 
2 III, 11, 80 
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Richard Fox, identi~ied with the :tounder o~ corpus Christl Col- !i 
I' il 
lege, OXford, was ''lr!aster of the Grammar" at Stratford-on-•von in 1477-78.1\ 
II 
Walter Roche, elected Fellow o:t Corpus Christi in 1558, was master in 1571~ 
.· i 
1573, and wos succeeded by Hunt and (in 1577) Jenkins, both identi~ied with 
. II 
Fellows o~ colleges at Oxford. Shfakespeare• s ~irst master must have been
1 
Walter Roche i~--as is supposed-~akespeare went to sQhool at the age of 
seven (1571). 1 
'lniversity men. 
probably went to 
He may also have had SamUel Hunt and Thomas Jenkins, all i 
George .A. Plimpton, in his book, 
2 
says that Shakespeare I 
\I 
the Strat:tord Grammar School, presumably to 1580, and men-' 
:j 
tiona the Margarita Philosophica, the ~irst modern encyclopedia ot note, 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
which was based upon late Latin models. Its f&nlOUS "Tower o~ Knowledge"• ! 
I. 
representing the general scheme ot education from Roman days 
3 
to Shakespeare: 
:i 
1: 
" ii and beyond, is pictured. 
!l 
The Positions of Richard Mu.lcaster, headmaster o:t Merchant Taylor•& 
and St. Paul' a, and the Education .2,! Children (1588), by William Kemp, were 
! 
important texts, both of which were used tatensively in the Eli~abethan 
period. 
England's secondary education in the siXteenth century saw the 
tearing down as wall as the building up of conditions. The destruction 
of the monasteries (the lesser ones in 1536, the greater abbeys in 1539), 
guilds, and chantries marked the peak ot the mania :tor destroying. BUt 
the important school of St. Paul's and the City Grammar School o~ Bristol 
1 
2 
s ~ I 
a boy had to be seven years old and able to read before he could be ad-
mitted into the Stratford school 
~Education .2,! Shakespearet London, OXford university Press, 1933 
page 4 
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bad been founded before the climaX of' destruction had been reached, and 
the constructive movement continued to grow with the re-toundation ot ca-
thadrals and cathedral schools by Heney VIII, and with the tounding of' in• 
dependent t~ehools. lt is impossible to know ~ust how many schools were 
founded during Elisabeth's reign, though many attempts have been made to do 
so. ~ams gives 137, the same number as that given in the Report ..2! ~ 
Schools lnquirt Commission (Vol. I, app. ~-57); 1 but some authorities 
place the number as high as 150. Certain it is, however, that by the 
close ot Elizabeth's reign the number ot schools which had existed at the 
Reformation had been equalled, it not surpassed. In his History ..2! ~ 
2 Elementary School Contest .!l! England, i'rancis Adams claims that ~een 
Elizabeth founded twenty-five schools. ~ther or not this is true, the 
faot remains that she was connected, directly or indirectly, with a large 
number of improvements, since petitions to the Queen often brought about 
res111ts. 
There were various motives which led to the founding ot schools, 
one institution being eatablished to "keep the youth from spending their 
time idly and to teach their duty"• .But the general motive was tor 
Christian instruction and the "Latin tongue"• The teaching staf'f' of the 
average E!izabethan grammar school was not large, of'ten consisting of but 
one person (a master, "pedagoglle" or "lu.dimagister"). In several oases 
I' 
there were two: a master or "Byghe Yaister" and the usher or subJP&ster,butl 
rarely were there three or more on the teaching staf'fe The usher was re-
quired to be a virtuous, learned person, capable of taking the master's 
I 1 see .American Cyclopedia of' Education, vol. II, P• 431 
I 47 
I I_ I - -~- -
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2 Londont 1882 
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place whenever necessary; the master, in some oases, had to be a married 
man; in others, a priest or unmarried man. High moral and religious qual-
ities were stressed and scholastic requirements were often very rigid, manJI 
schools requi~ing a B. £.-~sometimes even an M. A.--degree. Henry savile 
would have his teacher ot geometry also teach all kinds of arithmetic,lan~l 
surveying, oanonios {or musio), aDd mechanics. 1 There were few vacation 
days granted instructors, though provision was made for absences due to 
illness, and a system resembling pensioning was adopted in some places. 
The number of pupils in each school varied greatlyl one school {at Penryn) 
was endowed ~or three boys, while another (at Shrewsbury) had three hundrel 
and sixty boys (1581). 2 
With this general background concerning the state of education 1nl 
the period under consideration, we can better understand the attitude taken 
toward the inclusion of music in the school curriculum. 3 In Richard ~1-
caatwr•s Positions (1581) the author says that the student should try to ac-
quire the ability "•••o:t.' Reading, Writing, Drawing, JlUBicke by voice and 
inatrumentt_and that they be the prinoipall principles, to train up the 
mind in"• "MUloaster", says Foster Watson in IDSliah Grammar Schools ~ 
~. "lays dawn a method for the teacher to teach the necessary subJects. 
of the curriculum, which must include music and drawing". lr!Ulcaster 
thought that girls, as we.tl as boys, should be taught. "Teach a woman as 
much as shall be needful", was his idea. "The learning to sing and to 
plaie by the book&, a matter soone had, when Musick' is first minded,whieh 
still preserve the cunning, though discontinuance disturbe. And seeing 
1 Foster Watson;Beginnings .!!! ,2 teaohiJ1g.!!! Modern SUbjects .!!! EnS•P•341 f 
0 much of what has baen stated thus tar about education is taken from II 
"Education''• by Sir John Edwin Sandys, in Shakespeare's England,opP,cit~ 
1 
2 English Grammar. Schools~ ~-~~~§l_g_;_S\1~!~ E~~zab~th, APP• Q,p. l8~j 
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i. 
that it is but little that they learne, and the times as little wherein 
they learns, bycause they haste still on toward busbandea, it was exped1-
• ent, that they learned pertitly, and that with the losse ot their pennia, 
they lose not their pennieworth also, besides the loss ot their time,which 
ri is the greatest loss ot all"• By supporting the teaching ot music to wo• 
men, it follows that UUloaster telt that maaio was nneedtul" to them. But 
this training in music should be started earlya "Musick Will prove a dou- ! 
I 
:. ble principle both tor the soule by the name ot learning, and tor the bodyJ 
!' 1. by way ot exeroise ••• it is best learned in childhood, when it can do no 
I 
harm, and may best be had"• Againr "AS Musick is compoude ot nature, mal...o 
- I 
! 
,j 
li 
odie, and harmonia, it hath nothing to do with gymnastick and exercise, buti 
serveth desirer or in some respects oonserneth the monnering and training ) 
i· ,, 
,. 
i' 
i' up ot youth in the matter ot knowledge"• 
li 
I· 
~hese quotations are all taken I 
I 
I trom~loaster•a positions. lt must be admitted that, to us, they do not i 
,, seern.l\vecy enthuslastic chaMpioning ot the cause ot music; but it was cham- I 
pionship ot a sort that :r.tuloaster gave and the world should thank him tor j 
it. Had another author than UUloaster written the textbook music might 
11 
have had but scant attention paid to it. 
!( 
I 
i 
I' 
Wilson• s ml!..!!!. Reason, which appeared in 1552 and 1567, gives a 
definition in verse ot the seven Liberal ~ts: 
"•••MUsika with tunes, delightes the eares 
.And makes vs 'thynke it heaven"• 
~his may have been taken literally by the educators ot the siXteenth can-
• tucy and have influenced thom in the ln~roducing ot psalm-singing into the 
i school curriculum. •t any rate, the singing ot psalms at devotional ex-
1: eroises tormed a part ot the duty ot the boys. Sternhold and Hopkins's 
,, Whole Book ot Psalms had a very large circulation and was apparently the 
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• 
most wldel~ used tezt tor musical instruction, sinoe (b~ 1600) the book had 
seen sevent~-tour editions\ This pe~singing in the sohools ot the per-i 
iod shows how prevalent tbe practioe was during the oentary. 
In the course at e4uoation as outlined b~ El~ot in ~!2!! Named 
~ Gouernour we tind that musio must be learned since, in moderation, it 
is neoessacy "tor the better attqn~nge the knowledge ot a publike weal&"• 
The author states that no wise t•tor Will allow his pupil to ntatigate Wit~ 
continuall studie or le~ng" which has a tendenc~ to dull the "delicate 
and tender wltte". Variety should be introduced into the curriculumt "some 
pleasaunt lern~ge and exercise, as playinge on instruments ot musike" is 
not, it moderately indulge4 in, to be frowned upon. Elyot recalls to us 
the tact that the "noble .Iqnge and prophets Dauid", chosen ot God, played 
upon the harp, and that Grecian princes often bolstered up their courage by 
playing upon musical instruments. Achilles would have slain Agamemnon, 
had not Pallas stayed his hand. PUr1oua, .Achilles would have returned 
home; but he took his harp and played thereon the ancient songs ot his na-
tive Greece, whereby his wrath was assuaged and he became once more a ration-
al being. 
But, continues Elyot, noblemen should hot spent their whole ttme 
in music. Nero is taken as the classic example ot a man who played his 
harp and sang "without cess~ge", severely punishing any who showed signs 
ot weariness while the emperor played. Better were it that no music were 
taught than that a man should indulge in it to the exclusion ot all else. 
! 
ii 
' 
King Philip, chiding his son 4lexander tor the open profession ot music, in , 
timated that a man should use his musical knowledge secretl~, tor his own 
enjo;ment, or else wbould use it to pass Judgment upon other musicians it 
50 
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Elyot seemingly agrees. "For, l as Aristotle saith,! il need llhould ariao, 
1 Musike in the olde time was nombred amonge saienoes, tor as mocha as nature' 
seketh not only howe to be in business well occupied, but also howe in quij 
etnas to be commendab~ disposed"• 
lt is the tutor's duty to see that the musically gifted child be 
impressed with the tact that music is tor recreation only, and that people 
do not have a regard tor a nobly born man who conducts himself as a "co~ 
mon seruant or minstrell" by ttplainge or singing in a commune audience"• 
And yet, the tutor shall encourage and commend the perfect understanding 
ot music, adapting this science to a "necessary and laudable purpose"• 
2 Castiglione says, in the Second ~ J!! ,lh! Courtier,~ that court-
not lmow-.. -1. 
,, 
iers must not, as many men do, show how much they know---or do 
about music, and this without any entreaty on the part of the assembled 
company. Rather, a courtier should show his !lll1sic as na thing to passa 
the time withall", and should do his playing in secret. This is, in at-
teet, the same attitude as that taken by Elyot. Nevertheless, Oastigli-
one• s courtier !lii1St study and do well whatever he undertakes in the way ot 
music. 
Ot instrumental and vocal music it would seem that the former is 
3 
the better, tor "me thinks then, answered Sir Fredericks, pricksong is a 
taire mnaiake, so it be done upon the books surely and attar a good sort. 
But to sing to the lute is much better, because all the swaetnes consistet~ 
in one alone, and a man is much more heedtull and understandeth better the 
teat manner, and the sire or veyne ot it, when the eares are not busied in 
, 1 The Boke Named the Gouernour, P• 27, EVeryman edition 
j 2 ~futed (l561) by Sir Thomas Hoby 
1 3 . music sung from notes 
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hearing any more than one voicet and beside every little errour is soone 
perceived, which happeneth not in singing with company, tor one ~eareth 
out another"• 1 All tretted instruments are tull ot harmony, we learn • 
Lutes and viols (a ''sette ot Violas") give exquisite music, but the human 
voice--"br~st", according to Castiglione's translator--gives grace and 
beauty to all the instruments, and the courtier should strive tor "cunning 
upon them. 
When a man is in "familiar and loving company" and has nothing 
else to do, he may perform upon his instruments, and it is especially tit• 
ting that he should play tor women, because music is conducive to pleasant, 
agreeable thoughts. But it is unseemly tor an old man to play and sing 
in a company of women, even though he can do both very well, \he-reason bs-
in! that such songs contain words ot love; and love, in old men, is to be 
Jested at, in spite ot the fact that, in other things, the men may be ac-
tive and powerful beyond their years. ~his, however, does not prevent 
old men from singing and playing in secest and as a means ot calmiDg their 
minda when troubled. 
MUlcastsr, as stated, stressed music, together with reading, writ• 
ing, drawing, and grammar, as being necessary to an elementary education, 
and he divided music into vocal and inotrumental. ~hree things are to be 
borne in mind: the Child itself, the subject-matter, and the instrument to 
be learned. Attention must be given to accurate pitch ot the voice and tJ 
the proper tiDgering ot the instrument. When a boy is able to sing his 
part from notes (i.e. pricksong), alone or in company, and without a tre• 
1 Second~ 2!. ~courtier Everyman edition, P• 101 
' 
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: I quent or great number of mistakes, he baa the :tundOID8ntala of muaio. Lato•l 
• 
his ability and ounning will increase. Certain rules ot "setting and 
desoant", to enable him to Julge better, are given him. The virginal and 
lute are chosen as instrumeats beoause ot the tull quality of musio they 
produoe and because of the variety of fingerings shown on them. Enough 
lessons are given to enable the student to play reasonably well, "though 
not at first sight, Whether by ear or by the book•••" the author goes on 
to state that he will strive to bring about the desired results through 
conference with the best "practitioners" and most learned writers of his 
ttme, and to add whatever seems necessary for better instruction. 
Boger Ascham, in his SOholemaster, says that music, with arit~ 
metio and geomet171 spoils men• s maJmers and makes them turn to the light-
er side ot litef and "the conhntes of the first book& of Toxophilustt 1 al-
l 
so by ~cham, tells us that shooting is "fitter for studentes than any ~ 
Bike or lnstrumentes". This idea is developed on page 39 and following, 
and Plato and Aristotle are cited as saying that music ttusecl amonges tlwt 
£ydians is varia ill for yong men", and would rather entive them to "Dou~ 
tines, than stirre them to honestie". Another kind of music, invented by 
the DOrians, is praised by both Plato and Aristotle beoause of its manly, 
rough, stou~ sound. ''Nowe whether these balades, and roundes, these gal-
iardes, pauanes and daunoes, so nicely fingered, ••• be lyklr lhe ~ika ot 
the Lydians ot the Dorians, you that be learned iuclge"• Jt. chance for per-
sonal opinion therei but there is no doubt in the author's mind that "lute,, 
harpes, all maner of pypes, barbitone, sambuksa, with other instrumentes ••• 
1 Westminster: Ae Oonstable and co.,Ltd., 1902. Ed. Edward Arber 
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-I. 
i be condenmed of' Aristotle ... " 1 Here, too, is a ref'erenoe to the types of' ~~ 
songs and dances which were so prevalent at the time when J.Scham wrote. 
Pallas threw away the pipe she had inventt4 because such an in-
strument "belonged nothing to learnynge"• Quo,tin~ Galen, 4.Scham saysr 
"MUcha musikB marreth mennes maners", though there are some who disagree 
with that statement, saying that music quickens a man• s mind. But wits 
i are not sharpened by "suche sweete sottenesse"; they are made blunt. Not 
only are Galen, ~lntc, and Aristotle given as authorities, but Herodotus 
and others are cited as giving examples of' the softening ettect ot music • 
.Ascham stresses the tact that "lutinge and singinge take away a manlye 
stomake". Page f'orty-one verges on the sarcasticr•• ••• eyther Aristotle an•,l 
Plato knowe not what was good and evyll tor learnings and vertue ... " And 
i il 
I' 
again: "But perhaps you knowe some great goodnesse ot such musike and li suche
1
. 
I 1 instrumentes,whereunto Plato and jristotle his brayne could neuer attayne, 
I 
and therefore 1 will says no more against it"• And yet, "fouthe ought to I' 
learne to olDge",2 Tho laudable ouatom of the English in teaching child- • 
ren pricksong and plainsong should not "decay"• UUS1c is as tit and natur~ ,, 
!I 
I' 
' 'll f'or the bringing up ot children as milk is: children hear their mothers' 'j 
I' 
songs from earliest Qbildhood, JUst as they drink milk f'rom I the very begin-
1 
I 
I ning ot their liveso 
1: 
i: 
ot the praising of God in song there is no need to aommant, accord .. · 
ing to .A.scham. Lawyers and preachers, particularly, need t_o be able to 
' a1ng,3 tor singing is a help toward a good speaking voice.4 ot those who 
came daily to t,!:e university, where one had learned to 
1 Aristotle Politics, 8.6 
:j 2 P• 22 .. "the contentes ot the f'irst booke" 
ii 3 P• 42 
4 P• 43 
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sing, six had not. 1: 
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Certainly this seems to bear out his atatement that the youth ot the land . 
i 
In taot, ~cham evidently approves ot the study ot 
music it kept within bounds. And Uulcaster, before quoted, says that 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
•tmusick will not harm thee, it thy beba'Viour is good, and thy conceit hon- r 
II 
i 
1: 
li 
est ••• n 
lt is not necessary to cite here the many references which Shake~j 
:: 
!i 
speare makes to education. The reference to the ttwhining school-boy, with' 
his satchel ••• creeping like snail unwillingly to school" l is taken to 
represent the second ot the seven ages ot man. The Romeo !!!! Juliet quo- . 
I 
tat ion on the boy's eagerness to leave l.is studies is well known. Would 
2 
the inJection ot music into the course· ot study ot these youngsters take 
soae ot the sting out ot education? would it prevent the boys trom being ,, 
•, 
ntatigate with continuall studie" and keep their "delicate and tender witt~n 
trom becoming dulled? Possibly. 
V in the Theatre 
a pre-shakespearean 
The tact that music played aD importaut part 1n court and church 
lite, as well as in the everyday lite ot ~e -people, both at home and 1n 
ii li 
II 
.education. serves as a strong reason tor ua. to expect to tind music 1n the II 
theatre. That we do tind it we are well awareo 
li 1 
li 2 
As You Like It: II, vii, 145 tt n, 11, """iiW -
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The ~ ..e!. Saint Catherine, the first record of a stage pertot~a~1 
" I! in Englant, 1 was produced by the choir boys at nmstable in the early 12th! 
1 
century. 2 Priests, in the earliest dramas, were not the only actorst 
!I li 
i! 
I 
choir boys, suited by nature for various parts, also acted; yet comparative~ 
ly few boys could be used, naturally, due to the small number of actors in 
the early dramas. Ecclesiastical drama was expressed through choir e1ns-
i! 
era, and choir schools (St. Paul' a, etc) sprang from the cathedrals• needs•: 
Professional companies ot boy actors were recruited trom the choirs and 
choir schools. As the sixteenth century approached there were many highly 
I 
organized cathedral choirs, as well as monastic, grammar, and pab11c schools~ 
in all ot Which acting became imptrtanto The boy actors were usually ohor-
ii 
II 
latera ot the ruler's private chapel and members ot these ohoirs were ob- ! 
I 
tained by impressment trom all over the kingdom. An order of Richard III,. 
between 1483 and 1485, ••lls of the "expert habiliUe and connynge in the 
science of musique" ot one John Uelyonek, and conmissions him to ntak8 and 
-
sease~ithin all places in the kingdom, "as well cathedral churches, col-
iges, chappells", except the college Royal at Windsor, ..... al such sing-
1ng men and children, being expert in the said science ot musique, as he 
can tinde•••" 
Music was very important in the plays given by the choristers of 
the Chapel Royal and other ohuroh groups. These plays, growing largely 
from the chapel service, had been, in tact, largely musical. The boys ot 
Windsor, st. Paul' a, and the Chapel Royal were excellent ch!DriBters, .aD4r-
l trom ~School Drama B!, England, by T.B.Vail Motter. N.Y.,Longmans 
Green, 1929 
about lllO 
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ji I and the plays given by these children were equally good, sinoe Elisabeth, i! 
like Richard III, had granted the master the privilege of "taking up'' (1m- I'· 
~-. 
i 
I 
pressing by torle) boys from other ohoirs and sohoolso 
I 
Elizabeth had recognized three classes ot boys at st. Peter's Col-li 
lege, Westminster, the third of whioh was the choir-boy group of the-Abbey.~ II 
fhe exaot date ot the founding of st. Paul• s S'(lhool is not known, though /I 
early in iba twelfth century, in the reign ot Henry I, there wus a school 
connected with St. Paul's Cathedral. There were three classes ot boys, 
evidently: choristers, a~onry boys, and grammar students. By 1345 there 
I; 
I' 
:1 II 
; were separate graJmllSr and choir schools. It is hard to distinguish be-
I, 
f twaen the activities of the two schools, since Thomas Qyles, master ot the l 
"Quirristers" in st. Paul's Cathedral, was directed to instruct the boys in! 
• the oatoohlsm, writing, and 11111s1o, and then allow them to go to st. Paul• •I, 
Sohool tor gralll>nar and other studies. jli 
John Ritwiae, author ot the modern Latin play, pido, was choriater
1 
I 
:, master, later becoming High uastar ot Oolet• s school. Lily, first High I 
Uaster of the school re-established by Colet, lett no record ot speaking or! 
dramatic activity, although he seems to have encouraged singing. 
I 
i 
John Red~ 
I 
ford, in 1534 the Master of the Choir School ot st. Paul•s, was a composer 1 
I 
ot instrumental musio and a writer ot plays. ~~ Soienoe was probablyi 
i intended tor his boys. Jteywood, assistant during Redtordis mastership,wasi 
also a musician. 1il 
1
: ln 1586, perhaps earlier, one ot the first ot the companies ot En~ 
i! 
lish actors whioh had so impozt:ant an influence abroad, appeared in Denmar~ 
l these boys were taught at the school until 184B,when a separate school 
1
! 
was established tor them. Chambers thinks there was little distinot1on .. 1 J 
during the early period-between the Westminster boys and the choristers• 
but authorities ot the school say there has always been a distinction. ii 
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Theatre musicians produced a school tr0r.1 the large store ot sons-tunes 
ballads, the taste tor Which was a natural inheritance, not dependent upon 
musical science or culture, and distinctly different trom the elaborate Ji 
dramatic ettorts ot the Italians. The "ayres" ot the period provided sutl,: 
ticient material tor the dramatic music ot the day.1 
The medieval mysteries had used music a great deal, but generally I 
I 
in the form ot Latin hymns and antiphons, as ... for:rexample-.. the Norwich 
~ J!!. ~ Creation (1565) whioh calls tor a hymn (triplets, tenor, mod-I 
i1 ias, and bass) to be sung at the ando Still, some English lyrics, such aa! 
II 
I 
'· 
I 
' 1: 
carols and tolk songs, are to be found, as well as directions tor instru- il 
" 
mental music. The Morality .2! E!l!:!!!! Science (about 1530) tells us that I 
I! ,. 
I. "honest leoreation, cumtort, Quyk:nes, and strenght ••• Imele about Wyt and 
sing"• "Welloum, my nowne " is the ntcyrd song". J.t the end we read: I 
I 
\l "l!eere oumth in toure, wyth violas, and syng, 'Remember ue•, and at the 
I' il 
last overe all make our(t)sye, and soe goe forth syngyng. ThuS endeth the 
Play of Wyt and Science, made by Master John Redford. Finis"• 
The old Morality ~ wtsdom has the following: 
MINDs 
UliDERSTANDINGt 
mNDs 
Ulh 
WILL: 
1 rejoioe of these; now let us sing1 
And it I spare evil joy, me wing. 
.A. tenor to ~ ou both I bring. 
And I a mean tor any king. 
~d but a treble I outwring. (They sing) 
The sixteenth century saw more use ot songs and instrumental 
danoea and further development ot them, so that the t.aUn hymns and oanti• 
ales naturally disappeared. 
1 
I instrumentalists tormed a large proportion ot the oomp81J1 ot each ·1 
troupe of performers in the English travelling companies • ln Strasburgt, 
in 1607, there were seven instrumentalists in a company ot.titteen peo~ 
!I ple. II 
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.Attar 1560 the dumb-show, which was always accompanied by instru- :: 
mental music, was a Characteristic teature ot the plays produced.1 GPrbo-. 
2 ~ is an excellent 
ditterent instruments 
I 
exampler each act is preceded by a dumb-show, and il 
I 
•I 
are sJ>eoitied tor:1each one, in order to heighten the ! : 
fi 
dramatic etfeots by appropriate instrumental color. Violins accompany the 
I· 
I 
tirst show, Where six Wild men, clothed in leaves, enter; cornets sound ;I 
I· 
! 
during the second, when the king and his nobles come upon the stage; flutes 
1
·. 
play for the third, the mouning 8h0WJ hautboys play :f."Or the :f."OUrth; and ! I 
drums and flutes tor the fifth, wnich is a battle scene. ln each case ex-• 1 
capt the last we read that the "mmlSicke ceased"• 
tions readr ttthe dromrnes and tluits did cease"• 
I, ln the fifth the dirac- i 1 
II 
I 
Battle msic, even then. · 
i 
I 
I 
! 
was evidently considered apart trom the music which accompanied other 
I 
pi eves played in the dramas 
1 II 
scenes. While we have no record ot the actual 
employing dumb-shows, we can note the tact that the incidental music was 
elaborate. 
i! 
j) 
ii These plays were acted before ~dienoes ot culture and at times 
I 
1
1 whon there was money to pay :tor elaborateness ot musical accompaniment. 
• word, at least, must be said concerning the tolk plays. The 
musical instrument accompanying these plays was generally a fiddle or a 
3 
rustic substitute called a hurdy-g11rdy or "humpen-sorump"• There might 
be a drum or even a tin whistle, mouth-organ, or rattle. "Greensleeves" 
, was a tune often used and was probably traditional in several ot the sout~l 
:· ern districts. The songs tor these plays were anything from carols and 
i' 
I 
,, 
i' 
:' I 
II 
other tolk songs to patriotic or music-hall ditties {or what corresponded 
it is thought that t.he idea ot the dumb-show may have come trom the ttal-
ian Op6J!&. h1 /( \" ''' ( d I i . 
2 acted by the young gentlemen o:t the Inner Temple in 156l-2{AdamscPre-
ahakespearean Drama . 
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to that type of s~ngJ. 
The Shetland SWord Danoe malms mention ot a •'Porte", a lively 
tune to be played by the "minstrel man''. The date of the original manu~ 
script ot this play is not known; the version studied is copied trom an old 
manuscript. 1 ~ oxtordsbire §!!.George ~bids the •tmorres-men come 
forward and dance to a tune from tife and drum"• Later, the directions 
read, "drum and fite sound"; again, we have the stock oharaoter, Father 
Christmas, singing:"Hold, men, hold"• 2 rlhe RE!Vesby SWord Play has tor 
one of its characters the "Fidler, or Mr· :MUSick uan". When the Fool says, 
II "~ love to have money in both pookais", we are hearing ot an old song, long 
popular, and referred to in the atEteenth century. Pickle Herring says, 
"Love, I have a beard as white as milk''. This is possibly an echo ol an 
old Elizabethan song: "His head as wh1 te as milk". Age.in, the sons of the 
Fool sing: "Good people all" • 3 
By quoting specific references tp music in the plays of the pre-
Shakespearean period we may show clearly to what a great extent and how 
ottan music appeared in the drama ot the time. In Heywood• s The Foura ~I 
there is a direction: "Here they synge"• BUt no song is given.4 The 
Damon !!!,! Pythias play ( 1565) has Grinme, the collier, sing a "bussing (i.e. 
buzzing) base" and two of his friends, Jack and Will, ttquiddle upon it"--
that is, they sing the tune and the words while he buzzes the burten. 
peele•s Gld Wives!!!! (1595) tells us that "this smith leads a lite as 
1 A,dams: Pre-Shakespearean Drama.-.P• 350 
2 It --n- II if II 
" 
h P• 353 
3 
" " " 
tt 
" " " 
P• 357 
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P• 371 
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i' I merry as a king; Sirrah Prolio, I am sure 1ou are not without some round ~·-----
or other; no doubt but C1unch (the smith) can bear A-11 part". SU.ch re:terJI 
encea lead us to the conclusion that the lower olaasea indeed knew some- I 
thing about music and wore interested in it. 
Nicholas Udall, while headmaster at Eton (1534-1541) wrote the 
first English comedy, Ralph Roister Doister, in Which there are many refer-
ences to music. Mathewa Ker,rgreeke, in the first scene ot the first act, 
"entreth singing", and in the second telll Ba~Ph that 
"••• i:t you please, I wylle home 
And call your musitians; :tor in this your case 
It would satte you forth, and all your wowyng grace; 
Ye may not lack your instrmnentes to play and sing". 
And Ralph loves "singyng out of measure"• Tibet Tal.k-a-op.oe, maid to CusJj 
tanoe, sings o:t the "olde browne bread crusts •••" while .Annot Alytace, an-
other maid, suggests that she, Tibet, and Jtargerie sing a song. They "doe· 
singe here: 'Pipe, mery Annot,eta• "• l :MerygreekB tells the musicians tJ 
"UP wyth some mary noyse, sirs, to bring home the bride", and aska the mu-
sicians2 it it were "maete" that Ralph should 
"tarie so long in one place 
Without harmonia o:t musilm?" 
Ralph's spirits, according to Uerygreeke, should be :ted with ~sikB"• 
- 3 . 
Kattge :MIImbleorust tella the musicians to "pipe up a mary note" and says 
she will "foote it tor a grote"• A2 is often the case, the scene closes 
with the players singing as they go out. 
Dobinet Doughtie, Ralph's page, laments the turn at:taira have tal£!.' 
an. Since his master is in love, poor Dnbinet is ever "trotting to and 
I 1 I, i 11,51 ff .Prof. l.lanly aa;va, "I 
I 'Pipe,Tibe~ipipe,Margerie.'" 
suppose •etc• is to be expanded as 
. I 2 I, iv, 91 
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Then up to our lute at midnight, twangle~dome twang; 
Then twang with our sonata, and t~g with our dumps 9 
.And heyhough from our heart, as heaT1e as lead lumps; 
Then to our recorder, with toodleloodle poope; 
.Aa the howlet out o:t an yvie bush should hoope. 
Anon to our gitterne, thrumpledum, thrumpledum, t~ 
Thrlmlpledum, thrumpledum, thrumpledum, tllrumpledum, thrum\ 
o:t songs and balades also he is a maker••• l 
This speech, tn addition to giving a rather good idea o:t the instruments 
and the types o:t music popular in the sixteenth centur,1, see~~ to make an 
attempt to imdtate the sounds o:t the instruments mentioned. 
Several times during the pla$ the ttmusitianst• are called :tore 
l· Bear 
il 
the end o:t *he fourth act, in the sixth scene, the sound of a drum is 
I 
heard within; and again, in the next scene, "the drum sounds". 
' 
.And ua the we, 
i 
I 
!. true to the oharaoter he presents when he first appears in the play, says 
li (near the end of the drema): 2 "!hen let me fat your quier that we JBa1 havo 
! 
I 
i 
a song"; while Gawyn Goodluck has "hearde no melodie all this yeare long«. 
I 
Ral@: Roister Doister paved the way, 1 t would seem, :tor what :tol- I 
;I 
I! 
lows, tor it is a :tact that music continued to be important in tr~ offerings: 
o:t the English stage. 
in J4' II, aoene T, o:t ~~r Gurton*s Needle, the second English 
i comedy, 3 we have the :toll owing: Dicoon says, "In the meantime, felowe• 1wpe 
:1 il 
i "'PP your fiddles\ I saie, take them, and let your treyntes here such mirth\ 
'!! I· 
1 as ye can make tllem\" The".l.le Songtt, too, helps the progress o:t that rol-11 
J licking piece, In fact, it was the custom to insert songs into the VQ1ous\ 
3 
4 
Il, 1, 2o tt 
v, vi, 42 
generally oonoeded to have been produced in the l560•s 
Adams notes the taot that in the academic drama there is 
music separated the various acts o:t the playa 
I 
evidence· that 
62 
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1 I plays ot the period--another indication of the inportanoe ot music in the-· --------
1 lite ot the time. John J,yl~' s Alexander !!!!2_ 08ll!P!BP! ( 1580?) giTes us 
• ' "CUpid and Oampaspe" and "Spring's Welcome"; his Gala thea ( 1585) has "CU-
pid• s indictment"; Midas otters "Daphne"; and Mother Bombie has "0 CUpdd~ 
Monarch over Kings 11 , to mention but a few. 
Oenone, in George Peele's ~ AJ:aig:nJOOnt !! Paris (1584) says,"uY 1 
Love can pipe, my :Love can singu, and talka of the "mercy, mercy rounds-
ley", while we read ot the tact that "melodious birds singmadrigals", in 
Marlowe's Passionate Shepherd (1589)• The same author, in~ Tragicll 
1 History~ Doctor Faustus (about 1588), has ·~ic sound as Helen passeth 
I over the stage", and he foreshadows the plays ot Shakespeare with his 
I •sound ~ sennet• (scene viiJ,1 jpollo, in Midas, sings to his lute and 
i Pan to his pipe, and "three fiddlers" who must also be actors, are brolJgbt 
on to play in Mother Bambie. Thus we have references to the popular to 
of song (i.e. roundelays and madrigals) as well as references to instru-
menta. 
The music of Gorboduc has alread~ been noted, but space does not 
' permit detailed mention of specific references of ma~ other plays of the 
pre-shak:aspearean period. Still, mention must be made of the fact that 
Oambyses, ~ly's End~ion, Greene's Friar Bacon~ Friar BUnsal and James 
~Second all contain numerous references to music and musical instruments. 
!he plays written by Richard Edwards, who became uaster of the 
Children ot the Chapel Ro~al in 1561, are of interest to us in our present 
stud~ because of tba songs which are introluced into them. These songs 
generall1 come in death scenes or in other tensel~ emotional moments, and 
i 
I 
1 
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!, I are cbaracte:nzed by alliteration and much repetition o{words and phrases. 
• 
When set to mu&1o, however, such devices are not obJectionable: our songs 
to-day are tilled with repetition and it ia a common means ot ae1n1ring an 
inbnsitied emotional effect. B&veral ot the songs ot the plays ot Ed-
wards have been discovered and are the wnrk ot such leading church music-
ians ot the period as Richard. Farrant and William Byrd. These songs have 
great beauty and expreasiveneaa, as well as great skill in c~sition, an 
are generally set with an accompaniment ot tour viols. G. E. P. Arlo-
, wright, who discovered the dongs and showed their importance, suggested 
that possibly some ot the numbers in Byrd•s songs ~ Sadnea ~ Pietie may 
also have been composed tor chorister plays. 
The choirs had elaborate musical education and ability and music 
was, naturally, an important factor in their plays. we wonder, when we I II 
see the songs Which have come down to us from the period, why England neve~! 
l 
produced from them something akin to the opera which was beginning at this 
time to take shape in Italy~ But when we consider that, in the 15BO•s, 
the men's companies began to act and had recruits from the choirs as well 
as apprentices ot their own, absorbing what they could ot the boys• musical, 
1 ability, though doing nothing to develop it turther, it is not so surpris-
ing that .England's •opera" did not materialize. Alleyn, Burbage, and oth-
era could appeal to an audience as boy actors could not; yet the boy play-
ers had high standards and skill and their reputation was fairly secure I 
~· since, tor several years after 1583, John ~ly wrote plays tor them. These! 
plays, formally and delicately written, must have suited the boys' abil1· I 
l! 
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• 
ty tor "fairies dauncing and playing- ant Endtmion has more tairiea 
long dumb-show1 to be done to music • 
and a 1 
What a background tor Shakespeare\ lt would almost seem that, to 
be any kind ot a success, the poet would be obliged to make extensive use.J 
ot music in his worlal, even though he might have had no natural tendency ,. 
do so. 
b contemporaneous 
Other dramatists arote tor the boys plays similar to those writ- I 
ten and produced by Lyly and others, and the boys• companies had great suo• 
I 
cess. Tho Marprelate Controversy ot 1588 and 1589, as well as other events, 
put a stop to the popularity ot these companies, however, and their influ-
ence was no longer felt, though we later again hear ot the youthful actorsJ 
I 
We immediately think o t the scene in Hamlet 2 in mich we are made to teal 
that these companies are the rivals, and serious rivals, at that, ot the 
men•s groups. It is interesting to note that James I, in a commission is•l I. 
sued in 1606, said that the boys Who were taken tor the Royal Chapels should 
have good voices but should not be used or employed as comedians or stage- I 
players, since it was not "fitt or desent that such as should sing the 
praise ot God Almighty should be ••• imployed in such ••• profane exercises" 
The pieces acted at Elizabeth's court were otticially classified 
as "morals, pastorals, stories, histories, tragedies, comedies, interludes, 
inventions, and antic plays''• 3 and music was important in many ot them. I 
The music ot the masque was very elaborate and costly, and for this reason 
I 
: 
l; 
• 
was not suited to the theatre, although trom a decorative standpoint the 
masque had some influence upon the stage. In Campion's masque "in honor 
of Lord Bay" (1607) there are directions for four groups of musicians: a 
consort of hautboys in the gallery; lower down, on the right of the stage, 
a group of six voices and six cornets; on the left, a group of twelve in 
which bowed instruments predominated; and last, nearer the audience, a 
group ot ten: twn violins, a harpsichord, and lutes, with a trombone as 
bass. Tho taur groups were used separately for different parts of the 
masque. In addition, there were singers who accompanied themselves on 
lutes on the stage; and at the climax of the masque, when the chief dancerd 
appeared, aampion used his entire orchestra simultaneously, together with 
a group of five "Voices" on each side of the stage. The olass of exper-
lanced theatrical musicians from which the wandering players ware draxn 
was able to supply music meeting tho dramatic requirements of the masque. 
That the masque had considerable effect upon Shakespeare's plays 
is evident when we think ot A Midsummer Nisht' s Droam and 1h!!, Tempest • 
These two plays, with the masque of the Carolan era, are the direct ances-
tors of Purcell's operas. 1 Though the masque was lacking in dramatic in-
terest, it offered almost unlimited musical possibilities and opportunities 
Long stretches of music gave splendid chance to composers for grouping 
movements into extended musical compositions, and it is these extended 
compositions which are the chief contribution of the masque to the develo~ 
ment of English opera. Naturally, nothing as elaborate as the masque 
could become popular entertainment, in view of the enormous financial bur-
1 Henry Puraell: c. 1658·9--1695 
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companiments and incidental music in the plays. The public theatres used 
Jigs to end the entertainment, but at the Blaoktriars, when the boys were 
acting, there was music between the acts and an hour ot it before the play 
basaD•• The exoellenae ot the aoting and playing is reoor4ed in the diary 
ot the DUke ot Stettin-Pomerania. The DUke visited the Blacktriars in 
September, 1602, and his journal entry speaks of the splendid performance 
h9 heard upon "Orgeln, Lauten, Pandoren, lladoren, Geigen, und Pfei:t:ten", 
as wall as the delightful singing of a boy "cum voce tremula"• 
II 
f, 
The man•s companies, in their public, open-air theatres could not 1 
at first compete With the boys, either in quality or in quantity of the 
music per:to~ned. Nevertheless, music was a vital necessity in the plays 
ot the period. iantares were blown from the turret upon the trumpet or 
saokbut to tell of the play's opening. ln a history play the trumpeter 
was used throughout :tor flourishes, retreats, and the like, and shared hon• 
ora with the drwm1er in "alarums" and other like "effects"• The drummer 
was necessary :tor the marches and there are numerous directions for the&e, 
as well as for the alarums. The alarum may be "loud", "sloW'•, "Bhortu .... 
the marches may be •a:tar ott", a rtdead" l'Dtlroh, or some specific type as, in 
Hamlet, the Danish march. The audience probably recognized the signifi-
cance of the "flourish" or the "retreat", generally, though it is doubtful 
l it the "alarum far a:tf, as at a sea fight", in Antony ~Cleopatra, ore-
ated any vivid images in the minds of the spectators. 
Trumpeter and drummer often appeared in character as, in Zing~, 
.l IV, xii, 9 
. .:::..:::--=::-===--· ~.cc:: i' ··----· ··-- --
1 
II 
I 
i' 
1 When Eclgar, "armed, with a trumpet betore him''• enters to take up Edmtmd's 
il 
-I' 
challenge. .\ drwmnar was otten a part ot the symbolic "annyrt which tis- ! ! 
,, ,, 
urea so large in Elizabethan drama. Neither trwnpeter nor drwmner, otten~! 
II 
was reg11larly an actor, but the musicians were generalq capable ot a taw li 
lines it necessary, and some ot the actors-apart trom the clowns, who had il 
to be expert upon pipe and tabor, at least--would have a reasonable amount!j 
I! 
o~ akill upon one or two instruments. !: 
I! 
In addition, ~re elaborate music was ot•an demandedt a consort ot, 
II 
viols, or hautboys, or recorders, or a "broken consort"• Performers coulci' 
he hired tor the occasion to play the "ayresrt or tunes which occurred in 
the dramas and which were well known, since there is nothing to lead us toi 
i 
believe that special music was written tor the plays. Instead, the dr~!! 
atiat probably wrote his own lyrics (unless they were imported by him) to I 
whatever tunes were popular at the time. This practice was not peculiar II 
to Shakespeare's day: it was not until the middle ot the last century thatJI 
copyright acts put a stop to the custom. It is detinitely known that, to~ 
. il 
inter-act music in the private theatres, the people oould--and would--call(! 
II 
tor whatever tunes had caught their'tancy. 2 li 
I' 
A8 •uggested, various sorts ot musicians could be hired: poesibly ! 
! 
"Sneak's noise", reterred to in Hamlet and n. a;enr;1 1.1• 3 and again in Hey- : 
II 
wood' o The Iron AS!, (about titteen years attar Hamlet) • These references i 
seem to suggest that the "noise" ot Sneak might have been employed in the 
theatre; certainly they suggest more than a passing reputation. Thurio, 
1 v, Hi, 118 
2 A Companion ~Shakespeare Studies, opp. cit., P• 151 
3 see Glossary under "Noise" (~ppendix I) 
., 
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however, in 1!2, Gentlemen .Q! Verona, ·•wants a different kind of mtlBic f'or a 
serenAde to Silvia when he says: 
••• let us into the city presently 
To sort some gentlemen well skill'd in music. 1 
Nor does Cloten want Sneak for the aubade in (iymbaline. 2 
jl 
I 
i 
ln addition to the seemingly popular snea~ there were the men at~ 
:I 
tached to the househOlds of' the companies• own patrons, the LOrd Admiral ori 
li 
I' Lord Chamberlain, or some other great lord. These musicians were tree to ;i 
·I 
I' 
,· 
take "outside engagements"--there was no ttunion•• to prevent their accepting: 
,, 
anything in the line of' work which happened to come their way. Prices paid 
to these players varied greatly: the Dowager lllchess of' SUf'folk at Grima- :' 
thorpe paid the "Waits" of Lincoln three shillings f'our-pence in reward& '! 
tor :playing (in 1561-62). The Queen's Trumpeters, however, had twenty 
shillings, and so did the · Queen• a "Violens at New Yewestyde"• "J..Y Lord 
ot RUtland's man Who plaied uppon the lute" received, by his own account, ' 
aiz shillings. While the pay was based upon such a sliding scale it ia a i 
question as to just what happened in the theatres. coriolanus and Heprz 
I !1!!• both late plays, call f'or woodwin•s, brass, drums, and almost certain~ 
ly tor strings as well; Henry !111 specifically requires hautboys, drums, 
3 " 
and trumpets, cornets, lute, as well as a solo song and "quirristers 
singing'•. 4 
By 1624 and probably earlier the orchestra was a part of a theatre•.s 
establishment. There is a reference (1624) to twenty-one 11muaitians and 
l III, ii, 91,92 
2 II, iii, 21 ff' 
3 III, i, 3 tt 
4 IV, 1 (order of' coronation) 
,, 
I 
I' 
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il 
• 
J other necessary attendants" upon the King's Men, the compaiJY with whioh 
BUt it stands to reason that the public i Shakespeare had been connected. 
I 
theatres could not provide as good music as the choristers• theatres oould•l 
I
I 
I. 
'I 
A consort of viols, tor instance, suited to performance in ~rivate houses,J 
would be fairly effective in an indoor theatre, but its delicate toae migh 
easllJ be lost in the open-air theatre. 
1he public theatres, and the private ones as well, no doubt, had 
their musicians in a curtained box called the ·~sic-room". This was a 
part ot the gallecy at the back whiolJ, in later theatres, probably turned 
to enclose part of the side of the stage. BUt often the musicians had to 
play on the stage itself--or, as in jatony and Cleopa*ra, under the stage. 
It was not until fairly late in the seventeenth centur, Jbat the orchestra 
took its place in front ot the stage in the position in which it appears in 
the modern theatre. 
As is to be expected, the workB ot Shakespeare•~ontemporariea, 
following the lead of the writers who had gone before, contain many refer-
enoes to music and musical instruments. Ben Jonson mentions a lute-string 
I 
and has a page sing (&at I) and "musicians strilm up all together" (ACt IIII 
I 
in The Silent Woman. References to music in Beaumont• a ~ Xnight ~ ..!!:! 
Burning Pestle (1607) 1 and songs with instrumental accompaniment which are 
included in the play are too numerous to record tully here. ln this play 
we have several original songs as wall as ~ing we, and chant itn, taken 
2 
trom :uorley• a First ~ .Q! Ballads (1600), "Nose, nose, jolly red nose", 
1 printed in 1613 
2 in Ravensorott•s Deuteromalia (1609) 
I 
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i 
and "Ho, ho, nobody at home", a catch. 1 "Jriss me, sweating" is from a 
song in John Dowland• s First ~~Songs £!.Airs (1597) and "~• an it li 
,, 
ii 
she be, what care I?" is from a song in Robert Jones• a First ~~songs:' 
I ~!!.!!!. (1600). "Light" music is called for in this play: the musicians 1 
are called upon to play "Baloo", a popular *une of the day. BUt the good 
2 
wife says, ~o, good George; let•s ha' 'Lachrymae'"• Again, there is , 
II 
grumbling by the Citizen at the "scurvy music"• The ~~n believes "he has, 1 
il 
1: 
not got me the waits of Southwark". Mistress :Merry, too, talks ot the I: 
"scraping" (fiddling) of the musicians. 
John F'letcher+s ".Aspatla•s Song''• from~ Maidts Tragedy (1611), 
belongs to this period. Philaster {also 1611)) the work of Beaumont and 
Fletcher, has its share of references. In ACt 11, scene iii, Arethusa 
I 
aoks Bellario if he oan "sing and plaY"• But Pharamond, in scene iv,finds 
I 
nno music in these boys" when Megra says that Bellario will sit by Phara- l' 
mona• s pillow, when Pharamond and Arethusa are married, and play and siag I l 
l! 
them to sleep. .Arethusa tells us of the paget s singing "crying elegies" 1: 
to Philaster, and of taking up his lute and singing the princess to sleep. ll 
In ACt rv, scene iii, Philaster tells Bellario and Arethusa to feel his jJ 
pulse to see if they have ever lmown a man in a more feeble "tulle" to die. 11 
. . I, 
1 Bellario answers that his pulse keeps "madman• a time"• Bellario~ moaning il 
., 
because he has lost his best "airs" with his fortunes, says he wants a "a~~-
'' 
lostial harp". Various t~pos of musioal oompos1t1on aDo mentionsd: Fhil- II 
aster and Arethusa are told by the king tr.at Hymen shall be made to turn hiS 
I 
I 
I 
coat and "sing sad requiems" (V,iii)e and Dion, in the same scene, speakS I 
l in Ravenscroft's Pammelia (1609) 
2 this was a danae-tune by Dowland, opp. alto il , 
--
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i 
of having the people ".Sung in sonnets and bawled in new brave ballads",and 1. 
I 
that all tongues should "troll" tllem in "saacula saeculorum".A. knowledge o~' 
l 
the mechanics of musical instruments is implied in the fourth citi1en•s r~ 
I 
mark: "I'll have his little gut to string a kit with; tor certainly a royal 
I 
I 
I gut Will sound like silver" {V, iv). 
EVen the despicable Volpone says: "TUne your voioesonce mora to 
I, 
II [I 
ii ,. 
the touch of your instruments and give the honourable assembly some del1Sh~ 
1 li ful recreation"• In the same play Bano, the dwarf, saya:2 "I come not :' 
hare to discourse ot ••• his musics, his 3 trigon •••" Another reference to 
l 
i 
!; 
a musical instrument oomes when Volpone says: "•••did they (i.e. your teeth) 
danae like virginal jacks"• 4 Still another instrument finds its way into :: 
the play when Corvino tells Celia, his wife, to get her a oittern.5 That 
'· 
' !I ii 
:l i; 
1 there is some sensitiveness to sound is indicated by the tact that Lady Pol~ 
:i 
itic-Would-Be is "all tor music, save, i' the forenoons, an hour or two tor:! 
: ~ . ! i 
: painting". But music is her true rapture: when there is concent (i.e. harl1 
'\ !! 
mony) in face, voice, and olothes.6 
7 
sio out ot discords ••• "; and we have the 
Mosca speaks ot making nso rare a mu- i [ 
i 
sly Volpone singing to celia, 8 as i1 
he attempts to attract her to himself. 
Beaumont and Fletcher, in their Coxcomb, tell ot the watch: ngoo4 
sober gentleman, ••• like oaretul members ot the oity ••• singing catches"• 
1 Volpone, by Ben Jonson (1605-1607) II, 11 
2 I, 11 
3 a triangular lyre 
4 II, 11 
5 II, v 
6 III, iv 
7 v, 11 
8 III, vU 
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• 
Again, in The Paithtul Friends, the collaborators say that a soldier should 
--- jl 
sing nothing other than catches: "catch that catoh can is all our lite you
1 
' ·know". Bonduca, by: Beaumont and Fletcher, the play which was altered tori: 
I 
1, 
I' 
I 
an operatic setting by fucell in 1695, has a catch in three parts, sung by • 
,, 
the Boman soldiers. 11 
There is no doubt that music had always been considered an attrac-. ': 
li 
tion in the theatre, and that as mch of it as possible was provided. When! 
we realize that actors, many of them, were capable ot playing some instrument 
I 
when required and that most professional mu41oians were able to play two o~ 
more different instruments, the tact is brought home to us very forcibly I 
that music indeed played an important part in the drama ot the Elizabethan 
and preaeding periods in England and that its value is still felt in the 
theatre ot our own d~· 
73 
l 
C REFE~ TO MUSIC IN THE NON-~IC LITERATUPE OF THE PERIOD 
• Although the period \lhich we are considering was pre-eminently 
••• 
I 
I 
one of drama, so far as literary composition was concerned, there are still 
to be found a sizable number of references to music in the non-dramatic ou~ 
put of the time. Holinshed• a Chronicles 1 tells us "Of good Queen Eliza-j 
beth, and how she came into her ldngdom•;~t .... on Whitsunday, in the first yea I 
of her reign, the citizens of London sent many warriors before her, and "t 
every hundred, two wif'f'lers2 were assigned''• There were also drums and 
fifes in the procession. Thomas Nashe, in his Life .2!, ~ Wilton (1694) 
has a choice bit of realistic description at the execution of cutwolt. say . 
Nashe: "The executioner ••• would crack necks as fast as a cook cracks eggs; 
a fiddler cannot turn his pin so soon as he would turn a man off' the lad-
der"• "Fiddler", in this case, does not necessarily mean a violinist, as 
it might at the present time, but, as n6ted earlier in this discussion 3, 
might be used to denote any bowe~ instrument. 
~ _e! Bordeaux, translated early in the sixteenth century by 
II ~rd Berners, contains a reference to the horn of Oberon. 
'I may have known the story and have been influenced by it, although of this 
Shakespeare 
I 
I 
li 
we are not certain. This is said to be the first reference, however, to 
the horn of Oberon. 4\nother reference to musical instruments, though of a 
later date, occurs in Michael Drayton's The Battle~ Afiinoourt (1605), 
l 
2 
3 
Ralph Holinshedr(--?--1680?) 
see Glossary (Appendix I) 
see under "MUsical instruments in use during the period" 
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li 
j, 
I' 
I, 
I' 
:· 
i' 
where he says: "•••drum to drum did groan; ••• trumpet to trump•t 
.Again, when the people are thronging to the palace attar Red cross 
eroome the dragon and saved Una•s father and mother, 2 we reada 
..t.nd after to his pallace he them bringes, 
With shnumea, and trompets, and with clarions sweet; 
And all th& way the ioyous people singes, 
And with their garments strowes the paved street ••• 
Book II, canto x, lines three and tour, tell ot the 
Argument wort~ ot Moenian quill; 
Or rather wort~ ot great Phoebus' rote ••• 
I 
I 
I, 
In linea 69 and 60 ot the aame oanto Spenser tells us that Helena, mother ! 
1 
I' 
li ot Constantine, was 
1
'!1· 
, •• most famous hignt, 
For ekil in musioks ot all in her dales, [l 
AS wall in curious instruments as cunning laies. ;i 
ll 
fl 
Still another quotation trom Spenser comes trom the Ej?ithalamion, 3 where we! 
tind more references to the instruments of the ttmet 
Harke how the minstr$ls gin to shrill aloud 
Their merry musick that resounds from tar, 
The pipe, ihe tabor, and the trembling crowd, 
That well agree without8ll breach or jar, 
But most ot all 188 damozels delite, 
When they their timbrels smite. 
In line 218 of the same poem we reads "And let the roring organs loudly 
play". This is a UiltoRian sounding line, to say the least. 
~~~ 
I 
i 
! 
I 
'I I: 
'I ij 
~ Gull's 1!Q!.!!. ~ ( 1609) of Thomas Dekker gives valuable advice: 
1: 
to the young dandy ot the time. It was not tit that the gallant, when he \! 
I' 
wwnt to the play, should be ••basely (l~ke a viol) cased up in a corner". : 
I 
t; 
But, oonsidering the reputed popularity ot that instrument,the viol would j: 
1 
2 
3 
wards English Boats. London: Macmillan Oo.,l897. Vol. It p.B32 
Spenser: Faerie gpeene, Book I, canto xii, l. 13 tt 
line 129 tt 
-·-------··---
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I' 
I 
i 
II 
" 
I 
I 
not long be in its oase in the corner, but would be in use soon after its 1 
owner arrived at his destination. so, too, the gallant: he shoutd be "in·· 
j1 
oirculationn, not out ot sight. He should not, however, arrive until the 1~. nquaking Prologue ••• is ready to give the trumpets their oue that he's uponl 
point to enter•••" Since the trumpets announced the beginning ot the play, 
I 
the dandy should time his arrival to ooinoide with the trumpets• call tor J · 
attentiono I: 
Still another rotorenoo to a musical instrument comas in Francia I 
Baoon•a Ot Adversity (about 1605)t "even in the Old Testament, it you lis-1 
I 
ten to David's harp, you shall hair as many hearse-like airs as carols•••"l 
' i 
The "hearse-like airs" lead us naturallY to the line: "Let dirge lie sung"• ! 
. I 
trom "Love is Dead••, in Sidneyt s ,~,rcadia (betore 1585). Another song, ! 
I 
called "The Nightingale", occurs in this book, as well as numeraua passages 
i 
lyrical in nature, which do not contain definite musical references. 
1 ditterent is the thought in the second book ot !e! Faorie g?een&t 
Quite, 
Diverse delight& they tound themselves to pleaset 
Some sang in sweet consort; soma laught tor ioy. 
At the marriage ot Red Cross and Una we tind: 2 
£nd all the while swaete musioke did apply 
Her curious skill the warbling notes to play, 
/ To drive away the dull melancholy; 
The \Vhiles one sung a song ot love and iolity. 
The next stanza contains the allusion to the sound ot ''an heavenly nois&"t · 
••• like as it had bene 
Many an angels voice 
Singing before th' Eternall Maiesty 
In their trinall triplicities on bye ••• 
Rosalynd& {1590), by Thomas Lodge, oont.ains various "Bonnets" ot 
I 
I 
I 
! 
,. 
1 canto ix, 1. S8 t 
2 Book I, canto xii, 1. 35 t£ 
li 
:I 
! ~ jl 
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1 Rosader and Montanus. Rosalynde, "taking up her lute that lay by hor, she 
I
I 
I 
warbled out this dittyt 
'Love in my bosom like a bee 
Doth suok his sweet 
Now With his wings he playa with me, 
now with his feet•••'" 
I 
The two shepherds watched their tlooks feed and played ttmany pleasant tunes• 
on their pipes, falling f'rom music into "muoh amorous chat••. In thla pas] 
toral, idyllic atmosphere, small wonder that "pleasant tunes" led to rtznuoh 
1 a.moroua ohat"t almost at onoe Aliena (£linda) entreats uontanus (nosader) 
to "sing some &~orous sonnet", made by him When he was "deeply passionate"• 
He obliges with: 
"Thoebe aate 
sweet llhe sate 
sweet aate Phoebe when 1 saw her ••• 
Not long afterward, "Aliena, she, to show her willingness, drew torth a re-
oorder, and began to wind it"• There tollo\'-l the nwooing eolo~e betwtxt 
,, 
nosalynde and Rosader. Montanus sings another ditty--a mournful one this 
time, and another sonnet tallows, answered by Phoebe's nscorntully warbled'' 
reply to his npassion". But Corydon, "about mid-dinner, to make them mer-
ey, came in w1 th an old crowd" and sang a pleasant song about a ttbli the and 
bonny country lass"• 1 Ho" muoh better than the "mournful ditties" and 
nscorntully warbled replies" which have preceded his e:tfortst 
Returning to the gay young blade who is learning from Dekker the 
etiquette ot the theatre, we discover that he is to "find tault with the 
musio", and "Whistle at the songs" ot the play. "Their poet aries, perbap , 
'A pox go with you,• but oare not you :tor that,.-there•s no mueia without I ! 
77 
I 
1 the seleotiona from nosalynde are taken from A.U. and P.H.TUrner:Nalor¥ 
. !2, ID:!!, Behna N.Y., Thomas Nelson and Sons, 1930 
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frets". Shakespeare was not the only one who relished a pun, and "fret" 
gave ample opportunity for indulging this liking. In fact, this is one 
ot the words which has been played upon almost unceasingly. 
But the gallant does not always go to the playc the tavern attrao~s 
him at times. It seemn that here fiddlers had as much liberty as rOS"e& 
to go anywhere they pleased, and had the ttpassport of the house about them' • 
From other sources we are led to believe that conditions and manners were 
mu.ch as DE!kker pictures them in his Hornbook. We know that he drew heav-
ily upon the life ot his native London for material for his writing, and w 
can easil:;r reconstruct the soenes he describes. That these and similar 
scenes were known to Shakespeare there is no reason tor doubting. 
c--. ,.,
_l 
r 
,(;_-!,. 
I 
.I 
D EVIDENCm OF SH.\KESPEAEE'S ENOJILEOO:E OF MUSIC AS SHOWN BY. 
I a study ot his lite 
By attempting to show the tmportance of music in every phase of 
the lite ot the period prededing and during Shakespeare's lifetime, we 
have endeavored to lead up to a study ot the poet•s lite and works and of 
the position which music holds in both. But, as always, When one writes 
on a subject which deals with Shakespeare, there is a tendency to read in• 
to the poems and plays a great deal of what we imagine is a reflection of 
the poot•a lite. Thi~ is rather dangerous, inasmuch as we can build up 
a case for ourselves on whatever grounds we wish, proving, as we go, sUbh 
points as we may desire to establish upon the way. As a matter of fact, 
a study of his lite gives us so very little that is definite that we are 
tempted to go directly to Shakespeare• s workS to find out what his know-
ledge of musio was. Nevertheless, we shall attempt to find, it possible . 
definite evidences of Shakespeare's knowledge of music as 
a study of his life and from his use of musical terms and allusions in hi 
workS; but, even so, there is much that is conjecture, muCh that is uncer 
tain, and the individual reader must, attar all, be his own judge. un-
less a lifetime be spent in study and research, little that has not already 
been said can hope to be written. And yet there is a certain fascinatioJI 
about the subjects perhaps there is hifden away some phrase or word Which I 
will shed light upon what has until now been unknowno 
in Chapter III of Facts A,bout Shakespeare 1 the authors do not 
accept tho view of enthusiastic writers who claim that Shakespeare had pro-
7t 
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!I fessional knowledge in many fields, but think ot him as having had an un-11 il 
usually keen mind and power of observation, as well as an ability to store' 
J, 
II 
away the fruits of that observation, to be used when the need aros·e. Thai 
think of him as a "reader rather than a scholar"; a reader who aooUl'mll.&tec1. 
;. 
I' 
a large amount of' diversified knowledge which was stored away tor tutute il 
use and whose efforts extended over a wide range of subjects. The authors 
II 
say that Shakespeare deserves credit for having a large acquaintance with:i 
II 
I 
the arts and sciences of his time but that he cannot be called a master or 
an e~rt in our modern sense. 
1 ' Contrast this viewpoint with that of another writer, Who says: 
"There can be no doubt whatever that Shakespeare himself' had a very con-
siderable knowledge of music. His poems and plays are tull of allusions 
to the art; not only does he speak of music plainly and directly, but he I, 
I 
" 
very often mentions technical musical terms in a metaphorical sense. BUt /i 
where writers of the nineteenth century seldom mention music without co~ 
mitting some ridiculous error, Shakespeare never makes a mistake, even 
when he alludes to theoretical details of a diff'ioult and obscure kind"• 
The writer goes on to say that it is a matter of oonjeot•re as to how 
Shakespeare acquired his knowledget he probably learned the rudiments of 
music (including sight singing) at Stratford, and it is possible that he 
I 
'· 
found someone to teach him to play tho lute, since, as noted, it was con- 11 
sidered a necessity for any educated man to know how to play passably wel~ 
upon this instrument and possibly upon the virginal, if not the recorder, • 
I 
as we~l· No record exists, however, as to Shakespeare's abilities as a 'I 
1 Edward J. Dentz•'Shar..espeare and UUsic",in A companion!!?. Shalces;peare i! 
Studies, opp. cit. 
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i 
performer, either instrumental or vocal. 
MUch has been written and much more will probably be written on 
the subject, pro and con, ot Shakespeare's technical knowledge of musico 
:\ II I· 
li 
II 
J· 
II Each side--in its own estimation--conclusively proves its point; but the 1: 
!! 
tact remains that there was a decided interest in music during the peet•s il 
lifet~e and that he, possess~ed as he was of a kaen, observant mind, 
would undoubtedly be affected by music to a great extent. 
In 1575 Queen Elisabeth was a guest at the Earl of Leicester's 
,, 
ij 
tl 
:i [, 
II 
II 
:i 
;j 
;I 
castle and was entertained by "fantastic pageants, masques, and fireworks''l 
during her stay at Kenilworth Park0 Leioesterts residence, but fifteen i 
' 
miles from Stratford, might eaBily have attracted John Shakesr.JSare and hi~: 
young son and they may have witnessed some of the presentations given in II 
the Queen's honor. Strolling players, too, gave productions of the 
I, 
dramas of the time and the boy would have had contact of one kind or an- Ji 
other with the music which appeBred in these plays. In the masques or \, 
pageants whioh were so popular when Shakespeare was a young man, music, 
dancing, and elaborate costumes and scenery overshadowed the dialogueo 
ll 
if 
II 
.I 
i: 
!I I! 
., 
' 
surely, upon a nature as sensitive as we are led to believe that of Shake~: 
lj 
spears was, all this display was bound to make an impression. 
4 . There is reson to believe that Shakespeare's musical education--. 1 
" ' 
whether little or muc~--was strictly along the lines of the polyphonic 
school. 
I 
The "new" music, as exemplified in the school of homophony, did i 
not make itself felt in England until much later than it did on the Con-
tinent. Later, during Shakespeare's LOndon period, his association with 
1 according to Danier 
' 
r·IuL·ta.a··~ 
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the theatre would have exposed him to this musio, had it been important 
there. 
' 
II 
But, as noted previously, there is no mention of this ttnew" rnu... I 
l 
sio in the periGd from 1597 to 1611, as far as the workS of Shakespeare 
are concerned. lt may be taken, then, as fairly conclusive evidence 
that the poet' s_ training tms along the lines of the polyphonic, rather 
than the homophonic school of composition. 
lj I, 
II 
II 
ii 
!\ 
II 
The life in London and the association with the dramatists of the '1 
,\ 
II 
time would expose the young author to the musio which loomed so large in 11 
the stage productions of the time, while he, along with the other acto•s, 
would be likely to know something o:t the instruments o:t the period and 
would be expected to be able to play if necessary. I In :tact, i:t we are to) 
believe Pul~er's statement that tr~ lute was heard everywhere we oan soaroe-
I 
il ly help thinking that Shckeapear.e, like so many gentlemGn of his time, waa: 
;I 
sble to p1.ay upon this popular instrument. On the other hand: "It may :1 
safely be accepted from his first arrival in London ••• that Shakespearets II 
mentgl energy was ~bsorbed by his poetio and dr~tic ambitions. He had j\ 
no time to devote to a technical or professional training in another \I 
sphere o:t activity" • 1 Jil 
ll 
His association with the men and women of Elizabeth's oourt wo•ld 1\ 
!, 
expose him to the best o:t the secular music of the time, and he would meet;1 
!i 
the oourt composers and know the sort o:t musio Which was being produoed. i 1 
II 
II 
Since music was so popular at the court o:t the ~een, what more natural il 
t: 
than that it should :tind Ua: wa1 into the workS ot the poet? The wall ij I, 
" . known allusion to "JaokS in the l28th sonnet may possibly have been I' oooa- :: 
l Sidney Lee: Lite .2! William Shakespeare, P• 44 II ii 
F 
•• 
I 
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II 
li 
sioned by Shakespeare's knowledge of Elizabeth's fondness tor the virgiD-e:! 
/! 
al, With Which "JackS" were, of course, connected. 1 )! 
I 
I: 
Regardlese Of:,the arguments for or against Shakespeare• o being an:! 
;I 
II 
adherent of the Catholic Church, he must have come 1n contact with sacredij 
II 
music in some fonn: the elaborate church lmlsio of Tye, Tallis, Byrd, Mor-
1
1 
ley, Gibbons, and other composers of the time must have been known to himU 
!I Shaketpaara wa• intensely interested in the concrete in lite and I
1 
events' he was possessed of abno~lly acute sdnses and with emotions 
stirred by feeling, was a lover ot the out-of-doors, a man "thoroughly 1 
I 
strong and healthy, both in mind and body"-o2 Thua reasons sr. Spurgeon, jj 
and quotes from Aubrey's Brief Lives: "He (Shakespeare) was wont to goe to 
li 
his native country 6noe a year".3 This love of the oountry might eaail.ylj 
account for the abundant references to bird songs in his works and to the\ 
many similes of a musical nature to be found. I 
I "Perhaps Shakespeare was an accomplished musician himself; per-
haps he not only disuourse• in verse, but occasionally gave utteranae to.ll 
4 :1 
•• the stormy emotions of his soul in the sweet notes of mu.sic"• Shake- 1 • 
li 
speare, according to the same writer, appears related to the Ger.man, ratb-: 
er than to the English, insofar as his musical inclinations are concernedll 
ainoe the Go....,• were tar in adTanoe, musically, or the English. li 
Though dittering in liDY• ot oxpressiug tbair boliot• and takillg !1 
issue in some places, writers seem to }/~ agree. in saying that the e"Yidenoe II 
1 
2 
3 
4 
this conclusion is the result of reading done in connection with the 
subject under discussion 
I 
II quoted by Caroline spurgeon in Shakespeare's Imagery,footnote to P• 
2G3 (from Goethe• s eonversations ~ Eokermann,l82S,Bohn• s ed.,p.310~1 
ibid, P• 204 ' 
Hermann Ulrici:Shakespeare•s Draw1tio Art, P• 248 :: 
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.I 
! 
points to Shnkespeare• s having had more than a super:tioial knowledge ot 
!I 
musio. It we oan takB the numerous references in his works aa an 1nd1 .. t! 
,, 
., 
1: 
oat ion ot that lmowledge, we must certainly agree w1 th that statement. 'I 
Il his use ot music in his works 
li 
II 
II 
William Hazlitt, in the'introduation to his series o£ lectures on Jl 
!I 
the English poets said: "There is a near connection between music and dee~i (I 
il 
rooted passion." IJ!his, in itsel:t, might almost be explanation enough ot i; 
the reason for Shakespeare's use of musio in his plays. ~e the passion 
love or hate, the doone a wadding or a funeral, musio finds its place in 
the works of the poet. i: l :: 
Quoting from Ulrioi, in Shakespeareh Dram&tio A!:!, we have: "How 
intensely Shakespeare loved w.lsio, how highly he appreciated it, how deep-.:~ 
!; 
ly his ~u~oat soul was imbued with it, is proved by so many and unequivocal 
passages in his works, that there oan be no question as to this predileo- 1: 
I 
' 
tion, to this char&oteristio trait of his nature"• .And Edvtard w. :Naylor i> I 
aayss 2"•••out of thirty-seven plays of Shakespeare there are no less than ; 
;! 
i) 
thirty-two whioh contain interesting references to musio and music mattera ;. 
11 
I 
IN THE TEKT ITSELF. There are also over three hundred stage directions 
Which are muaiaal in their nature, and these occur in thirty-cix out of 
thirty-seven plays". The musical references in the text ooaur mostly in II 
the comedies, while the stage directions are found ohietly in the tragedieJI 
and are generally--thougn not always--of a military nature. The oomedle•ll 
.I 
contain witticisms and "Word-~lbblln~'• generally, when musical references 
ooour. But it is not the purpose of this discussion to treat the many 
,. 
' 
r ,• 
II i: ;: 
' 
'I 
' ,, ,, 
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,, 
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:I 
references ot a musical nature to be found in Shakespeare in anything an.. ·t 
r· i\ 
preaChing an exhaustive mannero Since a mere listing ot the references ,I ;! 
would in itself be meaningless and would do little tor us but fill up i/ !I 
:I 
space, we have selected those references which ws think are representative ,I 
!I II 
'! 
of the different types to be found in the plays and poems, even thougn 
some of the best known allusions may be omitted. ii ,, 
'I 
The ohroniole plays ot Shakespeare's predecessors were really no·Ji 
thing more than processions ot poorly connected historical episodes in 11 
clashing ot swords covered up poor dramatic action and dialogue. 
[I 
Shake- I 
Which drums and trumpets, with the aeoornpa.nying roar of cannons and the 
speare improved both the action and speech and the accompanying martial 1 
music. Blanoh, in ,mmt John, 1 asks if "braying trumpets and loud churl- II 
This is the\ ish drums" shall be measures of the pomp ot her wedding day. 
i 
bride•s reaction to these martial inst~ents with their--to her••disaord-11 
an' loudness. Another time, perhaps, they would be less annoyingo And / 
I 
Xing Richard, too, complains ot the "boist•rous untun'd drums, with harsh-! 
resounding trumpets' dreadtul bray•••" 2(Incidentally, in E. ~ Qhambers•s / 
book 3 we read 1 "l do not know whether Riohnrd ll hns ever been set to Jti\1• 
such treatment ••• ") 
:I 
I[ 
'I 
il 
i! 
'I 
I 
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'' ~~ 
his train, marahing, and with drums and trumpets. 
l , ~~ 
Further on in the same I: 
i! 
scene (1. 150) the King shouts: ''25 flourish, trum:petst. strike alarur.11 drums~it 
1 
And again: ~trike up the drum" (1. 179). But there is the quiet note as I 
well as the martial tone to some of the references in the history plays. 1 
I 
I 
The sensitiveness of the oharaotors and--if we are to believe the comment~ 
tors--of Shakespeare himself is evidenced in such speeches as that 
l 
ard in Richard 11: 
Music do I hear? fMUsio) 
Ha, ha\ keep time\ How sour sv~et music is, 
When time is broke and no proportion kept\ 
So is it in the music of men's lives. 
I 
of Rio~ 
I 
i 
l 
I 
I 
! 
'I I! 
II 
!1 ,, 
He has "daintiness of ear to check time broke in a disordertd string", but \1 
be has not an ear for the "concord" of his state and time to hear his "true'! 
There is a dignity \j 
I 
time broke". A play, this is, on "time" and ~ime"• 
l>ri.nc..e.. 
in the speech of ~ Henry 
2 
when, upon learning of the dying king's attempt\ 
I 
to sing, he says: 
'Tis strange that death should sing. 
I am the cygnet to this pale faint swan, 
Who chants· a doleful hymn to his own death 
And, from the organ-pipe of frailty, sings 
1111 soul and body to their lasting rest. I 
I 
Of course, it is the veiee of the king which is the-"organ-pipe of f'railtY"I 
but lhe speeoh shows a knowledge of things musical. 
5 
Gloucester speaks of the "lascivious pleasing of a lute"; and 
li 
'I: 
1: 
talks of the -all: piping time of peace• -n there ia nothing to do but 11 
"descanil" on his deformity. "Descant" and its use here is taken as an in .. li 
stance of Shakespeare's technical knowledge of' musio. It might appear that 
II 
I: tho dramatist had a flute or some other wind instrument of' the time in mindl! 
I! 
l v, v, 41 ff 
.• ~ =~~Ilvi,:i:'l~~==ff=== 
II 
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:i 
when he had HUmour, in the Induction of .ll Henry 11 (1. V' .ff) ,soliloquize' 1 
{- " 
concerning itself and say that it is a pipe which is easy to play upon: 
surmises, jealousies, conjectures blow U]?()ll it. SUrely, such references 
are a far call fro~ t~~ way in which music waa used in tho old chronicle 
plays. .And what is thera of the old chronicle play idea of music in the 
l 
apeoch of rrince Hal, when he says: 
"The southern wind 
Doth play the trurn:pot to his purpose"? 
Certainly this is a more refindd use of n:r.l.Sic and shows the a.dvanoe which 1 
had been made over the roughness and harshness of the early chronicles. 
2 -A Henry I! contains a passage thought to be a compliment to 
Queen Eli~abeth's playing of instruments, particularly the virginal and 
lute. Mortimer compliments his Welsh wife upon the wordo she 'tias just 
spolcen: 
"a .. for thy tongue 
Uakea Welsh as sweet as ditties highly penn•dt 
Sung by a fair queen in a sumner• s bower 
With 1·avishing division, to her lute". 
The woman will sing the song that pleases her husband, he is told, and ht; 
I 
says 1}.e will be glad to listen to hor. The soene between Hots:pur and Lc:.d$j 
II 
peroy where the man urges her to sing is a far ory from the old ohroniclH I! 
play. The seriousne~s, too, of the use of musio in the old plays is 1 
3 I 
matched by Falstaff playing on his truncheon like a fife. He says of his 
soldiers that some or them would as "lieve hear the devil as a dru.m",4 but I 
wiahos that tho tavern wore his own drum, Suoh bravery' I 
l 
2 
Prince Henry says he has "sounded the very base-string of limmlli-l 
I 
.! Henr;i .!!, ,v, 1, 3,4 
III, i 
! 
i ! 
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t· 
I 
I 
., 
tyn,1 and Falstaff says 2 he feels as "melancholy as a gib cat" or (as 
Prince Hal adds) "an old lion, or a lover•s lute"• Falstaff finishes 
comparison by saying, ''Yea, or the drone of a Lincolnshire bagpipe''• When !
1 
3 i! 
the Ring says the rallen' s note is a "dismal tune", we have further evi- .I 
denco of the sens1t4veness of Shakespeare's characters to sound. Where, 
in the drama before Shakespeare, do we find such allusions? The tendency 
'I 
is rather toward the noise and clamor of war; but in these historical playa' 
we have many allusions to un-warlike music. 
4 Sidney Lee says that t.yly, with his ''musically turned lyrioB''• 
obviously inspired Shakespeare's early dra~atic efforts. True; but it 
I 
I 
I 
' 
was inspiration only: Shakespeare took up the standard and carried it on to'! 
I 
greater glories and triumphs than any Lyly had experienced. 
Nearly all of Shakespeare's musicians are shown as vagabonds or 
i: 5 
, Bohemians. This is not surprising, in view of the light in which per-
'-
formers were regarded. Ueroutie0 it will be remembered, dislikes being 
6 told that he "consorts" with Romeo when Mercutio and Tybalt meet, and 
'I !· 
'' at Tybalt's use of the •vord, twisting it to give it its musioal connotatiOn! 
II 
,! 
and accusing Tybalt of making a minstrel of htme There was evidently a :1 
I· il 
wide gulf fixed between the court composer and the mere performer. I' ;I 
Shakespeare often affects a sinister attitude toward his musicians! I ,, 
~ I 
:; 
and gives their songs a framework of satirical comment from the other actors: 
i: 
the scene fro::n ~.,\do About Nothing 7 where BalthaSar enters ''With music~~ 
8 II 
to any musician. Yet, in AE.. !2::!, ~ ll,, the !! is far from complimentary 
i 1 I Henry ll• II, iv, 5 
2 Tbid, I,11,82-85 
3 .!!. Henry !1• III, 11, 40 
4 iife .Q! William Shakesneare, opp. cit., 
5 see Elson: Shakes-peare !!!, :t.tusic, P• 57 
6 Romeo ~ Juliet III, i, 48 ff 
P• 105 1: 
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comment is less humiliating for the singer. 
:c.::-c:=--=c--=--=======--=-ir==--=----------
The nducdame" of the refrain! 1 
may be Shakespeare :poking tun at the meaningless character of man~ "bur.;.-' if· 
I! 
I 
:: 
dens" 1 of the timeo ln ACt v, soene iii, line ll ff, of the same play 
we have: 
''1 Page: Shall we clap into 't roundly, without hawking or 
spitting or saying we are hoarse, which ara the only prologues to a bad 
voice?" What a thrust at the vocalists Who--then, as noW1--have to be 
i ooaxed to sing and who make many exousea for not being in ttgood form"~ can 
wa resist the temptation of thinking that here, at least, Shakespeare has 
hit tongue in his cheek and is heartily enjoying himself? 
The musioisns in Romeo ~ Juliet, though called upon to play for 
a wedding, may, they believe, be obliged to play for a funeral. Wedding 
li or funeral, it is all the same to them. From personal observation it has 
_, 
I' 
j! been noted that that attitude exists to-dayt a certain type of musician 
11 
" ~ . 
cares little what his ''job" be, provided that remuneration follows. Is it 
ii this attitude at which Shakespeare makes his thrusts? In the scene where 
'l 
I! 
1
: "When griping grief" apprars, 2 the satire is not directed against the nm .. I' 
sio, but against the "intention finders" who look for that in a poem which 
was never intended by the writer. Peter's rather condescending answer to 1 
James Soundpost•s "Faith, I know not what to say" 3 seems to be another I 
I 
thrust at the singer: often :people with beautiful voices had--then, as now~ 
I little else in their education than the cultivation of that voice; or, as I 
4 I Elson puts it, their "education never extended any higher than their 1 
I 
throat" (sio). Peter, according to the same writer, takes it for granted! 
I 
:; I 
j1 l see Glossary of musical terms (Appendix I) .For "duodame" see discussion 
[! in Furness:Variorutu !!• E.f Shakespeare, vol. viii, PP• 97-100 !1 
1: 2 Romeo~ Juliet,rv, v, 128 li 
/! 3 iil14 IV, v, 140 . ,I 
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I 
that the singer is duller than the other musioinns, nnd it is against suohl 
ignorant people that the barb seems to be directed. Richard Grant White I 
says that "You are tho singer" (1. 141) shows that Shakespeare understood IJ 
II 
tho violin--that. the soundpost stands under the highest otring of' the in- il 
,, 
stru."'lant, and that the E-string was called the "cantoren, or the "singer" • li 
This view, according to Elson, is far-fetched. Indeed, many singers of 
to-day, he claims, might be taken as "terrible examples of' Shakes:peare+s 
moaningt•. 
l ~~ reoall the statement of' the Hostess that the Prince broke 
Falstaff'' s head "for liking his f'athor to a singing-man of' Windsor". This 
is but another reference to the contempt in which wandering musicians--not 
composers, it must be remembered--were held. 2 
I 
Simon Catling, Hugh Rebeck, and Jnmes Soundpost augeest, by their I 
I 
names, :players of stringed instrwnents. But one says: "Fnith, we moy put I 
up our pipes and be gone". 3 It would sea~, then, that they enter playing I 
on wind instr~~nts {sha\vms or relorders). These would sound more eff'ectJ 
\I ive than strings, as a matter of' fact, when played behind the scenes. Oountj 
i 
Orsino's music in T·Nelf'th Night io vary different tmd rnoro correct, dram-
! ntically. His rrusicill.l'ls are in permanent attendance: "on call". He was 
the patron of' the musicians, just as was the Esterhazy farr1ily of Haydn 4 I 
I 
I 
•' I :I 
II 
! 
1! 
I 
I' 
I' 
I, 
It 
i! 
il 
II 
in a later century. A. more dignified setting, certainly, tr.at1 that of Cap. 
ulet•s house. These ~sicinns of Orsino certainly play stringed instru-
5 
menta, tor tr.ey accompany very quiet sr,eech, as well as sons. 
I 
i 
I 
II 
II 
II -----~~--------111 1 II Henrv IV, II, i, 96 f 
2 t:her6 •rere-many laws against wandering ~~sicians. Some of' these iaws, 
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. I While music :plays an important part in almost all of the comedi&Sii 
- jl 
the tragedies have a good share likmv&se. . But it is not merel"' that Shake;.. 
., I. 
speare has a decided preference for music--he seems to understand and be 
able to judge of the theory or tr~ art. This is illustrated in ~ ~ 1 
Gentlemen EJ_ Verona, 1 where Julia and Luaetta are talking. 
;I 
The n:anner in J 
which a song should be sung is minutely discussed and it has been said II 
thnt tho passage was inserted intentionally to show $haltaspeare•s lmowledge; 
II 
or the technical branch of music. 2 This, of course, rnay or mtJ::J not be ii 
li 
3 true. i! I! 
4 i[ 
In Slhel-:aspeare lm9. ~ Theatre, there is a paper on 'IS'hakespearet,s 
- 1: 
Songs ana 5tagett, 5 in which the statement is made that "little attem:pt has 1J 
been ~~de by students or by producers to understand the function and plaoell 
of tr~ songs, and the familiarity enjoyed by tr~m has in no way stimulatedJI 
.a 6 I, the spirit of iii!Dquiry, but on the contrary has deterred it"• There is ~~ 
!I 
effort made to understand the function of the songs and attention is oalledi 
to the fnot that none of the plays definitely known to be Shakespeare's 
opens with song, although TWelfth Night starts with musio. There was a 
li 
'I I 
I 
definite reason for the inclusion of music--certain stage effects, for in- I 
stahOefJ. were· possible whioh could not be obtained in any other wa:y. SOngo 
l 
2 
3 
I, ii, 81 ff I 
Ulrici: Shakesueare's nramutio Art, opp. cit., P• 248 ! 
Burney,in his_A General Histor~ of MUsio,etc,:London,l789,iii 336 f, lj 
draws attention to the fact that there are none but bona fide teohnical
1 expressions used in the part of the soene in which music occurs 1: 
P• 128. Road on February 17,1926, before the Shakespeare Association i 
by Richmond Noble : 
Humphrey Milford. Oxford University Press, London, 1927 
I 
LJ d I 121-
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I 
in fihultespearo are essential to the play--there is a. definite bearing upon : 
the plot, generally, and action is not slowed down because of the music. 
There is no feeling or abruptness; the song falls naturally into position • 
The point is :1J."l.<le that 5haltespearo learned just how groat the sen·ice was 
which eon~ could give to his plays. This is definitely illustrated by th 
use made of music in A :.ridsumrner Bight• s Drerun. But if the r.rv.sic in this 
play--and in othor plays, notably the dunce-song at the end or ~ Mer~ 
Wives 2! ~'1indsor--were omitted, there would need to be a re-writing of the 
dr~natic sequences. 
Having discovered tho dramatic value of song in his plays, Shalm-
spoare developad and usel it still further. The naturalness of songs in 
the plays is fittingly illustrated in ~ Te!!lpest: uialogue and action run 
easily into song, whether it be Ariel inviting Ferdinand to shore or Cali-
ban breaking into song as a result of his drinking. And who can fail to 
have an emotional response to Desdemonats plaintive t'\villown song, or to 
Qphelia•s pitiful ditties? Thera is something about t!1sse musical bits 
•vhich moves even the rnost blas6 audience and which gives a poignancy to the 
scenes which would otherwise be lacking. This is not merely a personal 
reaction: I have talked with several people who were not tho least bit in-
terostod in music and who profesE:ed to be "tone-deaf", and each one admit-
ted that the pictures presented by these tr.o characterS as they song would I 
remain long after some of the more seemingly moving scones of the plays hal 
faded from memory. 
It is custorr~ry in the legends of most countries to attribute to 
the fairies a decided fondness for musio. Stt.akes)?Oare was, no doubt, conJ 
acious of this, for we very often have musical accompaniment when fairies 
.!. ___________________________ _,_ 
~--------~--------------------------------------------------~~ 
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-c-======-r enter upon the stage. w. -kn--;w_t_ha_t Prospera• s island i-s-,-.ru-1-1-;f nouoa; ;!,=,------
sounds, and sweet airs", and that there are sometimes "a thousand twangling 
~-
.,. 
• 
,, 
' 
instruments" and voices to be heard. Titania, in A Midsummer Night•s j' 
Dream,l calls for a "rou.11del and a fairy song" when she wauts to taxa a na ·' 
and promises Bottom, later, fairies who shall sing as they attend on him l 
while he sleeps on pressed floY:ers. 2 Thomas F. Thisel ton n:;er, in his E2.l_ 
Lore of Shnkespeare 
3 
says: "lir. Singer ... has th'iS note: 'Shakesreare conJ 
sidered soft music favorable to sleep'"• (Surely this is not a very orig-
inal ideat) 
The p~er of music as a medical agency was early recognized and 
there is ho doubt that Shakespeare knew of this power. The use of musio 
to cure tenr•s madness is well kno~~ and it is not far-fetched, since--eve 
to-day--music is used to a great exte11t in the trewtment of neurotic pa-
4 tients and even of those who are definitely insane. 
Of course Shakespeare knew of the importance of music at weddings 
and weddipg feasts. Why should he not uso this knowledee? No wedding of'l 
the time was complete, if we may judge from references of the Elizabethans, 
without nnlsical accompaniment or the gayest sort. The Romeo ~ Juliet 
reference, already noted, recurs to us in this connection. so, too, music. 
accompanies the body to the grave, just as now there is music at funerals. 
Again a F~Deo ~ Juliet reference, this tirr~ the bereaved CApulot telling 
l II, ii, 1 
2 III, 1, 160 ff 
3 Har~er and Bros., New York, 1884, P• 277 
4 personal axperionces and those or friends have shown that it is muoh 
more gratifying, often, to teach music in institutions for the insane 
th~~ it is to do private work. There seems to be an almost pathetic 
seeking to learn in cases where there is mental deficiency 
J."' 
I' 
ot the "solemn hymns" ot the wedding toast changing to "sullen dirges"•l 
2 So, too, in Cy;beline, Arviragus says: 
I' 
I 
"And let us, Polydore, though now our voices 
Have got the mannish crack, sing him to the ground, 
As once our mother; use like no*e and words"• 
To Which Guiderius replies that he cannot sing: that 
" ••• notes of sorrow out ot tune are worse 
Than priests and tones that lie". 
I 
I 
' 
I 
I 
i 
I· 
Bells toll for Ophelia 3 when the priest says she will be allowed her vir .. ! 
I 
gin rites, including "bell and burial"• 
II Though Shakespeare's characters talk more about music than those 1 
I ot brother dramatists, it is interesting to note that they do not give us 1. 
information about ·the praotital part of the stage music as some other oo~ j 
ediea do. Other apthors, among them Marston,4 have more elaborate and 
I 
Bl~Oifio stage directions as to how the music should be performed. The \ 
I 
music in Shakespeare• s plays may be classed under three headings: fanfares,: 
. I 
I 
d~ces, and songs. Fanfares include all references dealing with trumpet i 
I 
I 
calls: alarums, retreats, tucketa, flourishes, etc$, as well as marches fori 
i drums. The term "sonnet", never satisfactorily explained, Ir.ay be included: i 
i. in this list, but must not be contused with the flourish which was a shorter 
II 
"li 
'I 
piece of l'li'J.sio. This group is not associated with battles; otherwise the 1: I! 
i! trumpet was kopt for scenes connected \Vith the nobility. q 
!; 
All purely instrumental music may be classed under dances, whether:[ 
the music was used for dancing or not, since most of the serious 
2 
3 
4 
IV, v, 88 
rv, 11, 235 rr ~ 
v' i, 257 (& :ao:e!: B Ha.-m le.tJ 
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~~ 
al music of' S!hnkespeare' a time was writ ten in dance :torms. Pavnne and gal~ 
II !I liard, though dances, were being treated as serious music and were being 11 
• 
. '. 
I II ,, 
used in string quartets and symphonies. The only other artistic music lj 
written at this period was based on the principle of the fugue and wns genJi 
I 
erally called fantasias or fancies. 1 SUch ousio was suited to private j 
,f 
performances, but probably was mot much used in the theatre~, except private 
ones, ~~re it was no doubt played before performances or between the aotsJ 
I 
Raferencea to the:Jo dances are frequent: Henr;t!. gives us the "nimble gal~ 
I 
liard", 2 11 lavoltas high, and swift cur~zmtos"t 3 and there are frequent i 
I 
I' allusions to the pavane. I 
1: I 
11 Shakespeare varied his use of songs in his plays. The small boy i ii j, 
: who :played Hoth in Love's Labour's Lost~~g, it seems, what was probably an 
Irish song, its title corrupted to "Oonoolinel"• 
tho play were likely sung by :Uoth and another boy • 
The songs at the end of i 
In .:1l!! ~ Gentlamon I 
.2!, Verona and The Merchant .Q!. Venice the solo singers come on for the ocoa .. I 
II ln 
j 
!1 sion only, probably engaged for the particular purpose and occasiono 
1. 
The .Uorohant .Q!. Venice sone of the minor actors and attendnnts "bear the I' I! 
burden" (i.e. sing the chorus). It has been suggested that Shaltespeare was\' 
:I II 
li lavish in the nm.sio of :r.ru.ch Atlo About :nothing and ~~Like .ll. beoau.se 
II 
.I 
Twelfth Uight, folloWing these t;vo, also has much music; but it certainly li 
'I 
seen:s as though the musio is an integral part of these plays, and not some ... !! 
li 
tho competition of the "children of the Chapel" was beginning to be felt. 
thing to "draw trade", so to speak • 
In the last-period oor:tedles there is music likawioe. ~ Wintsr•s 
Tale has the wandering ballad-vendor and thief, AUtolyous, sing his songs 
-
II 
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to sell them. Naturally, they must be sung well. ll C;mbeline, in addition ,, 
ii 
to the "Hark, hnrk, the Lark\" has the "ingenious instrument" l in Belisar~ 
I 
ius's cave--an instrument which will play music if' you "give it motion"• I 
This instrument was an aaoornpaniment f'or "Fear no more the heat o' the sun•~. 
Jl ~ Tempest, half' masque in spirit and tun, naturally has much mu.sic in itt! 
!I 
and music that is dramatically used. It is vital to the spirit of the 
II play, but never onoe does it dominate--always it is kept under, subservient! 
L 
to the action. II !, The songs in the tr~dies are f'ew, but they have a very def'initei' 
jl 
They are associated with abnormal states of' mind 1 Qphel~ dramatil f'unotion. 
1\ 
ia and Edgar (wlw, pretending to be mad, shows abno~l traits). ~sio, ria 
noted earlier, is one means used to restore Lear's sanity, and it is musicl
1 
which holds Leontes spellbound v1hile Hermione• s statua cot:1as to life. nes-1 
I demona's song shows us Shakespeare's artistry in the use of music; we real4 
I 
ize her suffering and we have a quiet note of contrast to the horrible murJI 
II der soene whioh soon follows. 
Just how f'ar Shakespeare was indebted to traditional music is hard 
to detennine. He makes many references to words of' songs and ballads 
which oame before his time, but these s4ngs seldom are sung or are sung on~ 
I 
ly in snatohes. Not all allusions are to traditional ballads, !Dwever: 
••Farewell, dear heart'' 2 was a song composed by Robert Jones and published 
in 1600, a year before the play appeared. The truth about the complete 
. songs which were possibly corrupted by the text in printing, is hard to dis-
i: 
li l 2 
IV, ii, 186 
Twelfth NiSQt II, iii, 110 
!' t: ,I 
I 
!' 
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oover. Shakespeare is credited with having written some, other writers 
are said to have written others. But tunes Whioh seem to belong to Shaka1 
speure•s songs do not always fit the Shakaspeare words. For instanoe, it~~ 
is still undecided whether "It was a lover and his lass" 1 and "0 Mistress 
mine" 2 were written by Shakespeare and set to musio by Morley, or whether 
Uorloy•s settings were in existenoe before ~Speare wrote his plays; at• 
aay rate, Morley's musio and Shakeapearers words do not agree as well as 
one would expaot if Morley had oomposod the musio for tho first aotual perj 
· II 
formanoe. There ~s doubt, too, about the tunes being original with Mor- 1 
lej--thore is a possibility that he may have arranged tunes already ~11 I 
The only other settings of Shakespeare's songs that are anywhere 
near contemporaneous, aside from the two just mentioned, are Dr· John Wil-
son's settings of "Lawn as white as driven snow" 3 and "Taka, 0 take tbosel 
- I 
lips away"; 4 and Robert Johnson• s •'FUll fathom fiven ond "Where the bee 
suoks"• 5 But it is doubtful if any of these are the original settings I 
used: Johnson• s nru.sio may have been written for the revival of~ Tempest _ 
in 1613; Wilson's settings must have oome quite a bit later, sinoe he was 
not born until 1594. It has been suggested that many of Shakespeare's 
songs were written to tunes already existing, though these tunes may have 
sinoe been lost. This is an obvious and logioal assumption, even though 
proof of tho iden oannot ,be definitely established. 
1 Jti! XQB. Like ll V, iii. 17 ff 
2 Twelfth lfig,'lt II, iii, 40 ff 
3 The Winter's Tale IV, iv, 220 ~f 
4 Me;sure for M~re IV, 1, 1 ff 
5 The Tempest I, ii, 396 ff; V, i, 88 ff 
d 
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Shakespeare mentions many of the musical instr~~nts popular at 
the time in which he lived, and has his characters show a sensitiveness to 
sound whioh, we are told, is a reflection of the dramatist's own feelings • 
Shylock, in ~ :Merchant ..!!! venice, 1 speaks ot the ttwry ... neok' d fife", 2 
and he twice mentions the bagpipe: 3 once as singing ''1' the nose", and 
again as a •'Woollen bagpipe", though why "woollen" is a mystery. 
The remark of Romeo in J.ct II, scene ii, about lovers• tongues by 
night sounding "like softest music" shows a keen appreciation tor musio,as 
well as a sensitiveness to sound in general. Romeo might easily have co 
pared tho sound ot lovers' tongues to something else: rippling water, a 
treetop breezo--nny one of n score of things. Thera are other evidences 
of this sensitiveness to sound}. the "discords•• of Othello and Desdemona ar 
to be nothing more harsh than kisses; 4 while the "shrill trump ••• the ear-
piercing fife" 5 show a knowledge of the qualities of those instruments. 
The ••ao harsh a ohlmo" 6 of Pericles and other equally vivid impressions 
strengthen our feeling that thero was a sharpness of perception in Shake• 
speare's attention to musiv and musical instnL~ents. In~ Temuast, wher 
J.lfonso speaks of that "deep and dreadful organ ... pipe" 7 which pronounced 
Prospera's name, we have an allusion which may have been written because 
l II, v, 27 ff 
2 E.W.Uaylor,in Shakas'Peare ~ Musio,opp.cit.,eays that the fife had a 
crooked mouthpiece. The instrument itself was straight,but the player 
had to twist his head to get at the mouthpiece 
3 IV, 1 
4 Othello II, 1, 200 
5 ibid III, iii, 351 f 
8 I, 1, 85 
7 III, iii, 98 
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England was very conscious of the organ set up at King's Collage, 
- - - - - --rr ---
11 Cambridge', 
I 
in 1605, by Thomas Dallam. This was the firat complete two-manual organ 
II 
, · of England • 
1 In ~ova• s Labour's ~ occurs the following dialogue: I· 
Holofernes: I will not be put out of countenance. 
Biron: Because thou hast no faoe. 
Holofernes: What is this? 
Boyet: A aittern-head. 
The last remark was occasioned by the fact that the head of the cittern I 
was often elaborately carved, sometimes artistically, sometimes grotesque-! 
I ly. Festa, in Twelfth UiP,ht, plays the pipe and tabor in combination. 1 
~omething of a dance step is probably included as well. Still in exist- IJ 
ence is a portrait of Richard Tarlton playing on pipe and tabor and one otll 
II 
II 
William Kempe dancing a morris from London to norwich, while a IIl8l walks 
beside him playing a pipe and tabor. Tarlton and Rempe '~re actors in 
:I Shakespeare's company. Sir .Andrew .Aguecheek, according to Sir Toby Beloh•.s 
boast, ..... plays o• tho viol de kamboysn, Thie ie a base-viol, played bail 
tween the legs of the performer, in the manner of the modern •cello. Sinai! 
any educated gentlelY'.an might be expected to know how to play the viol, even! 
I 
though we do not actually hear Sir ~drew play, '~ do not doubt his abilit~ 
to do so. All these references would seem to point to a rather definite \ 
knowledge of the instruments of the time. 
But did ShaY~speare have a poor kltowledge of the virginal, popula~ 
though it was? There ocour in the 128th sonnet the lines: 
111low oi't ••• 
Do I envy those jackB that nimble leap 
To kiss the tender inward of thy hand •• •" 
2 a 
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could not leap, nimbly or otherv7ise, to kiss the :palm or the player. ~o, 
also, in the couplet of the sarae sonnet: 
"Since saucy jacks so happy are in this, 
Give them thy fingers, me thy lips to kiss", 
there is a persistence of the same idoa. The obvious thing to do is to 
st;.bstitute t:r.e word "key" for "jnck"; by ao doing the sense is improved. 
But even so, an ewF: t.!le veriest amateur is aware, t:r..e jacks (i.e. keys) 
would not touch tho "tonder inward" (which evidently moans the :Palm) of th I 
! 
!Jlayer•s hand. It is unlike Shakespeare to be so careless in his use of 
tecr~ical terms unless, as has been hinted, he lacked technical knowledge 
of the mechanics of the instrument. The use o:f the word "jaclc'' is a omrnon 
in old writings as manning any implement which fulfills the functions or a 
servant~-as, for ex~~ple, a boot-jack. But there is no such meaning in~ 1 i 
i 
tended here. 11\ mch more 1 i teral uso of tho word occurs in Monsieur ·_g_•Q.!.Ol 
m (161)6) by Chupnan: "Tho weaver, Sir, much like a Virginal iack, Starts 1 
l I 
nimbly up ••• " I: 
A less serious nllusion to a musical inst~ucent occurs in The T~i 
ing of ~ Shrew 2 when Kathie vents her spleen upon her ms ia~tea=r~ I 
Hortensio reenters with his head broken, whereupon Baptista says (l. 143): I 
! 
"How now, my friend, Why dost thou look so :Pale?" He replies that his pu .. \ 
l 
2 
"Perhaps tl'JS lack o:C allusions to the instrument (virginal) in Shake-
speare may be explained by a IJeculiar error that occurs in one of his 
sonnots,and which may show t:r~t he had not a very POimlar knowledge of 
the instrument".(L.C.Elson,in ghakespeare .!.!!, Uusio,o!Jptoit.,p.38)e 
, 
I 
I 
A student of·tha late Louis C.Elson(see abovt;)told me recently that she 1: 
had heard ur. Elson say that never,in his study of the many references li 
to music found in Shakespeare,had he discovered an error.The student 
1
1 
·.vent on to say that tlr. Elson was working on his book nt the time this 
statement was made I 
!I, i 
-------·--·-----~-­
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pil will never make a musician. "Iron may hold with her, but never lutes' 11 
Upon being asked if he cannot break Katherine to the lute he exclaims:'~ 
no; for she hath broke the lute to me"• The picture he paints of himselfJ 
looking through the lute, "ns on a pillory", the while his pupil colla him 
"rnsoal fiddler" and a "twangling Jack", is amusing, to say the least. (ThJ 
"twangling jackt' may be another reference to the 11 jackS11 of' the virginal}. 
The horn is used, of course, in A l!idsum:ner l1ight+ s nroam w~en Theseus blids 
the huntsmen wake the sleeping lovers. Nor are these all the allusions to 
musical instruments to be found in the works of Shukespeare; they are suf-
fioiont, however, to show that there was mora than a superficial knowledge 
of music on the part of the poet. 
1 Elson says the surest pro.S:t', probably, of Shakespeare's "vocal 
proficiency is found in his evident knowledge of' 'gamut•, or 'Bol-J'a-ing•. 
This is thw vocalist's ability to recognize the intervals between notes, 
and the pitch of the notes the~~elves, by syllables that have been attache \ 
H 
to them". The "gar.ru.t" (gl:ll"3l'a.-ut) was taught to all beginners. Hortensi0)'-1 
J\ 
. 2 
giving a music lesson to Bisnca, in ~ Taming of the Shrew , tells his 
pupil that she must learn the rudimento of rnu.sio by learning the "gamut of 
Hortensia'*. ACcordingly, she reads: 
"GA!.'U'l! I am, the ground of all accord, 
A BE, to plead Hortensia's passion. 
~, ltl, Bianca, talre him for thy lord, 
C FA UT, that loves him with all affedtion. 
~ SOL REt one olet, two notes have I• 
I LA :r.u, show pity, or I die"• 
This passage, if disouosed for its various musical references, would take 
up more spaoe than is here available. But the fnot remains that there is 
much to make us agree with Elson's statement. 
1 S:hakespenro l.ll :Music, opp. cit., P• 106 
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i I For all his knowledge of music and his sensitiveness to it and to I 
i 
its dramatic possibilities and theatrical values, Shakespeare never adoptedi 
I 
! the principle of opera. l Percy Scholes, according to E.J.Dent in •'Shake- q 
I :1 
i speare and Music", 1 takes the stand that ''Shakespeare's use of music was in.:. 
I j 
i: variably intended to signify some abnonnal psychological atate". Simply :1 
because Shakespeare associated music with the supernatural ( a practice ,J 
!: 
,, 
II 
Which, we have seen, goes back to very early times) does not mann that"he II 
intended to show abnormality in his characters by the use of music. He II 
does use music for mad-scenes, as noted earlier; but the presence of music 11 
,, 
was not intended as an indication of the abnormality of those characters. :! 
Rather, 5hal~speare knew the adaptability of music to the theatre and knew 
the attraction music had tor the people who attended the plays. Then,too,J' 
it had become possible tor plaY,(ights to hire as many musicians as were 
needed--whai ~re natueal than that he should make tree use of the fact? 
There is no doubt about the conspicuous nature of the music in The Tempest 
and about the magical effects in this and in other plays, but we cannot 
bring ourselves to the conclusion that there was even a remote thought of 
opera in Shakespeare's mind when he \vrote, any more than that he intended 
to show abnormality by the use of music. Fancy Hamlet or Othello "burst- · 
I 
ing into ~elody" at crucial momentsV or lrncbeth pondering over his decision 
to do murder\ Shakespeare lalew.·.humanity and the workings of the hun:an 
mind far too well to indulge in. any such artifical technique as that re-
quired by the laws of operatic writing. Shakespeare's characters use mu-
sic as any of us would who had learned it as an accomplishment; and we 
should be ready to play or sing when called upon to do so. Or if, like 'i 
-:·l: 5hnkespear.e lllil Music, opp. oit. 
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1 matter of course. Autolyous, too, as a ballad-vendor, simply follows his 
trade. But always, in Shakespeare, we have characters who sing and play 
for the pleasure to be derived from it. Small wonder, then, that the 
listeners (bpth the other characters and the audience} derive enjoyment 
from the singing and playing. 
That Shakespeare's influence has been felt in later ages is in• 
disputable. Sidney Lee, in his A Life J!!. William Shakespeare, 1 says that 
"music and art in England owe much to Shakespeare's influence. From Thoj 
as Morley, Purvell, Matthew Locke, and Arne, to Willaim Linley, Sir Henry 
Bishop, and Sir Arthur SUllivan, every distinguished musician or the past 
has sought to improve on his predecessor's setting of one or more of ShnkeJ 
speare's songs, or has composed concerted musio in illustration of some of 
liis dramatic themes". 
What more fitting olose for our disous~ion oould there be than the 
aimple statement that we are still trying to "appreciate the history and 
extent of the phenomenon of Shnkespeare"? 2 
1 opp cit., P• 607 
2 see Introduction 
!· 
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In the period immediately preceding ~espeare and continuing, 
~oughly, throughout his lifettme, England produced a n~~ber or brilliant 
composers. In fact, if we exclude the name of Shuk~speare, we may say 
that the musical list balanced the literary one very ~ell indeed. From 
1450 to 1600 ic c6nsidered the period in ~hich the modern art or music 
originated, developing from a system which was derived from the medieval 
interpretation or Pythagoras, as handed dovm by Boethius and others. While
1 
medieval times SRW it chiefly in courts and in the Church, with the Renais-1 
sanae music spread among the people: printed music appeared~ and by the 
time of Haury VIII there was a marked interest every\Vhere apparent. 
It was a period of polyphonic or "horizontal" music, as opposed to 
homophonic or "vertical" music. Though homophony dates from about 1597, 
II we find no allusions to the "new mt1sic 11 in the pla;y•s of Shakespeare from 
I 
I 
I 
1597 to 1611--a.n indication thnt this style was slow in taking root in Eng-.' 
land. 
Certain composers stand out in the pre-~kespeareun period. 
]Unstable (d. 1453) had groat influence both at home and abroad; John Hey-
wood probably wrote farces for his "singing boys" at st. Paul's; and Chris4~ 
opher Tye and Tho~~s Tallis are representative of the composers of this era~ 
I 
These men were gonerally organist:.> as wall ns composers. Willlarn Byrd, l 
Thouas :1orley, John B"J.ll, Orlando Gibbons, S:ir Thomas Car-apion, Joh11 LOwland, 
and others were all active durL"'lg S:"hn:-ruspeare's lifetime. It is believed 
that :r.zorloy and the poot were personally acquainted and that Uorleyts songs 
1 
were used in the presentation o£ s;hal{espeare' s plays. 
j' 
I 
1/ 
1·1 
" 
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Many ware the musical instruments in use during the period w1der 
discussion, but they are, for tho most part, strange to us and do not now , 
exist. i 
l~sic held e very high position at court, in the Church, and amonJ 
the people, as well as in education and in the theatre. I All of Henry VIII s 
children v:ere traine(} musi:llans and lovers of music and encouraged the de-
velopment of the art to a great extent. Noblemen, too, acted as patrons., 
' ~here was Rn effort made to retain soma kind of dignified church ~lsic in 1 
England, and we find tho "mayor, the jurats, and the head men of the tO\Vll11 
(of Sandwich) numbered among the "singing men" of the Church. Though the 
Roman ritual hud been discarded, ~~ny of the chief musicians still wrote 
for it. Psalm-singing, too, was popular from 1500 to 1600, and the motet 
became the leading form of sacred composition in tho period. 
Secular music v:as scanty in comparlDon with sacred nmsio, for the 
simple reason that the former was largely a matter of rote-learning, since 
the people knew little of reading and writing, while the latter was writte 
down and preserved for future use. But secular music progressed rapidly 
and we have the great school of English madrigalists appearing in 1588. 
uuch vocal musio 'vas brought forth from 1588 to 1630, and the English live 
liP to their namo of "a singing nation"• 
It was part of the education of a gentleman to know how to play 
the lute. Music appeared. in the school curriculum a,."ld had the bacldng of 
such authorities as Richard Muloaster, Sir ~homas Elyot, Count Baldassare 
Castiglione, and others. Even Roger Asoham evidently approved of the 
study of music in moderation. 
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formanco, that of the Play .!!!:!!!!. Catharine, about 1110, through the Uira-~~-~­
clas and Moralities, and down to tho plays of the "University Wits" and II 
Shakespeare. The choristers of St. Paul's and other places gave plays I! 
whioh were largely musical. There was a gradual change from tho use of I 
hymns and antiphons in the old plays to the incorporation of songs and in-!
1 
strumental dances. The dumb-show, after 1550, was an important feature oJ 
many plays, and was alW£11S accompanied by instrtl!nontal music. With the 
first comedies and tragedy, we see further use of the song and danae. 
Contemporaneous with Shakespeare were many men who wrote for the 
children's companies which bad such great success in producing their deli-
cately constructed plays in an effective and artistic manner. The masque~ 
I 
though lacking in dramatic interest, offered muoh in the way of musical 
opportunity. The effect of this type of dramatic writing is- evident in I 
~ Tenroest and A Midsummer Hig.'lt' s nream. J 
Shakespeare, it is generally conceded, was a keen observer and ha 
a large store of knowledge of various kinds; but whether this included a 
technical knowledge of rratsic is a subject of dispute, since no records ex-
- I 
1st to tell us if such was the case. If he followed the custom of a gan-
tloman of the time he knew how to play the lute, and possibly the virginal 
and recorder. There is reason to believe that Shakespeare's musical edu· 
cation was strictly along polyphonic lines. Re must have gained a great 
deal of information about music frorn the people with whom he came in oon-
tact during tho "London period", both at Court and in the theatre, and he 
must have been familiar with church music as well. 
References to music in Shakespeare's plays and poems are numerous 
and varied. Ris histories are a vast improvement,in every way, over the 
& ESE ad 2 a 2!! z 
I 
I 
'i 
old chronicle plays, and in all his works he shows a sensitiveness to mu-
sical sounds and to the timbre or the various instruments. 
Naylor, in his Shakespeare ~ :uusia, says that there are over 
three hu~•dred stage directions or a musical natura occurring in thil'ty-six ! 
or the thi~t~-seven plays or Shakespeare, with musical references round most 
often in the comedies, while the stage directions occur chiefly in the 
tragedies and are generally of a military nature. 
The speeches of the various characters give us an excellent idea 
of the light in which music and musicians were regarded in the Elizabethan 
age: we have the vagabond .or bohemian type or performer presented, and are 
shown tho contempt which was felt toward such reusicians. ln addition, 
there is the mora respectful, serious attitude which was shown toward com-
posers and.toward music as an art. Several instances or Sha~espeare•s 
knowledge of the theory or music are shown, and it is in such places that 
the sinister, mocking attitude is missing. His use of music in accompany• 
ing scenes in which fairies appear and his knowledge of its power in tho 
treatment of mental cases is well illustrated in the plays. But for all 
his knowledge of music and sensitiveness to it and to its dramatic possi-
bilit4ea and theatrical values, Shakespeare never attempted opera. This 
may be surprising, in view of the irmnense popularity of this form or com-
position, until we realize nnew the faot that Shakespeare's characters use 
songs and other music naturally, spontnneouslyi while opera, on the other 
hand, is bound to be stilted and unnatural. Is it not this very natural-(!. ness of Shakespeare which makes his works live? 
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a term used in Elizabethan England to convey the idea of 
han~ony. The verb from which it came (late Latin accord .. 
~~to agree) gave the 1.!iddle English accord en. Shake .. 
apeare uses accord in~ Taming of lli Shrew (III 1 i,73): 
"Gamut I am, the groun~ of all accord"• 
a call to nrroe; a signal calling upon men to arm, 
originally, a oompocition set to words from some part of 
\,i 
i 
ii 
i· 
,f 
!I 
,, 
I 
I 
the Scriptures (gene rally the Psalms) nnd set in antiphotl... :1 
' 
al manner. This later choracteristia was soon overlooked 
and the a11them became more in the nature of a motet or a 
song-form without any distinguishing feature. The "full" 
anthem is entirely choral in treatment; the •.tverse 11 anthem 
has solos, duets, trios, quartets, eta, the choir often 
merely sup};lying an overture and a coda. 
one of the earliest forma of renderi11g the lJsalms, in 
whioh two half ... choirs sang alternately, as in response to I! ,. 
one another. no doubt, tl'>6 antiphon had its origin in the 
psalmody o~ the Je'~• 
from the French: an open air morning concert. Of. Cytnbel ... 
J:!!.2., II, iii,2l ff: "Hark,he.rk, the lark11 • 
'· 
melodies for which the composers of the 16th and 17th oen... :I 
1: 
'· 
turies could not easily find e~itable titles were often si~i 
ply called Airs or J~res. 
1: 
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11 BAGPIPB an ancient wind-instrument • 
I 
The French form was known as 
"oornemuse". There are many references to bagpipes &n the 
ii 
.i 
literature of the Sl1akespearean and preceding periods. 
·BARBER'S ~uSIO the cittern, lute, virginal, etc, were used in the bar-
ber ehops 
BARBITON a many-stringed musical instrument, a kind of l,re or lute. 
(See reference to Toxonhilus, by ASabam, page 53}o 
BASE (1) the old English spelling for 11bass" or lowest part of 
the harnony; (2) the base was often used as a colloquialism 
for bass-viol or viol da gambae 
B~-STRING the lowest string on the viols and the unfingered strings 
of the lutes. (!. Henr;y IV,II,1v,4,5:"I have sounded the very 
base-string of hurnili ty"). 
BBODI :rusro has many meanings and. uses e In Henrv y, V, ii ,262 f, we read: 
110ome, your answer in broken music; ••• " In Troilus and~-
sida, III,i,52, we have: "Fair prince, here is good broken 
musian. Tho two oases quoted mean music in ]?arts. The term 
may also mean the sounding together of instruments belonging 
to different families. I 
a recurring refrain, generally sung in chorus at the end of BURDEN 
eaoh verse and sometimes at the close of eaoh line. Often it 
was simply "Hey, troly loly", (mentioned in Piers Plo'..man) o 
Shakespeare's ~Ado About Hothing,n:I,iv,44-46s 110lap1 s in-
to 'Light o' Love'; that goes without a burden. DD you sing 
it, and I'll dance it". In ~;nton;y ~ cleo;patra..n,vu,ua 
---- __________ _\[_, 
--------r II 
II 
1: 
Shakespeare uses "holding" in the sar1e senE-e: "The holding 
--------~-- -- ---·---------· -------------i ---- ---------
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volley"j every man shall bear as loud as his strong sides can I 
O~!ARY 
CANOll 
CiU'!ZO!lliT 
a denoe-from in jig rhythm, very popular in England in the 
16th and 17th centuries o II Love's Labor's Lost, III,i,ll ff: 
'' •• .but to jig off a tune at the tongue's end, canary to it 
I 
with your feet. ••"• .All's ~~Ends Well, II,1,75 ff: 1 
''I have seen a medicine that's able to breathe life into a j 
stone, quicken a rock, and make you dance oan3ry with sprite 
1 
ly fire end motion •• •" are good examples of Elizabethan refJI 
erences • 
a kind of musical compos it ion in which the different parts 
ta~a up the same subjeot, one after the other, vither at the 
same or at a different pitch, in strict imitation, 
a little song. A popular form of composition taken from It-
alian "oanzonet ta11 • It was often usetl in England e We find 
the word occurring in Love(s Lobo"'r• s Lost and in Ben Jonson'S 
Cynthia's Re-rels, IV,i: ''! .. will have :-:nzonet made,with noj. 
thing in it but sirrah11 • Morley published a First Boeke £!. 
Canzonets ~~Voices (1595). 
CAR!.IAH'S WHISTLE a term frequently used in Elizabethon music-books, It 
originated it) the fact that the·can1en of the period hnd a 
reputation for musicianship and whistled all the tunes they 
heard, Falstaff' says that Shallow u ••• sung those tunes •• ohe 
heard the onrmen ·whistle, and stTe.re they were his fnnciea or 
his good--nishtsu. {ll Henry IV,III,ii,339 f'f). Bee F .. \NCY. 
the higl~st (treble) string of tho lute; probably a dL~inu-
r@PWf~P:wf'lllWWWfU. MlM!"W'FCZ7. ~T'~==- ,_?.Z,• _ '&<'---"""":~---~::::::::::::~===-=-~==~ 
1 II 
II 
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11 j' lut'l ~ Cressida, III,iii,302 ff: w;Jhat music Vtill be in him 
.. 
l 
·I!' 
I 
I 
I 
I 
when Hector has knock'd out his brains, I know not; but,! Dm 
sure, none, unless the fiddlee AI)OllO get his sinews to make 
catlings on". By analogy, S~on Catlimg (in .R• ~.!I,.,V,v), 
would be the naue of a luter, not a fiddler, since James 
Soundpost would play the violin. The word is often spelled 
11catleen11 • 
CHAPEL P.OYAL tl~ clergy and musicians who perform divine service for the 
sovereigns of England. A m from the t i.Jr.e of Edvva;-d IV con-
tains the earliest information we have and is a valuable 
source for a history of t1 o Chapel. "Chaplenes and Clerkes 
of the Chapelle••, we learn, were expecte4 to 'be •!endowed 
With virtues morolle and rpecikntyve, as of the musicka,shew~ 
inge in doscante ••• tluffytynte ir:. or ganes playinge. • •" seven 
penoe a day was the amount paid for all this. 
The choir of the Chapel Royal is the oldest of 
which we have definite information, and it was probably tak-
en as a model for the other choirs. During Edward IV's reign 
"Children of the Chappell" (there were eight, later more} 
were under the direction of a "Master of Songett, later lmown 
as the ''Master of the Children". (See under ElXJOATION). A.tter 
their voices broke the boys were sent, at the Bing's charge, 
to Oxford or Cambridge. When their voioea merited the pro-
iv 
. -- --------~ -~ 
-------,i 
motion, the young men were of'ten elevated to sing with the 
"Gentlemen of' the Chapel". The first recorded Master of the I 
Children had a salary of forty markS a year. I 
--------------- ------------------=====-=====-==----==:--------------------=-= 1r=------- --
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OHEST OF VIOLS the name given to a complete set of' viols and the case in!' 
OITOLE 
OITTERlT 
CONCENT 
COlWf'l'O 
comr,e;T 
whioh they were kept • 
a medieval stringed and plucked instrument, smaller than the 
later lutes, with a flat baok, similar to the oittern of the 1i 
;I 
II 
II 
17th century. Chaucer (lt'ni~ht's ~~ 1.1969) has: "A oitole 
,: 
in hir right hand hadde she". 
a f'lat-baoked, pear~shaped instrument, very popular in the 
late 16th and ~7th centuries. 
I 
1. 
used as a noun and as a verb by Elizabethans to mean harmony~ 
I 
! 
or concord. Spenser tells of' "A lay of' love's delight, \71th' 
sweet concent", and 
"Suoh rnusioke is wise words with time oonoented 
To moderate stif'f'e minds disFosed to strive"• 
(1) the e~uivalent of' our modern word concert; {2) an ear11-: 
'1 l : : ' 
er meaning was the simultaneous playing of different instru .. i 
ments in parts, such os would "consort" together. 
,I ,. 
a dunce su11:1.'osed by some to hwe been intro(1uced to France ,, 
f'rom Italy by Catherine de Medici and brought ~o En~land dur~ 
- I . 
. . I 
ing Elizabeth• s tittle. The Queen was celebrated as a coranto [
1 
dancer. 
!: 
I, 
1: :.::hakesreure refers t~ the danae iu TWelfth Nigb.t: 
J: 
1' 
nw1m dost thou not go to church in n galliard and co1ne home 
., i I 
in a. o or ant o?11 ( 1, iii, 135 f}. See also under VOLTE J 
n bagpipe .. Chaucer spanks of the ••oornenmse and shalymes" 
(House .2!, ~' 1. 1218) 
!· 
i: 
~ ~I 
I 
a W:Jod ... wincl instrument popular in Tudor tnJd Ctuort England. • .A,, 
hornlike instrur.1G:tlt of ·.·1ooc1, t~onar~1ll'' covorelt with louther 
- " I 
··~--··- --
---
CROWD 
DESOAI:!T 
DIVISION 
DUIJ}I1!.ER 
DU1IP 
I 
! 
I 
wn ., 
tho "c:ryin3'' of their wares by itinerant tradesmen •.1as an 
old institution and eaoh article had its own traditional nelb-
.! 
d.y, the origin of ,.,hich is 11ot :mown. Thomas Weolkes wrote i 
The Cqes of J,ondon, as did nlso orlando Gibbons and 
Dering (Oountry uryes,co l616)o 
(rote, rotta, rotte) an ancient stringed instrument 
I Richard; 
I 
I 
ly played with the fingers or n Dlectrum, later also 
original~ 
I ~ 
II 
with a 1\ 
Epitball\ 
\! 
II 
bow. ~penser writes of the "trembling crowd" in tne 
cmion (1694.)c 
used as a verb by Sihalrespea.re in Hichard III (1, i,26,&::7 h"U'n~ 
'i 
less to see my shudow in the sun and desco.nt on mine own de-
formity 11 o 
1: 
to "divide" a pieoe of music meant to write a variation on it' li !I 
b~ dividing the long notes into a larger n~ber of short ones 
Spenser (Faerie Queena, III,i,40) has: 
".And all the while sweet !iUSicke did divide 
Her looser notes with Lydinn harmony" e. 
Ro:,leo ~Juliet (III,v,29) gives us t!te reference: 1'Some 
the lark ::1f'kes sweet division ..... 
an ancient instrument, similar to the psaltery. (See illus-
trationa, page 32). 
a forrJ of dance of which but little is known. There are two 
references in Shakespeare: ~Rape .2£ Lucreae, loll~7: 11Dis- i 
I 
tress like dumpo when time is kept with tears", and Romeo and\ 
-
Juliet (IV,v,l07 ff): "0, play me some merry dump to comfort 
me. (l :uus) Not a dU!J!.P we; 'tis no time to play noW"• 
"Dump" is generally taken to mean a doleful dance or tune 
I -----·-~--··----
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I 
I 
FALL 
FIIIDLE 
which accompanies the donee. 
the cadence or close of n musical phrase. Twelfth Night 
4): "That strain again~ It had a dying fall"• 
;, 
! 
'I :I 
a free form of COI'll]?OS i ti on for instruments, popular in Shake .. : 
spears's day • .!!Henry J.Y. (III,ii,33S ff): u •A came ever in 
I 
the rearward of the fashion, and spng those tunes to the ov- ; ! 
!I 
" il ersoutch1 d huswives that he heard the carman whistle, and 
il 
!I 
' aware they were his fencies or his good-nights". (see CAR- I; 
l!AU' S 'I,'JHISTLE) 
an instrument dating back to Anglo-Saxon times. 
(See illustration, page 25.), 
" il 
!i 
(Fi thele), I! 
!I 
'! 
FIPPLE-FLUT.3 a recorder 
FLAGEOLET 
FLOURISH 
FRETS 
a srnall, high-pitched member of the fipple-flute family, and,: 
·' 
the last survivor of the instruments of the recorder class. 
a military trumpet-call, for signalling purposeso Antony 
~ Cleopatra (II,vii,l38 ff) has these directions immediate-
ly following: •'Sound a flourish, with drums". 
a method of mechanically dividing the fingerboards of strin~i 
ed instruments into semitone intervals. Tnmin~ of the ~revr 1 
-- ,I 
.. i' (II,1,150 ff): 111 did but tell her she mistook her frets, •• li 
II ): 
I 
'Frets, call you these?' quoth she; '1' 11 fume with them;' "• 
Hamlet (III,ii,388):"• .. though you oan fret me, you cannot I' 
' 
play upon me". There are many allusions to the word,show-
ing that it was in common, everyday use. This is another ar-, 1 
j, 
I' 
gument for the assertion that music was universally oultivat..': 
ed. 
vii 
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GALLIARD a popular dance of Italian origin, coming to England by way 
of France. Twelfth Night (1,111,127): "What is thy excellen 
!.' 
1: 
I ! 
GAl!UT 
GITTERN 
in a galliard, knight?" And 11Vlhy doat thou not go to church 
in a galliard ... ?" (135). A8Sin (1. 140 ff): "1 did think, 
by the excellent constitution of thy leg, it was form•d un-
der the star of a gallio.rd". Cil~UE-P.AOE was another name 
for this danae, because of the five steps of which the danae 
was composed. Of.~ Ado (II,i,75 ff)a "•• .wooing,,vedding 
and repenting, is as a Scotch jig, a measure, and a cinque- j 
pace •• .and then comes repentance and, ;yi th his bad legs fall 
into the cinque-pace faster and faster, till he sink in:o 1 
his grave", In Henry Y. (I,1i,251,2):"And bids you be advis' 
there's nought in France that aqn be with a nimble galliard 
won". 1'5ink .. a .. paoe" was onother variant of the same word, 
(g~ut} in ancient music, the range or compass of the sounds 
in common use. "Gamut I am, the ground of all accord", says 
Hortensio in~ Taming .Q.! ~ ~rew (III,i,73) • 
(also ghittern) an early instrument, not to be confused with 
the guitar. The strings of the gittern were vibrated by 
means of a plectrum. Piers Plowman hos a reference to a g1 t 
tern; Chaucer likewise: "And as well coude he playa on his 
gi terne" (Miller• s ~. 1. 3333); "And Absolon his gyterne 
hath ytake" (Id.,l. 3353}o Line 4396 of IJ!he Cook's ~al-
so mentions this instrument, and the plural form (giternes) 
is to be found in The Pardoner's ~· 1. 466, The verbal 
viii 
I 
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1: 
GLEEMEU 
GOOD-NIGHT 
RARP 
HATTTBOY 
HAY 
HORNPIPE 
,, 
!!:.Q.E. ( 1.1070), and Octavian Imperator ( 1. 69; 14th century) l, 
!i 
has therword in lts more common form (gyterne )• 
II 
il li 
i; :I 
musicians of Anglo~axon England whose nama was derived from:~ 
li 
II 
the Anglo-Saxon word 11 gle", meaning music • ;\ Gleeman were trJS 1! 
I' ,I 
forerunners of the lnter minstrtls, and their music, added to~ 
I 
I 
that brought in by the uormans, formed the basis for a nat-
ional English school. 
i 
a form of composition in 16th and 17th century E:ngland,proba-1 
,, 
bly used as the concluding item of an entertainment. Shake- li 
speare uses it in 11. Henry .!Y,(III,ii)o s:ee F.Al!OY a11d CAmfAU'O 
WHISTLE)• 
i 
II 
a plucked instrument of very great antiquity and doubtful or-~·:,·, 
igin. 
li 
a wood-wind instrument with a double reed, the forerunner of 1 
our modenl ovoeo I 
I 
a 16th century country-dance of the 11 round 11 type. Love's r.a .. ! 
-I 
bor' s J,ost (V, i, 160, 161): ''• .. or I will play on the tabor to i 
' 
the ',Vorthies, and let them danae the haY"• ' I II 
in 1 
I 
(1) a wind instrument of Bri~ish origin, chiefly centered 
I 
Cornwall and Wales. Greene, in his Groatsworth .Qf. Witte,mon..; 
tions the hornpipe as an instrument: "~no so desiring then to; 
play on a hornpipe, layde on the Pavement lustily with his 
leaden heeles". Ban Jonson (~Shepherd ,I,1i) tells of 
awakening "tno nimble hornpipe and the timburine"• 
(2) a dance, named by the instrument which originally aocom-
'I ,, 
ix 
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JIG 
In a 1085 .Mystery Pl3Y there is a stage .. direction: "Here myn ... 
strelys, an hornpipe". Spenser alludes to the way in which 
the instrument named the dance (Shepherd's Calendar, 1579): 
••• a lusty tabere 
That to the many a hornpipe plnyed 
Whereto they dauncen aaoh one with his maid. 
Ben Jon5on says: "••• fetch the fiddlers out of France 
To wonder o.t the Hornpipes here•••" 
the upright slip of wood which carried the quill, or piece ofl 
metal or leather, which was used as a plectrum in the virgin .. 
al, eto. 
(also gigge,gigue,gygge) o. dance-fonn which took the place o 
the gc.llil'lrdo Beaumont and Fletcher, in ~ nlligb.t £! ~ 
Burning Pestle (IV,i) make the citizenfs wife say: "George, II 
will have hiL1 dunce fading; fading is a fine jig, I'll assure! 
you". Love's Lc.borJn Lost (IV):••Go, whip thy gig" is using 
' 
"gig" ns a doublet for jig, meaning to dpin. There is a sonil 
idea connected with jig: the verses had a oonst~mtly recurring 
redlraino 
a small stringed instrument. Early references may rrBan a 
pocket rebeok. The word occurs in Rastel'a Interlude~~ 
~ Elements (early 16th century): 
This daunce would do miche better yet 
If we had a kit or taberet. 
a short composition of no particular characteristics, but 
which bnd to be suitable for study pirposes. Shakespeare's 
time: nsed the word in an everyday sense, and Hortensio (Tarn.--=-~ =-=---=---
il 
•• E £& a a a u:aa.21Z&&CELW&U.. . 
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. .!.E.g .Q.! ~Shrew) tells Lucentio (III,ii,~~::-0-): uyou may goj ==-====--=· 
LUTE 
l!ADRIGlaL 
MEAN 
l!EASURE 
walk, and give me leave a while. 1~ lessons make no music i . 
• three parts". This was the Shakespearean way of saying, ev4t 
dently, that "~hree ia a orowd~!1 
the name of a large, important family of plucl~ed stringed in ... 
struments, (See MUSICAL IliSTRU1!ENTS IN USE DURING THE P3RIOD •• 
a popular form of vocal composition which came to England by I 
way of the Low Countries in the last qunetor of the 16th cen
1 
turyo It became a favorite, suited to the talent and t~te 
1.. ........ 
of English composers who proved and perfected the form, \Vrit ... 
"" 
ten in any number of parts, from two to six (or eight), it 
differed from the Glee, where each part was a solo part. The 
derivation of the name "madrigal" is unknown--possibly it is 
from tbe Latin and Greelc 11mandra11 , a stable, whence the Ital..o 
ian 11rnandra", a sheepfold, herd, or drove, then the Italian 
11mandrigale", a shepherdt s song. This r;ay explain the pastor_. 
al character of the early madrigals. 
a form of entertainment introduced from Italy to England dur ... 
ing Henry VIII's reign, 
loosely (16th and 17th centuries) applied to any )?articular 
voice, instrument, or string between the treble and the bass 1 ;I 
I 
li 
Shakespeare puna upon t:h.e word: Love's Labor's Lost (V,ii,32 · 
ff): "•••nay, he can sing a mean most mennlY•••" 
(also minikin) in Elizabethan England, loGsely, a dance. Cft 
.k•k•b.•(V,ii,221,222): "Curtsey, sweet hearts; a11d so the mea-
1 
sura ends. uoro measure o£ thie measure; be not nio•"• Alsoll 
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ll!!2h ,Ado About Nothing (II,i,79,80} :here is shown that the 
1
: 
I~ ~ 
word mecns a movement "mnnnerly-modest ••• full of stnte and an~ 
cientry •• •" ll 
'I 1: 
:' 
a composition for sacred use, generally set to Latin text. :i I! j! 
Elizabethan England often used unoisen as meaning sound. Span-:-; 
II; 
In Shakeppeare1 s time a j! 
iJ 
ser speoks of a "heavenly noise 11 • 
"noise of music" was a haphazard combinntion of instrumental- II 
ists not numerous enough to make a "band"• ll Henry 1.! (II,iv~ 1 
,I 
12):" ••• and see if thou onnst find out Sneak• s noise. llistressi 
Heywood (.l!:E.!!. ~,Aot !I Tearsheet would fain hear some music". 
III): 
Where's thin great sword and buckler man of Greece? 
wee shall have him in one of Sneakes noise, 
And come peaking into the tents of the Gree~s, 
With will you have any musicke Gentlemen? 
li it 
:: 
il 
Ben Jonson (The ~ .2f..!!: Tub): "Press nll tho noises of Fins.;.: 
bury in our nana 11 • 
fundamentally, a collection of wind-instruments, one or more 
series of pipes made of various materials and giving forth 
sounds by different means. 
pluclced in strumant handled like the lutes; poyJUlar very early 
in the 17th csntury. John Dowland's first and seconn bookn 
of ''Songes and Ayres of foure parts with Tablature for the 
1: 
I, 
,, 
I 
it 
II 
li !: 
II 
of thel!1 Lute. So made t:W.t all the partes together, or either 
severclly may be flung to the Lute, Orpherio:'l,eto 11 , shovt tbat 
i: 
! 
ii 
II 
the instrm:wnt was worthy of ror::e attention and study, The !! 
orpherion was used (1600) for accompanying purposes, 
a plucked instrument strung with wire und used to supply a 
I 
! 
ii ,, 
I 
it !, /,! 
• 
I 
i! 
I 
: 
~ 1 
" i 
~ i 
i I 
I 
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bass. 
'I 
Hentioned in 15GG: Jooasta (George (}asooit;ne} in "the!' 
it 
I 
order of the dum.'!le shewe a11d ltusicke before every Acten. TllOib.;.. 
I 
. il 
as Heywood (]!'air Maid of the Exohan~-1607}: "\7ha t' s her hai~e? 
li 
faith to Bvndora wiars,there's not thelike simileo•o" 11!1161~/ 
II 
'I Tho:nas Morley published his "First Boolre of consort lessons .J. 
I 
I' for stxe instrumentes to·play together: vi~.: the Treble Lute~ 
the Pandora •• •" 
it 
'I 1. 
\I 
II I 
a 16th century Italian dance, about which there is much 
doubt. ~ggesteu by PAVAlm (q.v. ). Shakespeare may have 
1.1 
used the term in TWelfth Night (V,i,206):"'l!hen he's a rogue, 
I 
I' 
and a passy meacures pavin" • But varied readings for this I! il 
line are given: "passy measures pavin" becomes "pas t-messure 11 
painim" (in Theobald's 1733 edition). The First Folio gives i 
I 
Panyn; the Second gives Pauino 
I (pavin, pavyn) an important and interesting dnnce form of the 
I 
m6th centu~, slow and dignifiedo I It originated in Italy and 
i 
reached England by way of France. 
I 
The Pavane was sung as we 11 
' 
as danced. Parthenia (1610) hns examples of the Pavane, as 
do the works of John Dowlund. 
broadly, the unison, m1measured chant in use before the evo-
i 
I 
lution of measured music. Later used to distinguish the un-~ 
harmonised Gregorian chant from the harmonised mensura-ble ' 
music. I 
point of war, set of notes on a trumpet. Coriolanus (IV,vi, I 
laB): "The second nano of men, obeys his points as if he were: 
I 
his officer". "Points 11 , here,are co7llr.1allds (as if given by a I, 
i 
. _:1 -
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trumpet)• 
,: 
i• 
I 
ii 
a stringed instrument played by plucking with the fingers or , 
with a plectrum. It had many shapes--the shallow sound~box 
being chiefly triangular, square,or oblong. (See illustra-
tions, page· 32)• 
an extemporized added part P6rmonised in fifths, before they.: 
were forbidden. Chaucer, in The Uiller•s ~(l.3328-3332t: 
says: 
In twenty manere koude he trippe and daunce 
After the scole of oxenforde tho, 
And with his legges casten to and fro, 
And pleyen songes on a smal rubible; l 
Thetto he song som tyme a loud quynyble. 
i 
" the truly English: way of spelling choir. In Henry VIII (Iv,i) 
~hakespeare uses the older form, though this hns been changed · 
in modern reprints of his workS. 
(rubible) a stringed, bowed instrument of great antiquity,of-
ten referred to in literature and in old records. (See under 
QUI!UBLE, above). 
i 
II 
I 
1n Elizabethan times this word commonly meant 11 to sing" or uto. 
,. 
li 
warble". ,, 
!: 
1: ,, 
(English flute, common flute, fipple~flute, flute douce,dou- 1: !: 
cet, doucette, eto)o A wind-instrument of the whistle~headed i 
family, very popular in England for over three hundred years. i' 
j 
l Sea REBEOX, below 
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' REGAL a small portable orgnn, sometimes with 
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a single set of pipes. 
SA01IDUT 
5ElTNET 
~RPEHT 
It produced its music by means of reed pipes set into vibra." 
tio~ by air frou bellows at the baok of the instrument. 
as a verb, "to relish" meant to embellish with graces or orn 
aments. r:hakespeare uses it thus in ~ Gentlemen Ef Verona I 
{II,i,20,2l):"•••to relish a love-song, like a robin-redbreast". 
1n the 16th and 17th eenturies, the lines upon which musio I 
was written were often called ''rules"• 
a triangular stringed instrument of very sharp, shrill tone. 
~e-t.+'o I 
Not to be confused with ~KBUT,q.v.Jo (Cf. Aschnm's Toxo hi• 
1\ 
(the Oxford Dictionary gives eagbut,-bot,"bout,saggabut,-butt, 
shagbot (e),ahakbott,shagbush,-but,snckbot,-butt,sackebut,sadl 
butt,-but). I find no reference to ~GBOLT in the oxford 
Dictionary, thpugh there is little doubt but that this is but 
another of the numerous spellings of tho word. The &.WRBUT 
wns the old h'nglish name for the tronbone. A very popular 
instrumallt and one often mentioned in the literature of the 
16th and 17th centuries. 
a military signnl, but different f'ron1 the flourish. Eliza-
hethnn stage-directions often call f'or a senuet to be sound-
ed, and ghnkospenra uses tho direction frequently. 
a wood-wind basn instrument played through a cup--shaped 
mouthpiece. Thus, it was related to the cornet and acted naj 
bass to that group of instrumentD. The SBRPEJTT'S active life 
1 
extended from t:_and of ~hel6th os:tury to tho first part I 
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TILIDREL 
TRIPLEX. 
TROLL 
x.vii 
of the l9~h, when it was superseded by the bass-tuba. 
(shawm,shalmey,shalmoy) a double-reed wind instru.>nent,very 
ancient, and r.1ade in n variety of pitches, from treble to 
bass. 
a keyboard instrument closely resembli1115 the virgillal in ac .. 
tion, but differing from it in shape. Tue true virginal was· 
in a rectangLtlar case, but the spinet was in the form of a 
harp laid horizontally. T~e btiglish use of tlwr,sp!net dates 
from the time of Henry VIlle 
an instrument with wire strings, invented by Daniel F~rrant. 
a drum,vArying in size and method of handliug, according to 
the period. There are many references to it, in Shal::espeare 
as well as in other writers • 
(threnos) a dirgeo 
a form of composition of ·which little seer.m to be known. It,. 
I 
is possible that it is only a variation of tho word DUUP( q.v fo 
Thomas Ford's ]:Ius ick .Q! S'ul:"irie :Kindes ( 1607) has "A 
Pill to Purge l1e1ancholie, Ji!. Richard I.W.rtiu1 s Thumpe"• 
an ancient tambourine. 
an old term for triple time. Twelfth Uigb.t (V,i,40) has:"The• 
I 
triplex, sir, is a good tripping measure•••" Triplex was also 
II 
used to de1.1ignate the third part in polyphonic music. ll ii 
l: 
lto sing (something) in the manner of a round or CBtch; to ,, 
:i 
sing in a full, rolling voice; to chan~ merrily or jovidly. ! ! 
ll 
!I 
Bommer Gurton' s Headlo, £:ong II: "Then doth she tro·de to me~~ 
the bow1e". S:halcespeare, in ~ Ter.rpes t (III, ii, 126 j: "Will J I 
- " ~. -
I !I 
xvi 
li 
I, 
1
1 x.vii 
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li 
1 
you troll the catch you taught me but while-ere? 11 Following I 
this question, Stephnno sings: "Flout tera and scout 'em ••• •• I 
(tuclt:) a militRry call, said by Frnncis l.!nrkha.m (1622) to 
have been a"signal for marching used by cavalry". or. Henry 
I 
!,, Act IV, scene ii, lines 34,35: "Then let the trumpets 
sound the tucket sonance nnd the note to MOuht". 
(vial,viall) a family of bowed, stringed instruments,very 
popular in England, and commonly appearing in three sizes an · 
pitches: treble, tenor, and bass. Shakespearean references 
are ma.ny • (See under tiU5ICAL l~ISTRU:.1Ell~ Ill USll DURING THE 
PERIOD) • 
a keyboard instrument popular, roughly, fro~ about 1500 to 
1700o :· 
an ancient dance~for.m originating qs a variety of galliard. I 
The dance was characterized by tho leap of the lady as her I 
partner turned her. Both 1Iary StU£Lrt and Elizabeth were fon 
of the dance, but H~ry "did not dance so high as her royal 
cousin of England" (Melville). In Henry!( III,v,32 ff) we 
read: 
They bid us to the English dnncing-sohools, 
~d tenah lavoltas" high, and swift oorantos; 
Saying our grace is only in our heels •• o 
Robert Greene, in Friar Bacon ~ Friar Bungay (first aoted 
in 1591), speaks of the dolphino being drawn to "dunce lavol 
tas in the purple streams". (note the English use of the 
French article with the word itself). 
(wayte, vrayghte) an instrument used by the watcbmen who ~ai .. 
ad" at the gates of cities and castles. ll 
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a player on a kind of pipe (whiffle} who led the way in a 
I 
procession as an usher. The instrument probably received its 
I; 
name from the puff (whiff) of wind required to 11roduce the i i 
,, 
musioo The pipe nwned the player. 
I 
In the Chorus to Act V o£ 
' 
'· 
Henry! (lines 11·13) Shakespeare uses it: 
••• the deep-mouth'd sea, 
V~ich likB a mighty whiffler tfore the Ring 
Seems to prepare his way • 
in connection with music, v~est meant to tune the strings, , 
;! 
particularly of keyboard instruments, II The word is used fig-·· 
I 
uratively by Shakespeare in Troilus ~ cressida (III,iii,22; 
25}: 
••• but this Antenor, 
I lrnow, is such a wrest in their affairs 
That their negotiations all must slack, 
Wanting his oanage, •• 
,J 
~lUMifafsttitrttetne : rr m · rm w,, 
APPENDIX II 
yxmm; m! SH.U\ESP'i<;ARE Ti'HICH lJ:.!YB. INSPIRED C01®SEffit CPllPQSEijS 
.MITOllY ~ CLEOPATRA 
Mton:;! ~ Cleopatra:opera in 4 acts. Leon Ardin. lT.Y.U9l9leltal• 
Antonius et Ol,opatr!: ouverture de la trag6die Antonius !1~-
patre de Shakespeare, pour orcnastre, Auton Hllbinsteiil,op. 
116. Leipzig. Senff (1690) 
, I\ Antoine !1 Cleopatra: orchestral suite. Florent Schmitt 
"Mus io to fnlakespeare' s Plays", it 3. London. oxford Uni vera it :I 
Press (1931). Mostly With ace. for vio~in,piano,and •cello) 
All the music of the play ••• added 3 eongs composed for the pla~ 
by Dr. Arne. Compiled by Sir Henry Rowley Bishop. London. 
Goulding,D'Almaine and co. (1824?) 
As !!lli_ Like _ll: masque from the music to fhwcespanre• s A.Y ,L.I. 
B~ Edward German. Loudon, Novello and Co.,Ltd. (1902) 
As You Likeit: ouverture zu Shokesueares ¥/as ihr wollt,rur OI·ches .. 
- -- • - - .,;,.;..-;;o.-., 
ter• By Jum1 Knowles Paine. Op. 28. ~ipzig. Breitkop£ und 
Hartel (1907) 
overture, songs, duets, and glees in Sllakespeare•u comedyo Com• 
piled by Sir Henry Ruwley Bishop. London. Gouldin@,D',Ulpaine 
II I Potter and Co. (1819) II. I Comedy ,2£ Errors: (Irrungen)uper in 3 Akten. Ot.rl AC1ol:f Lorenz. Ber--
IJ .. -·------·-- - - - ------- ------ -- .. ----------- --- __ .II __ -
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lin. Schlesinger (189--?} 
CORIOLAN1B 
Coriolanus: suite drnme.tique pour orchestra. fiir Alexander Oamp-
bell. Leipzie. Bosworth and co. (189--?) 
! 
"Row Should I Your True Love ElOW?" Descant ro1d plano ace • by \·l.G 6 
!i 
\'lhittaker. London. Oxford University Preas (1928) 
Hamlet: (L' enterremen t d1 Oph~lie • Pi~ce pour orchestra). Louis 
Albert Bourgault-Duooudrayo Paris. I.Iaquet et Qie (1900?) 
.Amleto: trngedia lirice. di Giovanni Peruzzini. Antonio .Buzzolla. :' 
Llilano. Rioordi ( 185--?) 
I' 
i 
:1 
I' 
Hanlet: concert-ouvertura fur Orchester. Niels Wilhelm Gade ,op. i' 
37. Leipzig. Breitkop:f' und ni:irtel (187--?) 
l ~ 
,i 
Ha..'lllet: music to the play, complete for its production at Haymo.r-
1 ,, 
l kat Theatre, London, Jo.n.,l892. George Hen~chel. Op.50o Lon-1 
I 
don. Novello,Ewer and Co. (1892) 
Hamlet:trag,die lyrique en 5 aetas et 9 tableaux traduites de 
Shakespeare. Jean Louis Aristide Higno.rd. Paris, Heu (1868) 
ouvarture ~Hamlet; Joseph Joachim. MS. LeipziB• Breitkopf und 
Hartel (187--?) 
i 
: 
\i 
Hemlet: symphony. :B'ranz Liszt. Leipzig, BreUkopf und Hartel {187.:.?} 
i\ v . Hamlet; Ophelia. zwei Gedichte fur grosses Orchester. Edward Alex..o. 
a.nder :uncDowell. Op. 22.Bresla.u. Hninauer (1885) 
l •• ll d Ham et: ~eelenstudie .fur grosses Orchaster. Hichdl , Horace Wo .. 
ham. Op. 14. Hamburg. Schuborth (1886) 
I 
I 
.I II 
XX 
Hamlet: Phontasie--ouverture .fi-irgrosses orohester. Petr Il'itc}l ___ ~~--------------
x.xi 
Tchaikovski. Op. 67. Hamburg. Rnhter {1889) 
Hn~let: op~ra en 5 aates. Charles Louis Ambroise Thomas. Paris. 
Heugel et cie (1868) 
Hamlet: revaml)od, modernized, and set to music. Charles Carroll 
Soule. St. Louis. Jones and co. (1879) I 
HElffiY VIII 
Incidental music to ShaJcespenre' s play. Sir /.rthul' Sullivan. 
don. Metzler nnd co.(lS78?) 
I 
Lon- I 
Overture, and rausio incidental to Shal{:espeare's lllay (for pi.'l!lO)• 
John L. Hatton. London. Co.mpbell,Ransford and co. (187--?) 
"Orpheus with his Lute": song with piano aoa. Sir Arthu~t Sullivan. 
Bostono Oliver Ditson co. (188--?) 
Three dances from the music to Shal;:espeare' s play. Jnmes Edward 
German. London. Uovello and co.,Ltd. (1901) 
Incidental music. Sir Arthur Sullivan. London. Metzler and Coo(l8~~?) 
~ ; 
JULIUS C~AR I 
Four choruseo in the tragedy of Julius gaes9r. John Sheffield; set 
to music by J.E.Galliard. lG (17--?) 
, , .., I 
Jules Cesar: ouverture haro1q_ue et Uarche des imperiaux de la tr 
e"die Jules Cesar ••• pour grand orchestra. Hans Guido von Bu-
low. Op. 10. Maye11oe. Schott (186--?) 
ouverture ~ ghal~speares Julius Caesar:Robert Schumann. op. 12B. 
Braunschweig. Litolff (186--?) 
REHRY IV 
11
.4t the Boor's Head": musical interlude iu one act. r.tuoic,founded 
on old :English melodies, by Gustav Holst. op. 42.London.uo-
II 
I 
I 
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vallo and co.,Ltd. (1925) 
nonig Johann: ouverture zu Shalcespeares xonig Johann fur grosses 
Orohester. Albert Hartin Robert Rndeoke. Op. 25.Berlin.Traut ... 
wain (1860) 
.. .. .. gonig ~: oeverture fur Orohester zu W.5hnl~espeares Trago4ie. 
l!ili .Alex.ie'Jii toh Balakire'V:. Le ipzig.zimmermann ( 186--?) 
~~:overturn. Antonio Bazzini. Firenze. Guidi (1674) 
~ Lear: grande ouverture du roi Lear. Louis Hector Berlioz.Por-
is. Catelin et cie. {185•-?) 
uusiquas pour "Le roi Lear": Fanfare, Le S:olll!:lail de Roi Lear • .Aoh1 .. 
le Claude Debussy. Paris. Jobert (1926) 
Konig~: Oper in droi 4~cten nach s.hakespeare und Holinshed. •H 
ouverture. Litol£'f, Henry Charles. Braunschweig. Litolff 
:Kinti Lear and lli d~ugl1ters queer: Hugo Vamp. London. J.l1,vidson{l8 1 ? ) 
:rpVE' S J.,\BOR' S LOST 
Love's Labor's Lost: concert overture, after Shakespeare.London. 
Lucas,'.'leber a.nd co. (188--?) 
ouverture ~Macbeth fur grosses Orchaster. Ignaz Bruell. op. 46. 
Leipzig. Breitkopf und Hartel (1884) 
tracbeth: tragic opera in 4 acts. uusic by Verdi. u. Y. To.ylor and 
co. ( 185--?) 
·I 
Maobeth:heroisohe Oper in 3 Aufzugen. Ilippolyte Andre Jean Bop-
xxii 
1: tiste Chelard. l!unohen. Felter (~8~_:'!_~ ___________________________ l 
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5hnkespeare• s Macbetht ouverture fur grosses Orchaster. 
August Dressler, Op. 52. Berlin (1099) 
il 
!.Iacbeth: drnma lyrique.en sept tableaux (un prologue et trois aetas) 
I 1~sic by Ernest Bloch. Paris. AStruo at cia. (1910) I 
Ouverture zu liaobeth: fu"r grosnes Orchester. William Heinefetter. 
! 
Ope 13, llainz. f;chott (189--?) ; 
l;~sic to l!acbeth: arranged for piano for concert performance. Ed ... ; 
'• 
gar Stil~n ~alley. Cincinnati. J. Church (1892) 
The ·.7itches' ~: fror£1 1st scene, Hatthew King. London. Gouldingt! 
D'Almaine (181--?) 
Hacbeth: Sinfonische Dichtung f1ir grosses Orchester. Henry Hu.gh 
Pierson. Op. 54. Leipzig. Schuberth and co. (185--?) 
!I 
I 
;l 
I 
I 
~ : 
li 
Macbeth: "The musick in the traGEJdy of Uecbnth. ComllOsed by 11. jj 
,, 
,i 
Loclce,u (The music is now believed to lulve beon COffi!JOSed by :: 
'I 
Henry Puree 11) • lS. ( 18--?) 
i!Dcbeth:Orchoater Vor~?iel. Jose~h Joachim Raff, Boston.schmidt 
(1891) 
I 
l!llcbe th: Tondichtung fur grosses Orchester. Richard Strauss .op.234i 
!i 
ulinchen. Aibl. {1896) 
liacbeth:Oper in 5 .'\,kten. Carl Gottfried Wilhelm Taubert .Berlin. 
Bote and Bock {1857) 
Scene~ la cnverne ~ sorcieres (IVme acte,scene Ire) ~ la 
/ 
trngedie !.Tacbeth:pour grand orchestra. Leipzig. Balaieff (1902) 
I.!acbeth: opera seria in 4 atti (dis:. Cammarano). Fortunino Giu- :: 
:I 
II 
seppe Francesco Verdi. Baris. Bure~u central de musique(l847 )! 
II li Macbeth: J.Harroway. London. Davidson (186 .. -?) 
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I 
trncbeth Bewitched\ Celebrated comic scena ••• London. ~msic~1 Bou-
quat office (186~~?) 
"To.ke, 0 take•••": B. Va:n Dieren. London. OXford University eressi 
(1925) 
i 
Jessika: l::omische Oper in drei AufiUgen. Josef .B. Foerster. Wien.l 
Universal edition (1909) 
Favorite songs inq'llha l!erchnnt of Venice, by Arne,with songs and ! 
duets in~ Blind Bef?g<lr .Q! Bethnal Green). London.printed 
by William Smith ( 174-~?) 
/ s~ylook:comedie en 3 actes de Ewnond Harauoourt. Gabriel Urbain 
Faure. Op. 57. Paris. Ramella (189--?) 
:; 
Merchant .Q! Venice: a favorite song: "To keep my gentle Jessy"••• !j 
., 
music by Thomns drne. London (1790?) 
!lMeroante ~ Venezia:roelodramma in 4 atti da Shakespeare. Ciro 
Pinsuti. Milano. Rioordi,1873) 
~ Hero han t 2!. Venicd:music arrnnged by .. r. Harroway. Vers if'ied ••• : 
i! 
i 
by Hugo Vamp. London. T~vidson (1860?) 
l!Usic to the masque in Shakespeare's uerohant .Q! Venice: Sir Ar-
thur ~1livan. London. Cr~or and co. (1871) 
liERRY wrvrs QE. \7DJIZOR 
Falsta:f:f:sym:phonic study ••• with two interludes ••• f'or f'ull orches- ,, 
tra. Sir Edward Willinm Elgar.op.68. London. novello and co.,:! 
Ltdc (1913) 
,, 
,, 
Fn1stn:ff' 1music by Otto Uicolai. London. :r:rusic I>ublishing Coo (lBa-1) 
;! 
'i 
I 
fl 
' 1' 
i• 
i 
I 
I ,, 
! 
i. 
~ lustigen Weiber ~ Windsor:konisohe phantaatisohe Oper in 3 
I 
4-k:ten. Carl Otto Ehrenfried Nicolai. Leipzig. peters {1879? J , 1 
[I 
,, 
Songs, duetts,etc introduced in ••• uerrv \7ives .2f. Windsor,selected ji 
li entirely (with one exception) from the plays, poems,and son-li 
II 
nets of Shakespeare. l.Iusic by ur. Horn,with the f'Xception of 11 
1/ 
four pieces composed and selected by 1tr. Parry.London.sampsorl• 
•I 
Low. (1824.) I! 
i; 
Falstaff: lyrical comedy in 3 acts by Fortunino Giuseppe Francesco 1 
Verdi. Milan. Rioordi and co. (1893) I 
Ul:r:mJWSR NIGHT'S DREAU 
Elfenlied uus SharlEspeares Sownernnchtstraum fur rTauenchor, so- 1 
I 
pran-solo und Orchester. Von Hugo Wolf. Berlin. }~rstner(la94) 
i! ,, 
~ Fairies: an~ opera. ',1ords taken from Shakespeare, eta. Set to I\ 
music by 11r. Smith. {Adapted from y.]i.D.by D. Garrick) .Lon-
don. Walsh (1755) 
I 
I[ 
"a! Know a Banlt i.Vhereon the Wild Thyme BlovtS":duet; words froJiltt.N~i 
--Jl 
l! 
~. By Charles E. Horn. London.Cramer,Addison and Beale (183-~?) 
overture,songs,duetts,trios,~uartettes,choruses,marches,and melo- I 
I dramatic r.~usic in Shakespeare's ll•li•.R••••the whole of the I 
musio,with the exception of 5 pieces altered from Arne,5mihh, 
Battishill,Dr. Cooke, and Hnndel. Henry R.Bishop. London. 
Goulding,Tl'Almaine,PIJtter and co. (181--?) 
Nidsur:1r.1er Nif,h t' s Dream: overture ,scherzo,notturno, wedding r.~arch, 
interme:zzo. For orchestra. Felix liendelssohn-Bartholdy .op.6l 
I 
' 
(Various arrangements and editions available). Leipzig.Eulenil 
burg (1924?) 
1\ 
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I The Fairy r~ueen:ru1 opera. Represented at the Queen's Theatre by 
I ;::::J~~::t::::05:::·:;•:u:::::n, Printed for Jaoob Tonson .. 
The Fuir:v Bridnl:cnntata founded on ll•.ll•lr• (S.A.T.B.,with chorus 
and piano ace). J.H.Hewitt. Bostl)n, Oliver Ditson co.(187l) 
Oberon's Court,or S:onr;s of~ Fairies, by Elfin (:pseud}o ttusio b 
Charles E. Horn. London, ~7elsh ( 182--?) 
Pyramus ~ Thisbe: a r:J.Ock-opera. I.F.La.mpe. 1Jondon. Printed f'or 
I. Walsh (175--?) 
~ ~ Fairies:an opera. John C!_rif>topher Smith. London. Walsh (1755) 
I I -' ~ songe d'une ~.£'~:opera comique en 3 aetas. Charles Lou.is 
Ambroise Thomas. Paris. Bureau central de musique (1850) 
..llllQH ~ @OUT l!OTHil\G 
"Siigh no more,ladies":pnrt-song for c.s.A.A. by Healey Willan.Lolll 
don, The Fred, Harris Co. ( 1930 I I 
., "" , /' Beatrice and Bened<ict:opera en 2 notes. Louis Hector Berlioz. Par ... 
ic. Heuge1 et cie (1898) 
OTEELLO 
lin.Simrock (1894) 
"' J orchester. Antonin Dvorak. Ope93,Ber Iote1lo:OuvertUre fUr grosses 
,. ; >/ .. 
Othello:sy~ollicka busen pro vellcy orchestc, Zdenko Fibich,Qpo 6. 
Praze, ~tary aspol (1873) 
It ~;ymphonischer Prolog £:!. S:hrtkesueoros Othello:fur grosses orchesee I 
II 
Arnold Krug. Opo 27. Leipzig. Forberg (1888?) 
I Othello: grand opera en trois aetas. Gioacchino .\Iltonio Rossini. 
I 
I 
! -~ ~ ~- - --~ -~- ~--~---~ 
--w---------
1 
i 
Paris. Bureau central de la uus ique ( 184--?) 
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Othello: orchestral suite. ~amuel C'!oleridge-Taylob. London. Uetz- ~~ 
ler and Co.,Ltd. (1912) 
:! 
' ,, 
i' 
I· Othello,~~~ Venedi~:Oper in drei Akten (Tragische Oper). I; 
(Musik von Rossini). .Berlin (1850) 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Otello:lyricnl drama in 4 acts. Fortunino Giuseppe Francesco Verd~ 
i, 
Milan. Ricordi 0.11d co. (1887) li 
Shalcesueures Othello, ubersetzt von Dr. Johann Heinrich Voss • Jenjl 
l!~rornmann ( 1806) 
Othello: the rausio arranged by J. Harroway. Versified. ••• by Hugo 
Vamp. London. Davidson (186--?) 
RICHARD III 
KinR Richard ill: overture to Shakespeare's Richard .il.!J for :f'ull 
ij 
I 
I 
I 
' 
' 
orchestra. James Edward Germall• London. Novello ar1d Co.,Ltd. ! 
II (1902} I 
MusHt ~ Shakespeares Richard ill: Friedrich Robert Volkmunn.op.73.~ 
Hainz. 2chott (1882) 
l! 
i! 
I il 
ouverture ~ g}}akes-pe~roo Richard ill: fl'lr grosses Orohester. Fr. ~~ 
i Rob. Volkmann. Op. 68. Pest. Heckenast (187--?) ; 
i 
'Rie.HAI'tb Iii. I 
t:lt'I'1'\"E16: music arranged by J. Harr~way. Versified ... by Hugo Vam:P• ! 
i· 
London. Davidson (186--?) 
RO:.f.!'..'O .. um JULIET 
Romeo und Julie: Oper in 4 Aufzusen. Vincenzo Bellini. L~. n.d. I i, 
i: 
Romeo and Juliet:dramatic symphomy. Louis Hector Berlioz. Cincin- i; 
nati. Church and Co. (1878) ,; 
l! 
I ,, 
Guilietta.! Rorooo:"dramr.oa per musioa en tre atti". Zingarelli was 
:I 
,.. 
the composer of the music. Paris. t.u The~tre de 1• imperatrioe ~ 
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1\ I 
· :1 Romeo et Juliette: opera en cinq aetas. Charles Francois Gounod. 
1
''·:'.·1 -
Paris. Ohoudens (1888) 
f 1; queen ~: Shakespearean l)Oen j7 for grand orchestra and chorus 
(ad lib). Josef Chnrles Holbrook. Opa 45.Laipzig. Breitkopf 
und Hartel. (1904) 
I I I ~ amnnts ~Verona: opera en 4 actes ••• Paul xavier ~sire Riah-
ard, I.larquis d' rvry. Paris. Flaxland (1867) 
Pavane from music to Shakes11eare' s Romeo !.£!.1 Juliet. Composed by 
Edward German for the production of the play at the Lyceum 
Theatre, London, Sept., 1895. London. Uovello and Co.,Ltd. 
( 1902) 
Romeo ~ Julie: concert ouverture. Henry Hugh Pierson. Op.86.Lei 
zig. Schubarth and co. (186·-?) 
Romeo ~ Julie:Orchester Vorspiel. Unoh gelaasenes werk,revidirt 
von E.A.~c~well. Boston. Sohrnidt (1691) ~~Juliet: opera in 4 acts. John BarkWorth. London. :r.taononj 
agh,Capdoville and co.,Ltd.(l925) 
ouvorture ~Shnkesueares ~ ~ Julie:Louis 5ehlottmann.op.l8 
Berlin. Bote und Bock (186·-?) 
Romoo ~ Juliet:lyric drama in 3 acts and 1 tableau. Harry Rowe 
Shelley. n.Y. Sohuberth and Co. (1901) 
Romeo ~ Julia:plmntasie fur Orchester. Johann Severin ~endsen. 
Op. 18. Leipzig. BreitKopf und Hartel (1880) 
' Ro~eo ~ Juliette:opverture fantaisie d'apres Shakespeare. Petr 
Il'itch Tchaikovski. Berlin.note unn Bock(lBB··?) 
Giulietta ~ nomeo:tragedia in tre atti. Riccardo zandonai.Miln.no. 
I, 
I 
II t£2 ill! 2UZ18ili:u.Lt:S 
I 
I• 
I 
i 
i 
i 
I 
:i 
I 
i i 
Rioordi e c. (1923) 
Giulletta ! Romeo: drwnrna eroico pantomimo. Nicoolo ..:.ntonio Zingu-1 
relli. ts. Uilano? (1796?) 
A~!!.!.. Shalcesneare ~ongs: by various composers. Arranged by Eo • 
Edwards. Uew York. Schirmer (1903) 
I 
i Songs .!!:.EE! ~akesueare :earliest kno·:m settings. Edited by Bridge • ! 
I London. novello, Ewer and Co. (1893) 
I Collection, compiled by Jolm Caulfield: songs, t'luets,g1ees,chorus..i 
I 
es,etc. London. Caulfield, (183--?) I 
I The ~ongs .f!:Q.!.!! Shakes1:eare 1 s Plays: set to the old tm1es. T.Maskel~ 
Hnrdy, editor. London. Cur\7en and gons, Ltd. (193--?) I_ I! 
i: 
"It \Yas a Lover and His Lass": duet {S.J...} I.!Usio by U.'lry Carmichael 
London. Doosey and Co.(l87-~?) 
f;ongs (with piano ace,) ~plays .2£ '\7illium ~"ll{espeare. Grace 
Thyr:za Kil:ll.'lins. London. Uovello and C~o.,Ltd. (1911) 
Shnl::espenre 1 s t'ramatic S:ongs, •• uocompaniz.:ents for the pianoforte, 
from the v:or:a:: of Purcell, F.:.elclil18•• oLinlay,~o,editor.Lon-
don. Preston (1815-16) 
A s:halcesr)eare ~ong cycle: Grace 'Jussoll. Cir.c::.nnati. The John 
:I Church Oo. (1904) !! 
~ S11c:,os;)eare Conc;s:aomplete collection of the songs Vlritten by I, 
or attributed to S:hakespeare. Edited by Tucker Brooke (v~ruJI 
OULY--no music). n.Y. Morrow and co.(l929) 
I' 
.I 
li 
I 
lr Six Slhakecpeare Songs: Mario Oastelnuovo .. Tedesco. London. Jeand W.' 
!' 
Chester,Dtd. (1923) 
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Songs .f.!:!u!! Shakes,.~ora: London. Cassell and co. ,Ltd, {1886} 
3onnets .Q! ~akesueare •• ,aJ.:d miscellaneous songs, by ••• Richard S:imh 
son. London, Lucas,Weber and co. (1878) 
Six 1.!8.drigala, for 4 voioes. Composed ... by John navy. Op.l3. Lon-
don. Balla (1810?) 
Songs from 5hakespeare's Tempest, I.rusic by Joseph Uoorat. London. 
(1908) In S'h.,~.,~ Tempest 
Gesonee ~ Shakespeares ~ 11:!: wollt: Carl Gottfried Wilhelm 
Taubert. Berlin. Westphal (106--) 
Thirteen Standard Songs of fittokesneare: music by pUrcell, .\I'ne, 
Bishop, Schubert, etc. London. Chappell and Co.,Ltd. (1915) 
Fifty Shakespeare Songs: Charles John 'iincent, ed. Boston. Oliver 
Ditson Co. {1905) 
"As it fell upon a day 11 :duet (from the sonnets). Sir Henry Rowley 
Bishop. Boston. Ditson (185~-?) 
I 
I 
"Charrr.er, hear your faithful lover 11 :favori te song in coriolanus. 
London? (177--?) 
I 
II 
'I 
115oft in the East" 0:1·7£~. George 4\le:a::ander Hodson. Dublin.Willis 
and Co. (183~-?) 
! "Ariel's adieu to Prospero":Williarn Linley. Words by \7,L.Bowles. 
; London, (1800?) 
r 
• J J: 
~ 
"Come, let us acree": (sung in_!. _g!A.). Henry Purcell. London • 
(1700?) 
\. 
•J 
]' 
. 
' 
"Dear, dear, :pretty,pretty,pretty youth": (r::m1g by girl in .!h! 
\ 
") 
•I !I 
I, 
I 
li I, 
1: 
li 
li 
I. 
;I 
:' 
I 
,I 
I 
"i''ill,fill,fill all the glasses": {2-pt. song in P.'enry yJ. purcell. 
London ( 1740?) 
II tl-~ Widersvanstigen Zahmunr,: komische Oper in 4 Akten. Hermann 
Goetz. Le~pzig. Elstner {1876?) 
~" / r La megere apprivoisee:comedie-1yrique en 3 aetas. Prederia Le Rey.; 
Paris. Dupont {1895) 
Ouverture ·zu Shn.kesneares Die zan..'1lung der 17idersl;anstigen: 
i ji 
.. i: 
fur or~: 
chester. Josef Gabriel Rhei11berger. Leil)Zig. Fritzsen {1874) 
Tamin8 .Q! ~Shrew: songs {by various composers). London. Willis il 
and co. {1825?) 
"Full fathom" and 11\'Jhere the bee sucks": Robert Johnson. OXford. 
!! 
·' 
I 
' i! 
il 
ii 
!! { 1660) Published by John 17ilson in "Cheerfull ayres or bal- i i 
1: 
lads". {In Sh.,~.,Tempest.)London {1895} ij 
lj II Musik ~}!:. illlakes11eares I'...er Sturm von Engelbert HUJniJerdinck. Lei~ 
zig {1907} 
;! 
:j 
Two chants d' Ariel (frora ~Tempest )Arthur Houegger. Pnris .Sonart 
(1926} 
~Tempest: an opera. Set to msic by l!r. Smith. London. Printed !
1 
for I. Walsh {1756?) 
,, 
,: 
The Tempest :songs by JoserJh Moorat. London. Chapm.;'Ul nnd Hall (1908) 
"Yihere tho bee sucks": arr. for piano by !lr. Peile.Doston.Bradlee 
(183--?) 
Overture to The Ternoest:Sir Julius Benedict. London. Enoch{187--?) 1 
J.riel' s song frot!'l rihakospeare' s Tempest:t-ltr Orohester. Walter 
-) 
J* 73FI '!'mmermewwerrr,,·wmt'ur·rw:ewn:wtW 
I 
I' I' 
i' 
II 
i, 
1: 
il 
I, 
,I ~ 
'i 1: 
" 
,, 
,, 
,, 
:, 
!j 
Braunfels. Leipzig.Lenckart (1911) 
" La Tempettl:pour grancl. orchestre. Ernest Chnusson. Opel8ePariseLe i; 
Bailly (1902) 
,, 
'.I 
i' ,, 
Prospera: concert overture for full orchestra. Frederick Corder. , 
I 
London. Hovello,Ewer and Co a (1884?) 
'1.1 Boure: Oper in 3 Akten. Fibich. Praha. Urbanek (1095) 
'i 
I 
:i 
I ,, 
L,g, temoesta: opera en 3 actes. Jacques Francois Fronental Elie Hall. 
ivy. Paris. Brandus and cie (185--?) 'I li 
:i 
Prelude pour g Temn&ta ~ YI.• Shnkesy:enre:l10Ur orchestra. Arthur i 1 
![ 
'I 
Houaeeer. Paris. 5enart (1924) 
Symphonicche Dichtung E.i!£!! Shn.lcespeares Sturm: fUr Orches ter .John ! 
ICllOWles Paine. Leil)Zig. Breitkopf und H~rtel (1907 1 
!' 
:I 
l: 
'I ,, 
~Tempest: Henry Purcell (and t~rne,SUnith,Lin1ey). London.Lons- ii 
dale ( 183--?) 
~ Geistar-Ince1: ein Singspie1 in 3 Akten. Johann Friedrich 
Reichardt. Berlin (1799) 
La temuestn:"nn entirely new grand opera, in 3 aots. 11 L'Usio by 
~vy(see above). 
I! 
I 
I' :! 
Hall 
li 
trusic to Shakespeare's Tempest: pi~o (4llallds), f:ir Arthur ~ulli-'j 
van. Londou. Novello and Go,, Ltd. ( 188-?l) 
Three Dances from the music to fih.!lkeS:peara' s Tenr)est:Sir Arthur 
~llivan. London. Hovello and Co. ,Ltd. ( 1904 J 
1\ ~ tem})ete: fa.ntaisie. Petr Il' itoll Tohnikovski. 
... La te~pete: ballet fantaatique. ;\mbroise Thouns. Ope 18. Pnris.neu~ 
&el (1889) 
~ ~: Oper in 3 .Aufztl'Ben • .\nton Urspruch. Harnbur6• Cr,:mz {1884) 
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I 
1&!:. s;turm, Frank Valentin Vcll der 5tuoken. Opo o, Berlill,Luokardt II 
(1885) ,, ~Sturm: overture. George Vierli~J· Op. 6, Berlin. Trautwein(l8Jl1) 
il T'.'lELFTH HIG!IT 
i 
overture !Q fi:hakeSl>eare' n corned;? Twelfth lHght :Sir ~lexo.nder Cam1111 
bell Mackenzie, Op, 40, London, 1Tovello, Ewer and co • (lBBB ) I 
Cesario: Oper in 3 ;~kten. Carl G. \7. Taubert. Berlin. Bote und 
Bock {1874) 
Musik.!.}! Shakespenres Was l:.!:!!, wollt. JUliue Tausch. Or>• 4. nUssed 
dorf. Bayrhoffer (1863) 
Ouverture _E!, Slw.l::esneares Die beiden Veroneser: JOS9)Jh Street • Op 
8. Leipzig. Breitkopf und Hffrtol (1859) 
"Bid ml'3 discour~:>e": Henry R. Bishop. N.Y. l!esier (183--?) 
"LO here the gentle lark": H.R • .Bishor> 
WINTER'S TAJ:S 
•• h i i nerrnione: grosse Oper in 4 .Aufzugen. i.rnx Bruc • Earl n.:::: mroolc 
(1872) 
" Pardi ta: opera comique en 1 note. Leon Pillaut ,paris .nu r:ast (1907 
Ein Wintermarchen:Cnrl GOldmark. Wien. Karazog nnd Wallner (1907) 
~ Wintermarahen: musicalisches Sahuuspiel in 4 Akten. Balduin 
Z innne rmann • Erfurt (1900) 
I 
I I, 
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XXXV 
;virooP·, 1&: r.j 1J.O: .J.I.Aiill, GOOD !.UN· {late 16th century) :!{.±.,IV,iii 
W2mRB GRIPING GRIEF (Rioh. Edwards,poet and oomposer1 d. 
-- •- • -T------ -•··~-~---· ·-
Li!M! 
I 
i 
iU. 
I . Gm."'JW SLEEYm• {Tune is probably of' Henry Vlli• s time) j 
... .. I ,, ,..-.., ~ • ~ 1 I 
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I h. &. 
n· N 
II 
t~·.ll• II, iii) "CA.'IDH" £or three voices 
~ $·I 1 
.,. 
'II 
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'II 
I 
:mi KIUG'S HUlTTING .!ilQ• .By I!r., Bul
1
l ( 1563--1628) See Hamlet, II, 11, ~22 
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